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A. INTRODUCTION
1. Why an Institute of University Hospital (IHU) on Infectious Diseases?
In the 21st century, infectious diseases (ID) are a challenge that requires the coordination of research
forces, epidemiological surveillance, diagnosis and care all at a single site. Major challenges include
contagiousness, including intra‐hospital dissemination of disease; ID related to travel, outbreaks in
the South and their risk of spread to the North; the treatment of chronic infections, including those
that associated with major pathologies such as cancers; the discovery and monitoring of emerging
pathogens and the detection of future human pathogens in the environment (including potential
vectors and animal reservoirs). Finally, we face the challenge of the capacity of health systems (in the
North and in the South) to manage the outbreaks, obtain public support for policies of prevention
and fight against these risks at acceptable costs to the community. To meet these challenges, we
propose to bring together important resources in the fields of basic research (not only in
bacteriology, virology, parasitology, immunology and cell biology but also in epidemiology and
human and social sciences) as well as infectious and tropical diseases (ITD), with the creation of a
physical hub for ID, a building of 20,000 m2 dedicated to ID care and research. The building will have
an area of hospitalization whose capacity should be within a range of 90 beds and include an
extensive Biological Safety Level (BSL) 3 unit. The departments of ID as well as the laboratories of
Nimes and Nice are already grouped in the Infectiopôle Sud foundation and will join in partnership.
ITD continue to remain the leading cause of death worldwide, with 17 million deaths per year, or
more than a quarter (27%) of all deaths. This infectious mortality disproportionately affects the
poorest countries, which are predominately located in Sub‐Saharan Africa and South East Asia. The
43 poorest countries in the world (per capita incomes of less than 976 U.S. dollars) continue to suffer
from massive premature death (less than a quarter of their population reach the age of 70), which is
predominately caused by ID. This is why WHO (World Health Organization) lists the three most
serious killers in the world as HIV (3 million/year), tuberculosis (1.6 million/year) and malaria (1.2
million/year). Additionally, lower respiratory tract infections cause 4 million deaths per year,
diarrheal diseases cause 2 million deaths per year, and there are 3 million deaths annually from
diseases that are preventable by vaccines (Morens DM et al. 2010 Nature 463:122). Due to a lack of
research, more than one billion human beings currently suffer from one or more of the «neglected
tropical diseases», which are characterized by the lack of diagnostic tools, vaccines and medicines to
meet the specific needs of patients in poor countries. In the last 30 years, the globalization of trade,
the migratory flow and the transport of travelers (international traffic increases by 6% per year), as
well as climate change, have increased the movement of infectious agents and heightened the risk of
global pandemics affecting, or likely to affect, our country. Several phenomena have been added to
pandemic risks that call for a global response to «emerging» or «re‐emerging » ID: the chronicity of
2
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certain viral infections, such as HIV and hepatitis; the prevalence of care‐associated or nosocomial
infections, which affect nearly 5% of hospitalized patients in developed countries; the increasing
capacity of microorganisms to resist the anti‐infective drugs available (antibiotics, tuberculosis drugs,
antivirals, antifungals and antiparasitics)1; the discovery of the involvement of viral agents in the
genesis of several chronic pathologies, including more than a quarter of cancers2; and even terrorist
threats that include the danger of biological weapons. For 50 years, medicine has relied mainly on
drugs to control infections. However, it appears that antibiotics were over prescribed, and resistance
has developed rapidly. This resulted from the fact that therapeutic strategies are primarily empirical
and that etiological diagnoses are rarely effective. An important goal of the 21st century is to
standardize and apply at the clinical level the etiological diagnosis of ID to optimize ID management
(Raoult D. et al. 2004 Nature Rev Microbiol 2,151‐9). The fight against contagious disease has decreased

significantly, as the isolation of patients presumed contagious is no longer practiced or inefficient for
both respiratory infections and nosocomial infections. Recent alerts have focused attention on
potential epidemics, and in response, countries such as Italy, China and the USA have proposed the
regrouping all medical and scientific resources for ID in one centralized location.
The considerable increase in life expectancy of humans is one of the highlights of the last 10 years.
Although there are multiple reasons, it is mainly a reflection of the progress made in the fight against
ID. These changes are in turn responsible for an upheaval in the hierarchy of infectious medical
problems in our country. The increase in life expectancy and hospital care has resulted in growth in
population sensibility facing ID. Also, longer life can unmask the role of chronic viral infections such
as etiology of certain cancers. ID are the result of interactions between people and their environment
and the conflict between humans and microorganisms. For 20 years, many acute emerging infections
have been identified. Marseille is particularly vulnerable to infectious agents; it is the European city
that hosts the largest proportion of people of foreign origin. Thus, tropical diseases are common
among people living in Marseille and the possibility of disease dissemination concerns the
populations of inter‐region PACA/Languedoc Roussillon.
2. The institutional resources involved in Marseille and their skills
Marseille, due to its geographic and demographic characteristics, has always been a gateway for
migrants in the surrounding areas of the Mediterranean and the African continent. It is the oldest
city in France and remains an important port for the South. It was founded by Greeks from Phocaea
1

While 1 in 3 people in the world are infected with dormant Mycobacterium tuberculosis the emergence of strains of multidrug resistant M.
tuberculosis (MDR‐TB) that are refractory to treatment with the main TB drugs (isoniazid and rifampicin) is worrisome. According to WHO,
about 5% of new TB cases diagnosed each year are MDR; the 13 countries with the highest prevalence of MDR‐TB are all in Europe, in
Eastern Europe in particular. Worse still, these last 3 years, the number of countries reporting cases of Extensively drug resistant TB (or
XDR‐TB), a generally incurable disease in developing countries, has increased by almost 25%.
2
The example of human papillomavirus (HPV) is very significant as it affects 3/4 of sexually active people. It predisposes women to cervical
cancer. Helicobacter pylori, a bacterium that infects the gastric mucosa, is responsible for 80% of peptic ulcers.
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(now a Turkish city in the vicinity of Izmir). Demographically, Marseille has a population that is
naturally connected to the tropics. Thus, every year there are about 150 recorded cases of malaria in
residents of Marseille returning to their home countries for short stays; this is especially true for
residents visiting Comoros. The geographic position of Marseille explains why the city is especially
specifically exposed to contagious agents. History records three outbreaks of plague that were
spread from the city; the first outbreak occurred from 1347 to 1353, the second in 1580 and the last
but most important in 1720. The last outbreak decimated the city and spread to the entire Provence,
killing between 90,000 and 120,000 people out of a population of approximately 400,000. These
epidemics strongly marked the history of the city, and they are the reason that care facilities
(diagnostics, research and teaching of ID) were established in the city and its immediate
surroundings. Marseille had a unique historical evolution, and its detachment from the French royal
dynamic has prevented the creation of university structures that would have allowed a better
development of medical schools. However, medicine has always been practiced at a very high level,
as evidenced by the creation of the Bonaparte Internat des Hôpitaux of Marseille immediately
following the creation of the Internat des Hôpitaux of Paris. This created a chasm between medical
practice recognized for excellence and the lack of formal institutions for medical education.
Ultimately, the creation of a Medical School in Marseille was carried out during the 19th century
thanks to the "colonial" vocation of the city. In 1905, the French army established its training,
expertise and research in tropical medicine at Pharo in Marseille for geographical and historical
reasons.
Over the last 15 years, Marseille has become a major place of ITD research with over 400
publications per year in international scientific journals; studies have been predominately focused on
clinical microbiology and ID. Marseille research teams have made important contributions in the
fields of zoonoses and vector‐borne diseases, emerging infectious agents, bioterrorism agents,
genomics of human pathogens, immunology of ID, and structural biology of infectious agents. In
addition, the University Hospital (CHU) of Marseille has created the largest French laboratory of
microbiology, the first civilian laboratory for the detection of bioterrorism agents, and the first
hospital unit with level 3 security. Within the hospital and the Faculty of Medicine, a translational
research infrastructure has been developed for the study of infectious agents, from patients to
fundamental research for the identification of new microorganisms. Sampling strategy (exhaustive
sampling kits for each clinical case), adapted culture systems (including cell culture and culture of
amoebae), ad hoc molecular identification and serology have been developed for the identification
of novel microorganisms. A pathology unit of ID was also created. Consequently, more than 90
recognized new human pathogens have been initially described or cultivated in Marseille
(http://ifr48.timone.univ‐mrs.fr/static/Raoult/index.html).

This

includes

the

most

common
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rickettsioses that is transmitted by ticks (Raoult D. et al. 2001 N Engl J Med 344,1504‐10), the largest
known virus on earth (Raoult D. et al. 2004 Science 306,1344‐50) and the agent of Whipple’s disease
(Raoult D. et al. 2000 N Engl J Med 342,620‐25).

Additionally, following the report on bioterrorism in 2003 (http://www2.enseignementsup‐
recherche.gouv.fr/rapport/bioterrosrisme03.pdf), we focused on three key points. First, we focused
on organization of care to deal with the risk of highly contagious, emerging diseases. This led us to
set up seven beds in a BSL3 facility and assess their functionality. Although there was trial and error,
we now know how to install this kind of equipment. We have also set up a permanent 24 hours a
day, 365 days per year, diagnostic system for emerging pathogens. We are the only French site to
achieve this. These two elements have allowed us to develop a very unique management strategy for
the H1N1 pandemic; we set up of a Point‐Of‐Care (POC) in two major hospitals including the
referential hospital for ID. We tested over 12,000 samples from the South of France with > 2000
were positive. Furthermore, we showed that the risk of secondary transmission was much lower in
the ID department than in all other adult services at the hospital and that emergency services were
unprepared for this type of situation. Finally, a new process of hand disinfection by aerosolized
alcohol was invented and implemented in Marseille; it has now been extended to all hospital services
with considerable success. Implementation of the procedures listed above led us to observe the most
dramatic decrease of multi‐resistant Staphylococcus aureus infections in France. Thus, our consistent
dedication over the last 10 years to improving the organization of care for patients suffering from
contagious diseases has yielded visible results in Marseille.
The standardization of protocols is the second major goal we have focused on. This has allowed us
to have the most effective published series in the treatment of endocarditis. Furthermore, we are
among the few accredited center in France for the management of osteo‐articular infections.
Protocols developed in the framework of the Infectiopôle Sud research and care thematic network
with Nice and Nimes will also harmonize the management of patients with AIDS. Additionally, three
management of specific health concerns have been specifically developed in Marseille. First, due to
the large homeless population in Marseille, we have established a management system for infections
in homeless patient. We have also created a management system for infection of travelers and
residents within the Comorian community in Marseille. Lastly, we now manage socio‐behavioral and
economic data in parallel to clinical cohorts.
The third major point is epidemiological monitoring. Application of protocols and implementation of
clinical research are major elements. Indeed, travel and overseas medicine has always been
cultivated in Marseille. Besides, the city has recently been recognized in this field with the
appointment of P. Parola from Marseille as the coordinator of the European CDC for travel medicine.
Two especially recognized fields are the monitoring of emerging diseases in travelers and analysis of
5
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risk of introduction of vectored tropical diseases in Europe, such as dengue or Chikungunya.
Altogether, these characteristics (the South, travel, vector diseases, emerging diseases, the
establishment of emergency structures for the risk of infection, the fight against contagious diseases,
and the integration of human and social sciences) are major elements of the diverse resources and
environment of Marseille. Thus, Marseille is well placed to achieve the essential interdisciplinary
interface between the approaches of the life sciences mentioned above and the understanding of
economic and social issues associated with the spread of ID. Additionally, Marseille is well poised for
the optimization of prevention and ID management. Several of the teams involved in the IHU project
are recognized by major international organizations in this domain (World Bank, WHO, Global Fund
against AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria).
‐ The Military Biomedical Research Institute (IRBA):
Founded in 1905, the Institute of Tropical Medicine of the Army Health Service (IMTSSA) in Pharo
was originally a school of specialization for doctors of colonial troops. The primary educational
mission has been followed: 8,000 military and civilian doctors were trained until today. The mission
and focus of this school recognized the specificity of Marseille in tropical medicine. Marseille once
enjoyed a training and research unit (UFR) of Tropical Medicine in the university; however, this was
closed down in the 1980s to as part of the incorporation into the Faculty of Medicine. The IMTSSA is
now called the IRBA branch of Marseille. Thus, the geographical position of Marseille, its population
and its history fully justify an investment in the field of ITD.
‐ The Aix‐Marseille II University (University of the Mediterranean):
The bulk of the University of Marseille resources in the domain of ITD are concentrated in the
University of the Mediterranean. Indeed, a major part of the Federative Research Institute (IFR 48)
of ITD is located on the Timone campus (Faculties of Medicine and Pharmacy), and this institute is
combined with teams associated with the Pharo‐based IRBA. Some microbiology teams within the
Aiguier campus of the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) and the Luminy site are
also involved. They are from the University of the Mediterranean and the University of Provence.
Since 1995, microbiology and transmittable diseases have become major research focuses of the
University of the Mediterranean. This led to the creation, by decree on the November 27, 2007, of a
Thematic Network of Research and Care (RTRS): the Infectiopôle Sud Foundation (Emerging ITD in
the 21st Century). This structure groups together the French National Institute of Health and Medical
Research (INSERM), the Universities of Montpellier, the University of the Mediterranean, the
University of Nice/Sophia‐Antipolis, the CHU of Montpellier, the CHU of Marseille (AP‐HM), the CHU
of Nice, the Institute of Research for the Development (IRD), the French Blood Establishment, the
IRBA and the CNRS. Ten teams are grouped together within the Research Unit of Emerging ITD
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(URMITE) UMR‐CNRS 6236‐IRD 198. URMITE has an indisputable international reputation; since
1987, over 300 foreign researchers have been received in the unit in the framework of their research.

In addition, the University of the Mediterranean includes the main French center of research in the
economics and social science (ESS) of health, with particular emphasis in ID (formerly UMR SE4S and
former LERTIM for Laboratory of Biostatistics and Medical Information Processing of the Faculty of
Medicine of Marseille), UMR SESSTIM project for “Economic and Social Sciences Health and Medical
Information Processing” joined together in the project UMR INSERM/University/IRD/SESSTIM CNRS,
UMR CNRS University 6578. This project maintains multiple interfaces with many “general”
laboratories of the ESS of the future unique University of Aix‐Marseille in anthropology, economics,
social psychology and sociology.
‐ The University Hospital (CHU):
Multiple re‐organizations were carried out in CHU where 5 services (and the medical intensive care
department for which repositioning is discussed) make up the ID Center. The federation of
bacteriology, virology and hygiene group together all bacteriology, all virology and all hospital
hygiene in Marseille, which makes it the microbiology laboratory with the most important activity
in France. This laboratory has specific features. It has two BSL3 areas (one for mycobacteria and one
for viruses), and there is an agreement to use the common BSL3 of the Faculty of Medicine. Indeed, it
is the only CHU laboratory able to treat the samples that are suspected to be infected by
bioterrorism agents, and it is the only one to be open every day of the year. More than a third of
national clinical research projects (PHRC) contracts of Marseille are carried out within the area of ID
and ID is the center that receives the most funding at national level in the field of ID. The division of
ID is beneficiary in activity tarification (T2A) and generates 20% of the publications of the CHU and
15% of SIGAPS (System of interrogation, management, and analysis of scientific publications). This
activity causes a strong international appeal, particularly toward the South, as evidenced by the
number of publications and joint studies.
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‐ The Institute of Research for Development (IRD):
Formerly ORSTOM (Office of Scientific and Technical Research Overseas), the IRD is the only national
research structure with headquarters now located in Marseille. It is a body that conducts original
research and is unique in the European landscape of Research for Development as it aims to conduct
research in the South, for the South and with the South. Its researchers are involved in tropical global
issues including emerging diseases. It contributes to strengthening the training of scientific
communities in the South. Three units of the IRD will be included in the IHU. First, the unit of
emerging viruses of X. de Lamballerie, whose laboratories deal with the study of the emergence of
viral diseases in human health, including virological aspects (medical and molecular virology,
antivirus, evolution, and so on), environmental (ecology, entomology, animal reservoirs, and so on),
human sciences (sociology, health geography, history, and anthropology), modeling, epidemiology
and public health. Second, the Research Unit in Infectious and Tropical Emergent Diseases (URMITE)
of D. Raoult will be included. The unit conducts its work for the molecular discovery and
identification of emerging pathogens, the study of insect vectors and therapeutic research. The last
IRD unit to be included in the IHU will be the joint unit with the INSERM 912 SE4S "Economic and
social sciences, health systems, society" of JP. Moatti. The unit is dedicated to economics and social
health sciences. Its research focuses on access to treatment and prevention of ID (AIDS, tuberculosis,
malaria) and on cancer and health inequalities.
‐ The French Blood Establishment (EFS):
The EFS has 14 regional facilities. The Alps‐Mediterranean division of the EFS, led by J. Chiaroni,
headquartered in Marseille, manages the transfusion activity of the regions of PACA and Corsica. This
center conducts research on viruses transmitted by blood of which it constitutes a French reference
center. Through coordination by national science and medical management, will provide biological
resources of different regional establishments of metropolitan France and of French overseas areas
to carry out studies useful in the comprehension and prevention of infections caused by emerging
pathogens.
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‐ The Public Scientific and Technological Establishments (EPST):
The development of microbiology, especially medical microbiology, at the site of Marseille is a
national priority for the CNRS. The microbiology associated with the CNRS is installed at three sites:
Timone, Campus of the CNRS and Luminy. Microbiology was placed in a position of priority in the
national report of 2005. Moreover, the CNRS has created a research group (GDR) in the field of
bioterrorism, which is headed by JP. Gorvel. The CNRS also contributes to the human and social
sciences aspect with the UMR 6578 (Biocultural Anthropology, M. Signoli) both in the biological
anthropology of ID and historical epidemiology.
The INSERM is present through research units involved in human and social sciences (UMR INSERM
U‐912, JP. Moatti), oncology (INSERM UMR 891, F. Birg), immunology (INSERM UMR 631, E. Vivier)
and IFR (IFR 125: D. Olive and IFR 134: JP. Moatti). The INSERM laboratories of the PACA region and
Corsica are working on a wide variety of pathologies: cancer, neurodegenerative pathologies, ID, and
diseases of the immune, digestive and metabolic systems. Entirely dedicated to human health, this
research endeavors to more closely bring together fundamental knowledge of clinical data and
health of populations through multiple approaches: immunology, cell and gene therapy,
physiopathology (vascular, metabolic), molecular and epidemiological genetics, gene transfer
engineering, modeling and medical imaging, biomaterials, epidemiology, and pharmacology.
‐ The Eurobiomed competitiveness hub:
The Eurobiomed hub (ex Orpheme) has placed ID and emerging pathologies at the heart of its
priorities in light of the analysis of the combination of academic and industrial strengths of the
geographical territory. The motto "Fight infectious, tropical and emerging diseases" is now one of the
major themes of the pole, as evidenced by the number and importance of projects approved and
financed within this framework. More recently, Eurobiomed has established a working group
"EuroMeDiag" devoted to medical diagnosis and the research and innovation associated with
biological diagnosis applied to health. This group brings together private international companies
(e.g., Bio‐Rad, Cezanne ‐ Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cisbio, and Horiba), some smaller companies (e.g.,
ASA, and Skuldtech) and academic participants. In addition, Eurobiomed has signed a collaboration
agreement with Infectiopôle Sud, aiming to increase the number of thesis students in Eurobiomed
private research laboratories, facilitate exchanges and build a vocational track.
‐ The shipping company, CMA CGM:
The CMA CGM group is a global carrier. It is the largest French shipping company and the third
largest shipping company worldwide, with 394 vessels on 170 major shipping routes, 400 ports of call
in 150 countries and 16,400 collaborators around the world. In 2009, they transported 7.9 million
TEU (Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit). Its head office is in Marseille. Relationships already exist between
the CHU and CMA CGM for disease prevention and vaccination of staff. The participation of CMA
9
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CGM in the IHU project is natural because the themes developed by the IHU will have useful
applications for the company, including diagnosis of ID on board its ships, training of the company's
doctors in the prevention of travel disease and the vaccination of staff.
‐ Networks and labels:
Through its membership of the GeoSentinel international network, Marseille is a major element of
the territorial network internationally monitoring the emergence and spread of infections. Within
this network, Marseille is a sentinel of disease from the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean due to
its large Comorian and Maghrebian communities. Marseille also manages the EuroTravNet network,
a referential network for the European CDC (European Center for Disease Prevention and Control) for
travel medicine and tropical diseases. In addition, the Regional Observatory of Health (ORS for
Observatoire Régional de la Santé), led by Y. Obadia, has particularly focused in the area of HIV and
hepatitis, and it has indisputable visibility in epidemiological surveillance and research on public
health. Marseille hosts the national reference center (CNR) on Rickettsia (Rickettsia, Bartonella,
Coxiella burnetii), a WHO Collaborating Center for bacterial diseases transmitted by arthropods
associated with the URMITE (Timone) as well as components of the CNR of malaria and arboviruses.
The IHU will include a total of nine platforms; five of the platforms will be labeled IBiSA (Health
Biology and Agronomy Infrastructure). This label will ensure national recognition in Life Sciences
research and garner support from major research organizations and universities. The
MicroBioGenomic IBiSA platform (UMR 6236; Timone site; one engineer, one assistant engineer, one
technician) sequences bacterial and viral genomes of interest and performs bacterial and viral
metagenomic and transcriptome analysis on a large scale. The platform consists of two high‐speed
Sequencers of the third‐generation sequencers and related equipment. This platform is eighth in the
world in terms of scientific production for medical microbiology. The Structural Biology IBiSA
platform (UMR 6098; Luminy site; one engineer) obtains three‐dimensional structures of multi‐
protein complexes and large assemblies by means of complementary biophysical techniques; it
possesses the equipment for expression and crystallization of proteins at high speed. Notably, it
focuses on microbial protein antigens and host‐pathogen protein complexes (toxin‐antitoxin). The
screening IBiSA platform of Marseille‐Luminy (UMR 6098; Luminy site; 1 teacher‐researcher, 1
engineer), which is integrated into the AD2P local network (Antiviral Drug Design Platform), is
supported by a chemical library of over 50,000 compounds and allows for the screening of coupled
inhibitors to enzyme tests. The Immunophenomic IBiSA platform [Center of Immunology of Marseille
Luminy (CIML)] allows functional exploration of the immune systems using murine models to meet
academic and industrial requests for pre‐clinical tests on the host response to infection. The
immunomonitoring IBiSA platform [UMR 599; Paoli‐Calmettes Institute (IPC) site; 2 researchers, 3
technicians] enables the exploration of the innate immune system during chronic infections by using
10
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the following technologies and tools: AutoMACS magnetic cell separator, authorized area Cr 51, flow
cytometer, ELISpot, Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer, specific reactives, and multi‐tags. The IHU also has a
proteomics platform (UMR 6236, Timone site, three MALDI‐TOF, one Nano‐LC, one ion‐trap Mass
spectrometry) served by three engineers, a transcriptomic platform served by two engineers with a
real‐time broadband PCR (7900HT) and micro‐array suite (two‐color high‐resolution scanner,
hybridization rotating oven, NanoDrop and associated software suites), a morphology platform [two
engineers, two technicians, two electronic microscopes (situation in 2011), high speed confocal
screening, 2‐photon confocal imaging in live, laser micro dissection, flow cytometry] and one of the
largest epidemiological platforms in the world (epidemiological clinical cohorts of 700,000 people in
Senegal, IRD 198/UMR 6236). The thematic coherence of these platforms around ITD is clear, and the
platforms take turns presenting their work in the weekly IFR48 seminar. Scientific collaborations
using the expertise and resources of platforms ensure the thematic coherence of the whole.
Epidemiological platforms in Senegal.

‐ Network and strategic alliance:
In our project, we are including a co‐development with Infectiopôle Sud involving microbiology and
ID on the Mediterranean coast of France. We will develop a specific joint venture with IRT (Institut de
Recherche Technologique) in Lyon, to perform the engineering and development of concepts
provided by the project Currently, 632 professionals are included in this project. Among them, there
are 45 MDs, 39 medical residents and 349 employers working for the hospital; additionally there are
55 full, associate, or assistant professors and 20 employees of the university. Among the science
foundations (INSERM, CNRS, IRBA, IRD), 57 researchers and 67 technicians and engineers are
participating.
‐ People associated with the project in Marseille:

11
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‐ Quantified scientific performance of Marseille obtained through ISI‐Thomson:
After Paris, Marseille is the most productive city in France for microbiology and ID research
(Appendix 1). The Pasteur Institute in Paris (IPP) is the most well‐known in Paris. In the fields of
microbiology and virology, the IPP has a production slightly higher than Marseille, which has 25% of
the French publications in these fields. In ITD research, Marseille has higher production with 30% to
32% of the French production. In terms of applied sciences, Marseille has higher productivity
compared to IPP in pharmacology, pharmacy and anthropology, all of which constitute the basic
fields of the current project. On the other hand, parasitology is weaker (10%) than the other fields,
and it must be reinforced. On the whole, the institutional resources in Marseille are 9th in Europe for
microbiology‐virology, 10th for ITD and 27th in parasitology, mycology and entomology (Appendix 2).
‐ Scientific performance of the teams:
The different scientific partners of the IHU on the site of Marseille, collectively published 1,158
international articles in the last five years (source: ISI Web of KnowledgeSM from 2005 to 2010 time
period). This scientific production includes 34 publications with an impact factor (IF) higher than 30,
24 with an IF higher than 20, 143 with an IF higher than 10, and finally 502 (32%) with an IF higher
than 5. Furthermore, 31 patents have been deposited in the last five years. In addition, we submit a
list of world position by keyword of the researchers involved in the IHU project, by using keywords
of their fields of study on the ISI Web of Knowledge bibliometric tool. Of 157 selected keywords
analyzed, we show that of the total researchers involved in the IHU project, we find their names 34
times in the first position of the world rankings, 25 times among the top 10, 17 times among the top
20, and 55 times among the top 50 of the world rankings. D. Raoult and B. Malissen are 2 of the 10
French researchers honored in the last 10 years of the Grand Prix de l’INSERM, the greatest French
price for medicine/research. Additionally, C. Desnues obtained an European Research Council grant
in 2009. The H‐index of some of the main investigators of this project are listed in the Table below.
12
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Besides, short CV of those with a H‐index equal or higher to 20 are also included in Appendix 3. More
CV are available on Web Appendix.
The h‐index of some of the main investigators of this project.
Name
RAOULT
MALISSEN
VIVIER
CAMBILLAU
OLIVE
FOURNIER
HENRISSAT
DRANCOURT
GORVEL
TRAPE
BOURNE
BROUQUI
La SCOLA
MEGE
MOATTI
de LAMBALLERIE
PONTAROTTI
CANARD
de MICCO
TAMALET
BLIN
PAPAZIAN
CHARREL
FENOLLAR
PAROLA
ROLAIN
STEIN
EWBANK
PARZY
ROGIER
BIAGINI
OBADIA
DAVOUST
GHIGO
DALOD
PIERRE
SIMON
LESCAR
DESNUES
SIGNOLI

Surname
Didier
Bernard
Eric
Christian
Daniel
Pierre Edouard
Bernard
Michel
Jean Pierre
Jean François
Yves
Philippe
Bernard
Jean Louis
Jean Paul
Xavier
Pierre
Bruno
Philippe
Catherine
Olivier
Laurent
Remi
Florence
Philippe
Jean Marc
Andreas
Jonathan
Daniel
Christophe
Philippe
Yolande
Bernard
Eric
Marc
Philippe
Fabrice
Julien
Christelle
Michel

h index total
77
62
51
49
49
42
38
37
37
37
35
33
31
31
30
29
29
28
28
28
27
27
22
22
22
22
22
20
20
20
19
18
15
14
13
13
9
6
5
5

h index 10 years
55
31
39
32
25
38
36
27
23
20
8
22
27
21
24
27
13
28
20
16
8
17
19
21
21
21
11
20
16
18
15
14
15
13
12
13
7
6
5
5

3. The coordinator of the project: Didier Raoult
The project coordinator, Didier Raoult, has a recognized experience in the management of large‐scale
projects (Appendix 4 and Web Appendix). He created ex nihilo one of the largest laboratories in
France specializing in ID, grouping together all departments of Microbiology and ID in the CHU of
Marseille. Working as a chief of this group, he also created the University Hospital department of
research in Marseille, before the equivalent structure was created by the country. For five years, he
has been the President of the University of the Mediterranean and participated in numerous
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scientific committees in France and abroad. He was an official counselor in the French Ministry of
Health and Ministry of Research for the issues of bioterrorism and ID. He has served in the past or is
a current member of the editorial boards for most international ID journals; he is a chief editor of the
main European journal on ID. The project coordinator has also extensive teaching experience. As
chief scientific advisor, he has overseen the writing and successful defense of more than 40 PhD
theses. He founded a company, Inodiag, and submitted and validated 23 patents. In the University,
he created the postgraduate course of ID that trains now more than 35 persons per year.
Additionally, his laboratory has hosted more than 300 international researchers and research
trainees over the last 15 years. He also founded 1 of the 9 French Foundations of Applied Research in
Hospitals, namely Infectiopôle Sud, which joins together the CHU of Marseille, Montpellier, Nimes
and Nice. He is the author of more than 1,300 scientific publications and has an h‐index of 77. He has
been awarded multiple international scientific prizes and the most prestigious French prize for the
research in medicine. Among many of the world‐recognized discoveries made by the project
coordinator are the identification and description of giant viruses (Mimivirus, Marseille virus), virus
parasites (virophages), and the agent of Whipple’s disease. He has also contributed to the
identification and description of 90 other emerging and IDs, including numerous rickettsial diseases.
B. THE PROJECT
The current project draws upon the capabilities of the involved participants and brings them
together to enable synergy and the transfer and exchange of information between the areas
translational research and economic and social studies allowing the transformation of discoveries
into useful products for human health. In this regard, the project takes shape in 6 major areas that
constitute the architecture of the project. For healthcare, the establishment of new structures is
designed to study intra‐hospital contagion, to fight against healthcare‐associated infections (HAI),
and to standardize all diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in order to provide unquestionable
rigorous evaluations of new treatment protocols. This will utilize new diagnostic strategies in clinical
microbiology, supported by the largest French laboratory of clinical microbiology. Molecular and
proteomic strategies will be developed, as well as different organizations based on central
laboratories that rely on relocated laboratories allowing diagnosis in time of care in France and in the
South. Epidemiological research will utilize intelligence capabilities already developed. The
observation stations in the South will be developed through the consolidation of the human and
social sciences teams of JP. Moatti. We will research emerging pathogens in the environment and in
domestic and wild animals. Research will be deliberately oriented toward the South and in the fields
of zoonoses and vector diseases. It will have an integrated and transversal approach centered on the
patient, from the observation by the physician, the epidemiological research, the diagnostic
strategies, to the physiopathology supported and the development of mammal and arthropod
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experimental models. One objective of the creation of this institute is to organize meetings between
researchers with different backgrounds and objectives, including those in industry, ID, microbiology,
and immunology, as well as researchers in nutrition, human and social sciences, and the fields of
ethics and anthropology. Additionally, mathematicians and physicists studying structural biology will
be involved in this project. In terms of education, the fight against contagion and disease in the
South are the major elements outlined the context of teaching excellence in Masters research, and
final teaching with our partners, in particular on medicine and humanitarian medicine projected in
the South. Moreover, we will work with all our Master Professional partners to create new vocations
at the interface between microbiology, ID, nutrition, travel and diagnosis.
All of these partnerships would be in parallel with the establishment of the unique structure of the
evaluation committee of conflicts of interest; this will avoid suspicions that may arise from the
associations of different partners in the same building. As part of the evaluation process, meetings
will take place in one unique building; researchers will have access to all platforms regardless of
their origin (academic or industrial). Access to all sources of information, to scientific watch and the
monitoring and identification of needs by physicians will benefit the whole community present. The
IHU will try to detect discoveries, support collaborations with the Accelerated Technology Transfer
Society (SATT) VALOR‐PACA regarding intellectual property and promote the emergence of start‐ups
by providing premises, platforms and possibly by supplying start‐up funds.

In total, the aim is to group, for themes that are priorities in the world, all the forces of ID in the
region, with an approach that is particular to us. Finally, to respond to the model of the tender, we
have outlined eight specific projects: (1) management of contagion in the hospital/construction of a
new building; (2) monitoring the emergence of vectors and vector‐borne diseases; (3)
microbiogenomics and metagenomics; (4) research of emerging pathogens; (5) point of care (POC);
(6) physiopathology; (7) organization of collections; and (8) valorization.
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1. The building
For the main site, the current project involves the establishment of a modern building for
management of ID. The location of the building on the Timone site (Figures below and Web
Appendix) will enable the best possible hospital integration, providing the necessary links and
connections with the central building and the Medical‐Technical Building, which is under
construction. When completed the Medical‐Technical Building will house the department of
Emergency Medicine and the Bio‐Genopole whose completion is expected in comparable time with
the IHU.

This building will accommodate 3 units comprised of 30 hospital beds in air conditioned single rooms,
which are capable of being put under low or high pressure individually; additionally, there will be 10
intensive care beds on the Timone site. It will also have a floor for the reception of patients, allowing
for consultations, day‐patient procedures, and the possibility of opening an emergency service in
case of health crisis. The contagious disease care service will benefit from individual rooms for
emergencies with a separate entrance to avoid mixing infectious patients with non‐infectious
patients. The three in‐patient units will function as follows: one unit to be used to receive infectious
emergencies (which may be releasable immediately in case of health crisis), one traditional ID unit
and one unit for chronic ID (including osteo‐articular infections in particular).
The building will allow the accommodation of a surveillance unit with the National Reference
Centers, WHO Collaboration Centers, travel advice center and vaccination center. Moreover, the
same building will house diagnostic capabilities in microbiology from the CHU of Marseille. This
laboratory will benefit from all of the biology equipment, not only current diagnostics but also
future diagnostic strategies. This laboratory, in cooperation with diagnostic industries, will allow for
the testing and implementation of integrated strategies of diagnosis, from sampling to the final
results. The laboratory could serve as showroom for integrated strategies of potential partners of the
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project. The laboratory will also benefit from the creation of a large laboratory to be shared with the
research services that will include 4 BSL3/A3 (A3 for High Security Animal Disease Laboratory)
laboratories of 250 m2 each; thus allowing for the ongoing management of samples considered to
pose a danger of contagion in addition to the management of unique collections of pathogens. The
nursing care area, public reception, monitoring and diagnosis areas should occupy 10,000 m2.
Additionally, 10,000 m2 will be built for the research sector in the second part of the building with a
separate entrance. Common services, which will be used both by academics and partners depending
on the operating of IBiSA platforms, will include an insectarium and the whole of the technology,
genomic, proteomic, morphological, and transcriptomic platforms in addition to the BSL3/A3
laboratories. Several structural genomics platforms, antiviral chemotherapy, immunomonitoring and
immunophenotyping will be associated with the main site but located in the South of Marseille. A
total of 4,000 m2 will be dedicated to research units already associated with the project. This will
allow for the accommodation of most of the IFR 48 research units (D. Raoult, JL. Mege, P. Brouqui, X.
de Lamballerie, D. Parzy, P. de Micco) and the UMR SESSTIM, while regrouping the current UMR 912
SE4S (JP. Moatti) and the LERTIM (M. Fieschi). Discussion is currently underway to incorporate an IRD
team working in virology but also in ecology, geology, anthropology, and climatology to allow a
broader approach to studying the emergence of ITD. Collaboration with the microbiology
laboratories of the IFR 88 will be encouraged. We have planned for 1,500 m2 to be available to social
industrial partners. Premises are planned to accommodate industrial partners or young start‐ups in
biotechnology; remaining space will be reserved for the reception of new teams from outside. In
addition, 1,000 m2 will be reserved for the creation of classrooms. In total, this building could unite
all the necessary components for the emergence of a world center for ID.
The building that will house the IHU will enroll in the process to obtain a high environmental quality
(HQE) certificate, which will require the holders of the project to set up quality, urban, architectural
and environmental objectives. The HQE approach is structured around 3 main objectives: (1) to
preserve natural resources and promote environmental and health quality of the construction
(water, energy and climate, materials and equipment, waste, ecosystem and diversity, natural and
technological risks, and so on); (2) to be integrated with the urban landscape; (3) to be near social
attractiveness (e.g., public areas). To conserve natural resources, several policies will be
implemented within the IHU, including an eco‐responsible management of photovoltaic energy.
The Marseille laboratory network will also include the teams of South Marseille (B. Canard, D. Olive,
JP. Gorvel, E. Vivier and B. Malissen) as satellites, thus continuing existing collaborations on ID
research. As for the purely medical sector, a small unit of 17 beds will be held at the North Hospital,
with 8 beds secured at BSL3. Cooperation with the Teaching Hospital of the Army of Laveran (HIA)
will be developed. Fundamental research will be developed collaboratively by the great inter‐region
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centers. Other satellites will include the Senegalese projection of the URMITE with its cohorts, which
are the largest in the world; partners of the RTRS Infectiopôle Sud foundation and the CHU of Nice
and Nimes.
A national network will be built with other research groups in microbiology, similar to Biopôle in
Lyon with its IRT project of infectiology and the Pasteur Institute in Paris. An international network of
health systems and the fight against ID will be implemented in collaboration with WHO, the Harvard
School of Public Health, and potentially the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (P.
Piot). A network on tropical diseases will be established with teams of French (DROM‐COM)
overseas departments, regions and communities (for example, the Surveillance and Research Centre
of Indian Ocean) and foreign teams. The RTRS could rely on the IRD established in Marseille and its
role as an agency of means to conclude this project.
2. Care
2.1. Contagion (organization and measure)
‐ Current situation:
Recent epidemics such as SARS, seasonal flu, H1N1 pandemic influenza, multi‐drug resistant bacteria
(MDR), and hospital related epidemics (e.g., measles and mumps) related to insufficient coverage of
vaccination, have changed the way we manage contagion in hospitals. These recent outbreaks have
helped to highlight the mismanagement of infection in hospitals (Brouqui P et al. 2009 Lancet Infect Dis
9, 301‐11), with contamination of staff in radiology, intensive care, emergency wards, and pediatrics.

Patients with H1N1 in 2009 were hospitalized at random depending on available beds; moreover, the
isolation conditions were not appropriate. No infection occurred in ID service staff, although
vaccination coverage was not superior to other services (Unpublished data). In non‐epidemic
conditions, the isolation of patients is not respected. A total of 30% of pediatric patients are not
properly isolated, and in the Gastroenterology Department. only 45% of patients requiring isolation
are isolated (Vayalumkal JV. et al. 2007 Am J Infect Control 35, 207‐11). The level of vaccination coverage
of hospital staff is very low in France; only 40% of nurses were vaccinated for seasonal flu and 30%
on average for pandemic flu 2009 (Nougairede A. et al. 2010 PLoS One 5, e11292). Epidemics of measles
and mumps can emerge among unimmunized staff that in turn infects patients (Weber DJ. et al. 2010
Crit Care Med 38, S306‐14). As for masks, compliance is poor which explains SARS staff contamination
(Shaw K. 2006 Public Heath 120, 8‐14). Moreover, the performance difference between surgical masks

and personal protective masks is in question (Loeb M. et al. 2009 JAMA 302, 1865‐71). The compliance
of hydro‐alcoholic hand disinfection is low and varies according to the professionals, with use
reaching 28% among nurses (Barrau K. et al. 2003 Infect Cont Hosp Epidemiol 24,180‐3). The role of hands
and the environment in the transmission of respiratory pathogens needs to be assessed (Aiello AE. et
al. 2008 Am J Pub Health 98,1372‐81). The influenza virus and SARS coronavirus mostly likely survive for
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more than 72 hours on inanimate surfaces, and effective disinfection of surfaces to prevent hand
transmission of these agents remains to be demonstrated (Shaw K. 2006 Public Heath 120,8‐14).
Recently, it was shown that the influenza virus was on most surfaces in contact with the patient and
that it remained until the 7th day; these data question our knowledge of the transmission of flu
(Macias AE. et al. 2009 J Hosp Infect 73,280‐1). Contagiousness is related to human behavior; for

example, caregivers who perceive a risk of infection are more likely to protect themselves,
disregarding individual protection and immunization (Morrison LG. 2009 BMC Public Health 9,258).
In conclusion, the impact of contagion is a major public health issue. We would like to make use of
the IHU to create a platform for the study and management of contagious disease. We must
completely reconsider mechanisms of transmission and means of protecting ourselves. The study
and management of contagion is a problem of professional practice and human behavior. For these
reasons, we must respond to ethical questions and seek help from human and social sciences.
Technological tools will be developed so as to have an objective measure of behavior.
‐ Project: Create evaluation methods to analyze the transmission of contagion.
a. Organize the contagious disease circuit

Patients could be directed to the IHU by emergency medical services, fire‐fighting services, or
possibly by invitation from other hospital services in the region. The IHU will include a day and night
duty care service in combination with the general emergency services at the Timone Hospital to
support presumed contagious emergencies. Professionals in isolated cubicles will immediately assess
contagious risk and carry out any procedures needed to manage this risk in the POC. Patients will
then be directed to a room of confinement of a variable degree; if necessary, they will be placed in a
"sarcophagus" to allow the transport of highly contagious patients. Transport to the IHU or to the
hospital for radiological examinations or other will be carried out on dedicated route (protected
gateway) and, if necessary, with a secured sarcophagus. The patients received by the infectious
emergency services will be directly hospitalized in the isolation unit (A), which will include 30 BSL‐3
beds. To reduce the consequences of isolation, the rooms will be equipped with WiFi and a computer
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to communicate with the outside world. In case of aggravation of their condition, or immediately if
necessary, they will be treated in the specialized intensive care unit in the IHU cubicle under negative
pressure. Once the suspicion of contagious disease has been lifted, or when the patients have
become non‐contagious, they will be transferred to the other two IHU (B or C) units or to an outside
service. In the case of an epidemic or grouped cases, a number of isolation beds from 30 to 90 or
even 108 within the inpatient unit of the North Hospital will be implemented in a progressive and
adapted manner. Learning and regular training will be done by means of films, conferences and
lectures, all validated by an exam to ensure the understanding of staff of the relative to risk incurred.
This training will be mandatory for all personnel of the IHU. Audits and evaluations of professional
practices from European recommendations will test the functioning of the system (Brouqui P. et al.
2009 Lancet Infect Dis 9,301‐11). An external audit may be requested in connection with European

networks (EuroNHID) as in the past (Fusco FM. et al. 2009 Clin Microbiol Infect 15,711‐9). We will also
gradually establish microchip tracking devices (MTD) necessary precautions to maintain staff
security, including mask wearing, hand washing, dressing and undressing sequences, and secure
patient circuit. The patient circuit can be followed by the MTD, and any errors can be reported to the
patient or to the stretcher‐bearer, for example.
b. Staff management in relation to contagion
Vaccination is not mandatory in our hospital. To prevent infection of staff and patients, vaccinations
recommended by the French vaccine calendar, including the flu vaccine, will be made mandatory for
volunteers assigned to the IHU. Some vaccines could be made mandatory for access to certain high‐
risk areas. An occupational medicine doctor assigned specifically to the IHU will be responsible for
monitoring staff vaccination follow up, serological surveillance and detection of secondary cases in
the personnel. We will study staff compliance in the fight against contagion. IHU will assess the
efficiency of procedures for the fight against contagious disease using a behavioral assessment based
on MTD technology. The development of a system allowing real‐time observation of the behavior of
caregivers and patients

allows for the assessment of the major determinants of nosocomial

infections. Further, it can be used to test, in a controlled or quasi‐experimental manner, different
reduction strategies of information (such as film, debate, or education), incentives and interventions.
A first assessment of efficiency, cost‐effectiveness and acceptability will be implemented in
adherence to hand disinfection. It will compare different strategies already reported in the literature
(disinfection before touching patients versus disinfection when leaving the room) and new strategies
involving direct participation of patients and their families. This assessment will be carried out
following ethical advice.
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c. Evaluation of changes in staff behavior
Thanks to the presence of Human and Social Sciences teams in the IHU, other projects will be based
on already proven methods of standardization of practices that are still limited or not being applied
in the management of infectious risk: for example, assessing knowledge of the risk of infections
transmitted by respiratory tract and the compliance and quality of wearing of personal protective
mask with the set up of a routine "Fit Test".
d. Evaluation of the role of the environment in contagion
It is necessary to trace the transmission of contagion. What are the surfaces, objects and other
environments that are contaminated by the patient or caregiver? What is the role of shelters in the
transmission of infection? Is contamination transmitted by vectors such as hands, gowns, and masks,
and is it responsible for infections related to care? What is the role of the patient's environment, the
environment of the ward, and care practices on the occurrence of postoperative infections? The
availability of molecular or proteomic tools will allow the monitoring of microorganisms in the
environment by swabbing surfaces (doors, mobile phones, coats, stethoscopes, etc.) and follow up of
the potential colonization of patients and staff. Furthermore, these tools can explain the
transmission of microorganisms allowing for the targeting of corrective measures and the practice of
"intelligent" decontamination.
2.2. Optimizing care
‐ Current situation:
HAI or nosocomial infections are the seventh leading cause of death in the USA (Klevens RM. et al. 2007
Public Health Rep 122,160‐6). Each year, nearly 7% of patients are infected during a stay in a hospital or

clinic. In a recent study, 4.4% of patients entering a hospital die of HAI (Hautemaniere A. et al. 2010 Am
J Infect Control Epub). These HAI afflict more than 800,000 patients per year and more than 9,000

people die each year. The annual cost associated with HAI in France is estimated to be between 2.4
and 6 billion €, mainly due to a longer duration of hospitalization (5 – 20 days average) and anti‐
infection treatments. Costs attributable to HAI vary depending on the type of infection, the patient's
pathology, the type of bacteria, and the site of infection; costs range from 500 € for a urinary tract
infection to 40,000 € for severe bacteremia. Between 2002 and 2007, the winter consumption of
antibiotics fell by over 25% in the general French population and over 30% in children under 6 years,
and as a result, we went from 27th and last place to the 25th place for antibiotic use in European
countries (Huttner B. et al. 2009 Plos Med 6,e1000080). Many therapeutic antibiotic guides have been
available to doctors (including some by the drug industry), but they offer too many treatment
options and are more akin to a collection of antibiotics rather than aides guiding the prescription.
The protocol of antibiotic therapy of pneumonia has shown its effectiveness by saving more than
1,000 € per patient without affecting survival while also reducing the rate of readmission to hospital
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(Nathwani D. et al. 2001 Clin Infect Dis 32,728‐41). Compliance is associated with the simplicity of

treatment. We reported a 50% decrease in the mortality of endocarditis by using surgical and
medical treatment regimens containing only four antibiotics (Botelho‐Nevers E. et al. 2009 Arch Intern
Med 169,1290‐8). Due to protocols for the management, the average length of stay (LOS) for

pneumonia undertaken in the ID hub of Marseille is 1 to – 1.6 days less than the rest of the CHU.
‐ Project: Optimizing Care.
The IHU will be a pilot site for the eradication of HAI, which requires a profound change in behavior.
A large number of HAI are due to poor organization of care. Instructions and recommendations from
the Committee for the fight against Nosocomial Infections (CLIN), WHO, and others are not met. It is
necessary to rethink the organization of care and methods to ensure the commitment of staff to the
new organization. This requires collaboration between human and social sciences and an
understanding of ethics..
To reduce the number of infections related to care, we will set up: medical prescription limiting
blood and urinary catheters (prescription required); systematic ablation of three‐day catheters;
registered traceability for the placement of blood and urinary catheters (data processed care record);
daily tracking of peripheral venous catheter and urinary catheters (traceable by MTD); verification of
medical justification by the nursing staff; justification of medical imaging needs to reduce the risks
associated with iodine and infusions; justification of the prescription of paraclinical examinations
(impact on diagnosis and management).
To optimize the management of patient we are going to set up:
‐ A standardization of diagnosis:

When a patient shows up with symptoms suggesting 1 of the 10 most common situations (see Table
below) the patient will follow a standardized clinical pathway leading to the confirmation or rejection
of the diagnosis (Ex: community acquired pneumonia [CAP] = fever and cough and dyspnoea + mini‐
scanner image). Once a nosological diagnosis is posed, the patient is taken for an etiological diagnosis
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using a standardized assessment (Kit or CAP protocol) and put on treatment using a restricted
computerized prescription (see below). For a given diagnosis, the length of hospitalization and post
hospitalization orientations are standardized. We will develop this support notably on the inpatient
unit (A) (acute infections) to diagnose and promptly treat the most common situations. Complicated
situations that do not meet this assumption, that must be dealt with over a longer period, or require
further investigation will be dealt with by the Specialized Unit (B). The marker will be the number of
nosological diagnoses [DRG (Diagnosis Related Groups) data PMSI (French version of the DRG
model)] compared to the number of prescribed protocols (laboratory data) showing the percentage
of compliance to the protocol.
‐ A data processed prescription:
Through a partnership between the Laboratory of Bioinformatics (M. Fieschi) and the company CLICK
STORE® (Apple® France), we are going to develop software of prescriptions based on nosological
relation and therapeutic protocols. We will start with the 10 clinical conditions most frequently
encountered as extracted from the PMSI (Table). By precise diagnosis, the software will propose a
registered prescription of treatment stating the names of molecules and length of treatment. If the
physician disagrees with the proposed treatment, he may amend the prescription when justified.
10 most frequent clinical situations observed in our institution and a shortened LOS compared to other
medical ward of the same institution.
(Homogeneous group of patients) GHM

1
2

ID department

Other medical ward

Number

Total

Mean

Number

Total

Mean

Gain

SHS1

LOS2

LOS

SHS

LOS

LOS

(d)

Uncomplicated pneumonia and pleurisy, age upper to 17 years with CMA.

77

904

11.7

315

4010

12.7

-1

Uncomplicated pneumonia and pleurisy, age upper to 17 years without CMA.

70

494

7.1

224

1943

8.7

-1.6

Infections of kidney and urinary track, age from 18 to 69 years with CMA, or age upper to
69 years.

23

212

9.2

137

1342

9.8

-0.6

Infections of kidney and urinary track, age from 18 to 69 years without CMA.

18

115

6.4

119

499

4.2

2.2

Hurts, infections and inflammations of the skin and the subcutaneous tissues, the age
from 18 to 69 years without CMA.

34

274

8.1

79

687

8.7

-0.6

Hurts, infections and inflammations of the skin and the subcutaneous tissues, the age
from 18 to 69 years with CMA, or age upper to 69 years.

25

308

12.3

83

916

11

1.3

Other infectious or parasitic diseases, age under 70-years-old without CMA.

60

289

4.8

44

274

6.2

-1.4

Infectious and parasitic diseases, with CMAS, with or without act.

14

181

12.9

79

1111

14.1

-1.2

Fever of unknown etiology, age upper to 17 years without CMA.

8

32

4

66

350

5.3

-1.3

Osteomyelitis.

28

268

9.6

41

732

17.9

-8.3

Standardised Hospitalization Summary (reflects of the number of patients)
Length‐of‐Stay

This type of prescription software is under development, and we would like to implement it for the
entire IHU within two years. Besides treatment, this software will allow us to control the prescription
of care procedures, such as the fitting a urinary catheter or a catheter device that is to be fitted
under restricted prescription. The markers will be the ratio of “prescription made by software” on
“number of outer‐protocol prescriptions” matched to the nosological part taken from the
prescription software. The objective is 90% therapeutic compliance in three years.
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2.3. Evaluation of diagnostic and therapeutic strategies
‐ Current situation:
In the ID hub, we have compiled important cohorts of patients, including those with osteoarticular
infections, endocarditis, pericarditis, viral hepatitis, as well as drug abuse in patients infected with
HIV, and homeless patients, which enabled us to validate diagnostic and therapeutic strategies
(Brouqui P et al. 2005 Medicine (Baltimore) 84,61‐8; Levy PY. et al. 2006 Future Microbiol 1,229‐39; Fournier PE
et al. 2010 Clin Infect Dis 51,131‐40). We have integrated data processed patient records (DPR) like

NADIS for HIV infection allowing standardized epidemiological and therapeutic follow up. We also
have access to research on large cohorts by joining the NADIS Scientific Council and the national
database. On the same principle, we are currently developing, in partnership with AP‐HM, a DPR for
travel advice and febrile patients returning from travel. This database, to be shared with our
colleagues in the European network Eurotravnet, will allow accurate epidemiological monitoring of
ID imported into Europe and will evaluate the impact of travel advice on returned pathology. Finally,
in the framework of reference centers for osteoarticular infections, we created a standardized
patient record. The management of cohort patients compliant with the recommendations is essential
to validate and establish the diagnostic and therapeutic strategies suggested above.
‐ Project: Creating homogeny cohorts for analysis.

The objective is to create data processed cohorts of homogeneous patients for:
‐ Assessing the Professional Practices and therapeutic strategies. These cohorts of patients grouped
into a DPR will allow the evaluation of professional practices (compliance with protocols and
guidelines), the quality of care (questionnaire and quality indicators, reporting of unwanted events,
medication error, and so on), treatment failures, and diagnostic efficacy (including time of diagnosis).
‐ Make a medico‐economic evaluation of strategies for patient management. For the 10 leading
causes of ID hospitalization (such as respiratory, osteoarticular, viral, and HIV infections), the IHU
offers an exceptional opportunity to systematize the evaluation of direct and indirect costs of care. In
addition to the data already collected routinely by the PMSI [DRG (Diagnostic Related Group / DMS
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(Mean Length‐of‐Stay) / mortality / readmission rates for the same DRG in the establishment], the
presence of an epidemiologist and economist alongside clinicians and biologists will standardize data
collection for all patient questionnaires covering these topics.
‐ Evaluating new treatments derived from academic and industrial fundamental research. Cohorts
are an indispensable source for clinical trials. In the development of new therapeutic approaches for
HIV infection, we will assess the effects of new drugs (such as anti‐CCR5 and anti‐integrase) by
clinical trials and in close collaboration with our partners in the Infectiopôle Sud Foundation
(Montpellier, Nimes and Nice). Phase 1 and 2 clinical trials in healthy volunteers will be used to
develop new drugs; phase 3 clinical trials will be used to evaluate the efficacy of new vaccines and
new medicines against ITD useable in therapy or prophylaxis (anti‐malaria treatments and antiviral
therapy). For phase 3, the IHU benefits from the experience of its team in terms of the inclusion of
behavioral and social data obtained in parallel with testing.
3. Diagnosis
We are currently witnessing three major changes of clinical microbiology: (1) a continuous increase in
the number and the diversity of applications for microbiological analysis; (2) an emerging demand for
diagnosis within hours and in the same time of care; (3) an explosion in the number of new
pathogens exceeding the capacity of physicians and specialists. The continued increase in the
number and diversity of applications for microbiological diagnostics to answer diagnostic questions
requires management of the steady increase in the flow of samples, of analysis and of the two‐way
flow of information. This can be achieved only through the grouping of clinical microbiology activities
around important technical settings combining robotics, automation and computerization in the
organization of a new "core laboratory”. It includes high‐quality assurance; diagnostic kits, and
instruments that are regularly assessed. It allows for practical training for new trades in microbiology.
This “core laboratory” is the point of interface with industrial partners of the IHU for translational
research and the transfer of skills for the enhancement of innovation, but it is also a "showroom" for
those partners who can exhibit their products and processes. In parallel, there is an emerging
demand for diagnosis within hours and in the time of care, a new function that cannot be ensured by
the “core laboratory”. Thus, we have developed the first intra‐hospital microbiological POC. These
are compact, autonomous, and re‐locatable structures that are not in physical contact with the “core
laboratory”; however, they remain connected to it by Internet. These POCs are clearly intended to be
used outside of IHU care and also in mobile medical structures, notably in Southern countries. They
can also be used in places such as vessels of IHU partners and the general public, where product
excellence combined with the partners’ expertise opens a new field of practice of clinical
microbiology (Wennberg DE. et al. 2010 N Engl J Med 363,1245‐55). Finally, we are witnessing an
explosion in the number of known and potential pathogens. This increase in the number of microbial
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pathogens is consistent with the literature that predicted an exponential explosion in the number of
bacteria species identified by DNA sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene (Janda JM. et al. 2007 J Clin
Microbiol 45,2761‐4). These changes in knowledge have been guided solely by new technologies for

exploration of the flora and microorganisms; the laboratory of the IHU has strongly contributed in
the first routine use of MALDI‐TOF in the identification of bacteria (Seng P. et al. 2009 Clin Infect Dis
49,543‐51; La Scola B. et al. 2009 PLoS One 4,e8041), in pioneering the use of sequencing for the diagnosis

of multiple flora complexes by multiple cloning (Al Masalma M. et al. 2009 Clin Infect Dis 48,1169‐78), and
in using very high speed sequencing for the exploration of the respiratory microbiota in cystic fibrosis
(Armougom F. et al. 2009 Eur J Clin Microbiol Infect Dis 28,1151‐4) and of the intestinal microbiota in

healthy, obese or anorexic individuals (Armougom F. et al. 2009 PLoS One 4,e7125; Armougom F. et al.
2008 BMC Genomics 1,576). Also, IHU has played an important role in the decoding of multiple

genotypes or quasi‐species with prognostic or therapeutic value and in the recognition of multiple
sources of contamination, such as water tanks (Pagnier I. et al. 2009 Future Microbiol 4,615‐29), food
borne infections, zoonotic diseases, and sexually transmitted diseases. This work ensures that the
knowledge in medical microbiology goes beyond the capacity of clinicians and specialists, creating a
demand for expertise with respect to the microbiology laboratory. This requires a regular updating
of databases by literature monitoring and review of internal data of the IHU as well as the
introduction of innovative systems of communication. Given these fundamental changes anticipated
by the IHU, it is developing 3 areas of international excellence.
3.1. Diagnosis by syndrome

‐ Current situation:
Diagnosis by trial and error is normally applied for the diagnosis of ID where several hypotheses are
tested in turn based on the results of previous tests. However, we substituted a diagnosis by
syndrome, which allows thorough testing of the known causes of the syndrome at one time. This
innovative strategy is based on diagnostic kits and the development of multiplexed tests. Diagnostic
kits bring together necessary and sufficient samples to achieve the thorough diagnosis of the
pathogens responsible for a specific syndrome on the basis of an exhaustive review of the literature.
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The diagnostic kit consists of a bag containing all the containers and pre‐labeled tubing necessary to
take samples, pre‐labeled laboratory vouchers and an epidemiological and clinical booklet that can
be completed in less than one minute by the physician. Finally, it contains a consent form to be
completed by the patient.
The advantages of diagnostic kits are as follows:
‐ For the patient, the kit reduces the number of samples taken, improving the quality and time of
diagnosis. Thus optimizing the management of the patient while guaranteeing a respect for the rules
of anonymity and ethics.
‐ For the treatment, the kit provides standardization and the simplification of samples that fall within
the care plan because specific instructions are provided with the kit.
‐ For the physician, the kit facilitates the treatment because the physician's role is only to recognize a
clinical situation.
‐ For the laboratory, the kit allows for the standardization of diagnostic protocols engaged for each
kit. Also, the kit simplifies the management of sample collections and serum banks.
‐ For all of the IHU, the kit allows complete traceability of samples and adds to their scientific value
(Million M. et al. 2010 Lancet Infect Dis 10,527‐35; Fournier PE et al. 2010 Clin Infect Dis 51,131‐40; Levy PY. et
al. 2006 Eur Heart J 27,1942‐46; Drancourt M. et al. 2008 Medicine (Baltimore) 87,167‐176). The IHU has

currently developed nine diagnostic kits that are in routine use: endocarditis, pericarditis,
encephalitis, pneumonia, uveitis, corneal infection, fever in travelers, osteoarticular infections, and
infections among homeless people. The formats of DNA and protein chips are especially suited for
multiplexing and systematic introduction of each sample tested, and they can contain internal
controls. This innovation has been enhanced and developed through the Inodiag Company, co‐
founded by D. Raoult and M. Drancourt, a partner of the IHU. Multiplexing is also being developed in
liquid phase and in the form of beads. Finally, the implementation of multiple original techniques of
culture is a key point for the isolation and culture of fastidious pathogens and is a major source of
discovery of emerging pathogens.
‐ Project: Laboratory syndrome‐based exhaustive diagnostic of infections.
Objectives
Isolation of emergent pathogens from:
Diagnostic kits
Complex flora
Exploration of variations of complex microbiomes
(intestinal, vaginal microbiome, brain abscess)
Detection of emergent pathogens from:

Multiplexed serological detection of pathogens

Methods
New media for axenic post‐genomic culture
New cellular lineages with temperature modulation
Protists as culture medium
Animal models, including genetically modified animals
“Universal” DNA chip
Specialized DNA chip
High throughput sequencing
High throughput molecular subtraction (extraction
Protein post‐genomic chip
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Our project is to increase the diagnostic yield and to identify emerging pathogens in framework
clinical situations through the strategy of diagnostic kits and multiplexed tests. This objective is based
on the creation of the repertoire of bacteria, viruses, bacteriophages and the repertoire of genes.
Genes studies will include genes encoding resistance to antimicrobial agents present in the mucosal
flora under different environmental conditions (influence of geographical origin, age and diet on
intestinal microbiota) and pathological flora (diarrhea) or in pathological conditions (brain
abscesses). Data acquired in the laboratory shows that the constitution of these directories goes
through the use of multiple and complementary experimental approaches not only through the
parallel use of innovative culture systems and, analysis of metagenomics but also by targeted genetic
analysis, which overcomes the methodological limitations of metagenomic analysis.
The development of new culture systems for the isolation of fastidious microorganisms includes new
axenic media whose composition has been rationally developed on data from bacterial genomics and
high speed phenotypic post‐genomic investigations (Biolog, mass spectrometry) (Renesto P. et al. 2003
Lancet 362,447‐9), notably for mycobacteria of the tuberculosis group and Borrelia spp. New systems

for modulating cell culture temperature (for arthropod and insect cell lines) have also been
developed. Furthermore, new culture systems of unicellular eukaryotes (amoeba, paramecium,
algae), including strict eukaryotic anaerobes for the isolation of bacteria and anaerobic archaea, have
been created. New animal models, including transgenic animals for isolation starting from clinical
samples and contaminated environmental samples, have additionally been established. These new
culture media will be used for samples taken as part of diagnostic kits and for the exploration of the
complex microbiomes of intestinal and vaginal mucosa to detect pathogens and to study flora
changes associated with external factors (ex: antibiotics, diet).
A second aspect concerns the direct diagnosis by methods independent of culture. We plan to
routinely use high throughput sequencing to explore the complex bacterial flora and viral
populations (retrovirus, hepatitis viruses) as well as to research emerging viruses in body fluids
(uveitis, encephalitis, pericarditis; PathoVirome project). We will exploit the market set up of
sequencers and related analysis software that sequence 50 million bases in 10 hours and make the
run as "single molecule" sequencers. For bacteria, this work will target universal genes (16S rRNA,
rpoB) after different methods of preparation of DNA/RNA (without amplification, with amplification,
with enzymatic restriction); additionally, this work will complete the metagenome allowing us to
make a directory of not only organisms but also genes. With this goal in mind, we have developed a
patented original method to extract nucleic acids from complex flora (Dridi B. et al. 2009 PLoS One
4,e7063).

These vertical approaches will be complemented with a horizontal approach of hybridization on DNA
micro‐chips. Indeed, it is clear that high throughput sequencing techniques have limited depth that
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enables the exploration of a part only of the diversity of known organisms. A "broad spectrum" DNA
chip for the detection of all known archaea and bacterial phylotypes can be applied to the analysis of
complex microbiomes changes (food habits and geography, seasonal variations). It will be enriched in
successive versions with all of the organisms proved by vertical approaches. In parallel, we will
develop a thematic DNA chip for thorough detection of pathogens in complex flora (pathogens of
intestinal flora, respiratory, vaginal, brain abscess). A final aspect concerns the development of
routine techniques of molecular subtraction [Representative Differential Amplification (RDA)], for the
detection of nucleic acids of pathogens apparently without information. Examples include
endocarditis with negative blood cultures and dental pulp as a "memory" of bacteremia.
Regarding indirect diagnosis, we will develop multiplexed serological tests with immunofluorescence
technology using either entire bacterial or viral particles or proteins or cocktails of antigenic proteins
(Gouriet F. et al. 2008 Clin Microbiol Infect 14,1119‐27). The proteins used will be based on our work in

genomics and proteomics, examining antigenic proteins, as well as post‐translational modifications
(glycosylation) involved in the antigenicity.
Further development of these tests will be conducted in partnership with companies such as Inodiag
and Elitech who are IHU partners developing miniaturized tests for up to 30 different pathogens (and
6 controls) in parallel on single samples of 10 µL. The development of these tests will benefit from
access to sera in the laboratory collection.
3.2. The Points‐Of‐Care (POC)

‐ Current situation:
The POC is a compact laboratory (< 20 m2) located at immediate proximity to the patient. It
continuously performs an exhaustive list (and evolutionary) strong microbiological analysis of patient
samples in minimum contractual time (currently < 3 hours, target < 1 hour). POC results have
immediate impact and measurable on the medical care of the patient in terms of decision of
hospitalization, isolation, prescription of anti‐infective medication; results also inform the research of
the source of the infection. The incorporation of high value tests added to these diagnostic tests
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results is easy, making testing possible after a rapid training without specific initial training. The
immediate proximity of the POC to the patient and prescribing physician guarantees the absence of
delivery time of clinical specimens. We have implemented two POCs, one in the heart of a general
emergency department, and a second near pediatric emergency services. The POCs perform 27
diagnostic tests grouped into 9 syndromic menus, in addition to a tetanus test and procalcitonin test.
Between 2008 and 2009 there has been a tripling the number of tests being prescribed (from 8,602
to 25,642 tests a year), which shows the interest of physicians. The POC has computer links with the
bidirectional “core laboratory” and the IHU; however, it lacks sample transfer outside the prescribing
service. We will develop this with the IRT of Lyon.
‐ Project: Point‐Of‐Care (POC).
The POC is a structure that can be relocated to meet the demand for microbiological testing for
healthcare facilities located far from the “core laboratories”. Our project involves the
implementation of a POC in the emergency department of the IHU and in every emergency
department of hospitals in the AP‐HM. As the POC is a compact structure (< 20 m2) it can be located
in geographic areas that do not have stable laboratory structures; it can be a mobile tool on land or
sea. POC‐integrated structures are subject to a protocol developed with the IRT of Infectiology of
Lyon. The IHU is developing such projects in Africa in partnership with the CMA CGM. All data can be
transmitted via the Internet under secure conditions in accordance with the law; biological validation
can be performed remotely from the POC. Thus, we have a deployment project of mobile POCs in
certain buildings of the partner company CMA CGM to meet the diagnostic demands of ITD for
patients far from health facilities; the test results can be analyzed and validated by an IHU doctor by
Internet connection. A particular project of interest is the terrestrial deployment of mobile POCs in
the South for the rapid diagnosis of infection in the villages at a rate of 3 villages per day. A pilot unit
that is completely autonomous (including energetically) is being deployed in a village in the
countryside of Senegal (IRD Collaboration). Another modality is the availability of thematic POC
home monitoring of patients followed by the IHU for a chronic infection. By conducting specific
microbiological tests for these patients with validation, interpretation and prescription in return by
the IHU Medical team, it will limit the number of consultations, increase the quality of care and
reduce the cost of care. Accordingly, new immunochromatographic and molecular tests will be
developed in order to provide the diagnosis within one hour. In these projects, the POC is of high
added value and an innovative recoverable structure that is intended to be exported to other
institutions and structures of care outside the IHU.
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3.3. Evaluation of diagnostic strategies

‐ Current situation:
Evaluation of diagnostic strategies is at the heart of quality assurance in the laboratory of the IHU.
The evaluation of diagnostic kits is performed by the “core laboratory,” which is the largest medical
microbiology laboratory in France and one of the five largest in Europe; it is located on a total area of
1,300 m2 with two BSL3 laboratories and 178 personnel for a number of 76,667,889 B Annual (2009
data). As for diagnostic kits, the formation of large series diagnostic based on a uniform sampling
strategy and implementation allows for their periodic evaluation and adjustment. Thanks to
diagnostic kits, the laboratory maintains serum banks and tissues banks as well as a collection of
strains; all samples respect legal, regulatory, and ethical frameworks (CNIL declaration of diagnostic
kits, informed consent for conducting research on the samples). For the POC, as all tests are traced,
the regular assessment of the cost of testing is possible; the extent of the impact on the medical
management of patients can be measured to assess the relative cost‐effectiveness.
‐ Project: Evaluation of diagnostic strategies and projects.
Current situation
Evaluation commercialized tools
Evaluation of diagnostic kits

Objectives
Beta‐testing of tools

Means
Rerouting of the first function of
tools: innovation
Evaluation of diagnostic cases (kits) Secure and standardized collection
of strains, biobanks and serum
banks
Evaluation of anti‐infectious
Automated core‐laboratory
biocides
Evaluation of work process
Manager of biobank
organization and of ergonomics
(in partnership with EFS –
University)
Training of new professions
Manager of ergonomics of
laboratories (in partnership with
EFS – University)

Our project concerns the establishment of a new generation of the "core laboratory", organized
according to a principle of moving forward in the evaluation of diagnostic kits and procedures, from
receipt of sampling to the interpretation and expertise of the multiplex test. The pre‐analytical part
of the reception and registration of diagnostic kits and non‐kit samples will be fully computerized.
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The analytical part will be performed on platforms with robotics chains of automated sample
handling (automated pipetting of serum for indirect diagnosis, automated extraction of RNA/DNA for
diagnosis by molecular biology). In particular, automated seeding of liquid samples for diagnosis by
culture for routine activities will be used in parallel to special seeding (anaerobic media, cell lines,
animals). The seeded media will be placed in incubators enabling automated detection and removal
of sediments for rapid identification by MALDI‐TOF (Seng P. et al. 2009 Clin Infect Dis 49,543‐51). This
method can also be used for the rapid identification of bacteria in blood cultures and cultures of
body fluids in liquid medium by MALDI‐TOF (La Scola B. et al. 2009 PLoS One 4,e8041). Antibiograms in
solid phase can also be automated on the same principle. It also allows for the detection of
pathogens from environmental sources or vector samples. Finally, the post‐analytical part includes
validation and expertise to send validated records in real‐time, scanned images of direct
examinations, and especially data containing information about the reservoir and transmission mode
of the pathogen (secondary prevention). Transmission of this data is essential for further
investigations and treatment recommendations. Validation posts will also be in permanent
connection with POCs dependent on the IHU. Moreover, detection of abnormal microorganisms or
resistance profiles will be possible. The "core laboratory" organized as such includes securing and
upgrading of the latest biobanks, libraries, serum banks and collections of strains through a plan for
securing cold storage (‐80°C and liquid nitrogen) and control of access to trace entries. Fully
computerized management of these collections and automation of serum samples from serum banks
requires management by qualified staff as part of a new trade of "manager” of biobanks (in
partnership with EFS). This position requires biological training, technical, computer and robotics
training and it must be carried out within the required legal and regulatory frameworks. The
establishment and maintenance of these biobanks topics related to diagnostic kits and the volume of
samples processed routinely by the laboratory allows the “core laboratory" to conduct appraisals and
beta testing for performance evaluation of diagnostic kits and laboratory instruments and to
evaluate new work organizations.
The "core laboratory" is an evolutionary structure allowing for the development of innovative
techniques such as routine third‐generation single‐molecule sequencing for the rapid sequencing of
the genome of a pathogen of interest (emerging, epidemic, resistant, or suspected of criminal origin)
and the IHU has scheduled to complete its sequencing platform with such equipment. In this area,
systematic exploration of the diagnostic capabilities of instruments and processes that are not
originally designed for this purpose and are diverted from initial function is an important source of
innovation (for example, using the DNA spotter for the deposit of microorganisms in serological
chips). Finally, this organization can be used to test work organizations and their ergonomics, and can
participate in the training of a new trade of Ergonomics Laboratory Manager. The IHU is planning to
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be a platform for translational research in the field of diagnostics and anti‐infectious and biocides
with the emergence and promotion of start‐ups. The “core laboratory” is a place of training for new
trades in diagnostic microbiology and a interface for industry partnership through beta‐testing. The
“core laboratory” of the IHU is a showroom for partners who can present the integration of their
instruments and their organizations in a real work environment. Finally, to detect a serologic
response earlier in the course of infection or to detect low levels of residual protective antibodies
(that may be mandatory for an individualized vaccine prescription realized by our partner Sanofi‐
Aventis), we will develop a technique already working in our center the immunoPCR. This project
may be part of a co‐development with our partners (Inodiag and Biomérieux) and the IRT of Lyon.
4. Epidemiology
Within the IHU, health surveillance and epidemiological research will include three main areas: (1)
surveillance and prevention in at‐risk populations; (2) introduction of new tools for detection; (3)
identification of potential pathogens from the environment, including arthropods. These three 3
areas include the monitoring of certain diseases in the context of national (National Reference
Centers) and international (WHO Collaborating Center for Rickettsial and other bacterial diseases
transmitted by arthropods) expertise and imported disease surveillance as a center of reference for
the European CDC (ECDC). The involvement of the IRD units (located in Marseille) working on ITD
makes that IRD is a major partner. The IRD has an international network with presence in many
Southern countries, which helps in the development of research on persistent and emerging
diseases. The only UMR INSERM/IRD specialized in the Social Sciences applied to Health (UMR SE4S)
is taking part in the project and will benefit from its unification, especially in view of the IHU project,
in a joint UMR including the LERTIM. This UMR INSERM/IRD has already locations in Burkina Faso,
Cameroon, Mali and Morocco and also leads research projects in other countries in sub‐Saharan
Africa, Southeast Asia and Latin America. One of its three teams, the ESSEM (Environments, Systems
and Health Communicable Diseases) is devoted exclusively to research on ID and reports to the IHU.
Its two other teams mobilize the skills of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics as well as economics and
social sciences that will be used as methodological support for many IHU projects. Similarly, 2 teams
of UMR 6578 University of Aix‐Marseille/EFS/CNRS “Unit of Biocultural Anthropology, Law, Ethics &
Health (ADES)”, on the one hand the team of "Bio‐Archaeology and Paleo‐anthropology”, particularly
through its thematic on Archaeo‐Anthropology (gestures, funeral practices and rituals), and on the
other hand “Unit of Genetic Anthropology and Viral Biodiversity”, particularly through its work on
the Viral Emergence and co‐evolution: genomics of viruses and human behaviour will be extensively
involved in the IHU. The School for Advanced Studies in Public Health (EHESP for Ecole des Hautes
Etudes en Santé Publique) has also established a presence on the site of Marseille. The EHESP
participates in epidemiologic research in France and in Southern countries (Bolivia, Mali, Laos) as well
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as in issues related to access to care, health management, modeling, and management of public
health crisis. Access to areas of strategic emergence and issues of humanitarian medicine in Southern
countries will be facilitated by the partnership of the EHESP with the French Red Cross, which has
offices and agreements in over 80 countries. Finally, the partnership with the IRBA (Marseille branch)
will allow monitoring of emerging ID in military units in tropical areas.
4.1. Surveillance and prevention in at‐risk populations
‐ Current situation:
Certain populations, like the homeless, are particularly exposed to emerging or re‐emerging ID
(tuberculosis, scabies, lice, trench fever, typhus). For example, patients with cystic fibrosis are
exposed to MDR bacteria, which can then be spread to the general population. The monitoring of
travelers, tourists and migrants is also essential. Military personnel on external operations are
exposed to particular risks. It helps to monitor the risk of disease introduction into Europe for
emerging diseases or diseases said to be "tropical"; this monitoring may even serve as a sentinel to
objectify and identify epidemics in the South where the agents are not identified for lack of means
of diagnostics. Careful monitoring may additionally be able to track drug resistance in malaria in
certain parts of the world. The SARS epidemic in 2003 was probably the first illustration treatment in
the 21st century of a threatening globalized epidemic transmitted by travelers. Further, the outbreak
of Chikungunya in the Indian Ocean was rapidly globalized by travelers arriving in areas where vector
mosquitoes were present proliferate. The virus was isolated and characterized in Marseille from
travelers coming from Comoros and the clinical signs of disease were described. With at least 70,000
people of Comorian origin, Marseille acts a sentinel for epidemics in the Indian Ocean. In 2010, the
dengue fever virus (DEN3) that occurs Indian Ocean region was typed in Marseille from a traveler of
Comorian origin.
‐ Project:
We will continue medical and epidemiological investigations in shelters for the homeless in Marseille
and the South of France. The large population originating from Comoros and North Africa will play a
sentinel role in Marseille for diseases that have been imported. Research teams located in Algeria
[JEAI (Jeunes Equipes Associées à l’IRD)] will be part of this surveillance platform. Through
collaboration with the IRBA (Marseille), soldiers exposed to particular risks in overseas operations
will be monitored for the detection outbreaks that could reduce the operational capacity of French
forces. This monitoring program will detect geographic and temporal trends of ID from travelers,
including tourists, immigrants, expatriates, military staff and foreign visitors. This monitoring will be
optimized through the development of networks with partners in national public health. Our site is
the central coordinator of the EuroTravnet network and for the international network Geosentinel.
With the leadership of this network, Marseille is at the center of surveillance of ITD in Europe,
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allowing us to be informed in real time. We have access to all diagnoses made in travelers by major
European centers. We can disseminate information and suggest options for local and international
partners through our networks in case of new or acute emerging infections or potential bioterrorist
threats. Operational teams could be placed locally or in endemic areas from which infected travelers
originate. Our management of at risk populations is summarized in the Table below.
Surveillance and prevention in at‐risk populations.
Populations
Homeless

Travelers &
Immigrants

Military
Cystic‐fibrosis
patients

Specific risks and justifications for specific
monitoring
‐ Precariousness
‐ Emerging diseases in lice, fleas
‐ Zoonoses and rats
‐ Epidemic risks in homeless shelter
‐ Potentially resistant tuberculosis
‐ Sentinels of epidemic in the South
‐ Risk of introduction of pathogens in France and
Europe and secondary local epidemics
‐ Risk of introduction of MDR bacteria
‐ Marseille: Sentinel for Comoros, the Indian
Ocean and the North Africa

‐ Exhibitions in external operations
‐ Stakes: operational capacity of forces
‐ Specific bacteria ecology
‐ MDR bacteria
‐ Diffusion of resistance supports
‐ Microbial directory
‐ Epidemic spread

Means
‐ Multidisciplinary investigations on
homeless shelters
‐ Syndromic hospital monitoring
‐ Microbiological monitoring
‐ Coordination and communication with
international networks of surveillance:
EuroTravnet and Geosentinel
‐ Relation with public health structures:
ECDC and InVS
‐ Microbiological and parasitological
resistance monitoring
‐ Thorough monitoring of imported diseases
‐ Networks of partners in the South
‐ HIA Laveran
‐ IRBA Marseille
‐ Specific clinical monitoring
‐ Microbiological monitoring of resistance

4.2. Establishment of new detection tools
‐ Current situation:
The “core laboratory” in the IHU provides data allowing the epidemiological monitoring of
community and nosocomial ID (syndrome based surveillance). Indeed, the increase in the number of
samples precedes the increase in the number of etiologic diagnoses during epidemics. For example,
the increase in the number of received cerebrospinal fluids samples for testing indicates a possible
meningitis epidemic. In tropical areas diagnostic and detection tools are limited and a great number
of isolated fevers are diagnosed as malaria. The risk of malaria due to Plasmodium falciparum is
variable and is related to environmental factors influencing the life cycles of the mosquito vector and
the pathogen. Despite this strong relationship, environmental effects have rarely been included in
models of malaria transmission. Although the fight against malaria has dramatically reduced cases of
malaria in certain areas, the number of cases of fever of unknown origin has not been reduced.
‐ Project:
The number of samples received by clinical syndrome will be monitored and will be used a sentinel
indicator. The pathogens identified and genotyped in the laboratory will be monitored, as will
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specific clinical situations such as nosocomial infections. The daily analysis of data by non‐physician
epidemiologists allows for real‐time alerting of IHU medical staff regarding an unusual event
requiring immediate investigation. Also, these data are analyzed over large time periods to detect
variations in the prevalence of clinical situations and pathogens, including seasonal variations and
multi‐annual variations. Statistical modeling tools and mathematics will be developed to analyze the
determinants of the incidence and prevalence of detected events and to assess the potential impact
of sanitary counter‐measures or preventive options. Finally, it has been noted that cases of febrile
syndrome persist in certain areas despite the reduction in malaria cases. We plan to investigate the
causes of "fever of unknown origin” by the development and installation techniques of molecular
biology through Point‐of‐Care.
In collaboration with the Malian teams of the Malaria Research and Training Center, Department of
Epidemiology of Parasitic Diseases, Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmacy, Bamako, Mali, the
development of a dynamic model of malaria transmission, according to a SIRS model, will be
pursued, integrating environmental data from remote sensing. This model will reproduce the
endemo‐epidemic of malaria in the Sudano‐Sahelian zone, prior to the in‐situ evaluation of
intervening measures such as vaccination (under evaluation in this village), preventive treatment, or
the environmental management.
Implementation of new tools for detection.
Objectives
Monitoring of community infectious and
nosocomial diseases

Analyze the determinants of the incidence and
prevalence of detected events
Detect causes of fever of unknown origin in
tropical and Mediterranean areas
Studies of the facies of malaria

Means
‐ Follow up of samples received in the laboratory and
sorted by nature: sentinel indicator by daily analysis
‐ Identification and Genotyping of pathogens
‐ Studies of seasonal and multi‐annual variations in
infections
‐ Statistical modeling tools and mathematics
‐ Projection and POCs construction in tropical areas
(Senegal, Mali) and in Algeria
‐ SIRS model (Mali)

4.3. Identification of potential pathogens in the environment
‐ Current situation:
A large portion of the emerging diseases described in recent years are zoonotic, often transmitted by
arthropod vectors. The IHU is home to the CNR and WHO Collaborating Center for Rickettsial and
other bacterial diseases transmitted by arthropods. Through collaboration with the IRBA in Marseille,
thousands of arthropods (ticks, lice, fleas, mosquitoes, sand flies, bed bugs) are collected every year
in France, tropical areas (in Southern settlements or by international collaborators) and overseas
areas where French forces are deployed. Pathogenic bacteria and new microorganisms have been
identified worldwide in recent years. Monitoring of tropical mosquitoes recently introduced in the
South of France (Aedes albopictus) will be continued. The importance of this monitoring was recently
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highlighted with the first indigenous cases of Chikungunya and dengue, transmitted by these
mosquitoes. There is a longstanding collaboration between the UMR 6578 and UMR 6236 around a
research theme of ancient pathogens. At first, such collaboration between microbiologist and arche‐
anthropologists simply confirmed or denied bacterial presence, and in some cases the cause of
death, through the detection of bacterial agents. Now, for several years, the common approach
allows the typing of different strains responsible for epidemics or pandemics (particularly for the
plague) in a defined chronological frame. This interdisciplinary approach not only provides a simple
paleo‐diagnosis but also contributes to a better understanding of the chronological and geographical
distribution of these pathogens, which can highlight their evolutionary processes. Finally, IHU teams
have contributed in recent years to the study of giant viruses and intracellular bacteria associated
with free‐living amoebae and other protozoa present in environmental water.
‐ Project:
Combining the resources of the IRD, the local agreement of fight against mosquitoes [EID (Entente
Interdépartementale de Démoustication)], WHO and the ECDC (as members of the coordinators
VeBorNet network) and with teams from Marseille and Montpellier, we will establish a reference
center on zoonoses and vector‐borne diseases. A multidisciplinary platform of research, including
physicians, entomologists, microbiologists, parasitologists, epidemiologists and veterinary specialists
in entomology, microbiology, parasitology, epidemiology, statistical modeling and mathematics, will
be formed to investigate emerging zoonoses. It will include an intervention team to conduct
monitoring in tropical areas and to study the ecological and entomological aspects of emerging or re‐
emerging zoonoses; they will also create a reference collection of arthropods of medical importance.
Remote sensing tools will describe, evaluate and predict the incidence of vector‐borne diseases and
study environmental determinants. We will develop tools of statistical modeling and mathematics to
analyze determinants of the incidence and prevalence of zoonoses and vector‐borne diseases and to
assess their potential importance in populations. A group of veterinary epidemiology and infectious
zoonoses will be created as a reactive structure, mobile and adapted to the care of animals (domestic
or wild, live or dead) suspected of being either infected with zoonotic agents or unknown diseases, or
asymptomatic carriers of human pathogens (animal reservoirs). Finally, the system will include
mobile means for carrying out epidemiological surveys in the field and the establishment of
laboratory animals as sentinels of circulating infectious agents in situ at the location of disease
outbreak. We will develop targeted projects and activities with partners in the South. We will work
to introduce strategies to reduce the risk of malaria among children in Senegal, to create a directory
of pathogenic agents known to cause fever and pneumonia in Senegal, and to identify pathogens in
ticks and fleas in Senegal. Further, we will work towards the identification of the mechanisms of
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plague transmission of in Algeria while also monitoring conducting and eco‐epidemiological studies
of rickettsioses and phleboviroses in the Mediterranean.
The study of ancient pathogens will be continued and intensified within the IHU. From the biological
archives unearthed during archaeological digs on the basis of field evidence, of laboratory analysis
and research on historical records a novel approach has been conducted on the archaeological
remains of plague victims (from Antiquity to the 18th century) on Rickettsia prowazekii and Bartonella
quintana (from the 16th to the 19th centuries).
Systems of isolation and high‐speed identification of water‐related pathogens and amoebae will be
developed in addition to the creation of serological diagnostics and molecular detection in humans.
We will also investigate other environments, such as soil or foods eaten raw, using the developed
systems of co‐culture of amoebae. Indeed, recent work in both co‐culture and molecular detection
showed that giant viruses and virophages were very common in these environments.
The IHU will participate in the dynamic international exploration of human gastrointestinal
microbiota. It is a growing field involving the most advanced microbiological techniques, including
454 pyrosequencing, microarray techniques and special culture techniques. The characterization of
the biodiversity of an African digestive microbiota has already allowed for the identification of new
bacterial species and the first giant virus isolated from a human. Clinical studies in collaboration
with various nutrition departments of hospitals in Marseille are underway to identify the alterations
of gut microbiota associated with obesity and to understand the mechanisms of manipulation of the
digestive microbiota by probiotics or antibiotics. Our strategy for identification of potential
pathogens in the environment is summarized, after the Figure, in the Table below.
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Identification of potential pathogens in the environment.
Objectives
‐ Detection of pathogens in:
‐ Ticks, lice, fleas, bugs
‐ Mosquitoes
‐ Phlebotoms

Means
‐ Expertise of the CNR and WHO Collaborating Centers on
rickettsioses and other bacterial diseases transmitted by
arthropods
‐ Entomological expertise (IRBA Marseille)
‐ Field collections
‐ Microbiological platform for detection
‐ Collaboration (IRD, EID, WHO, VeBorNet)
Create a multidisciplinary research and
‐ Physicians, entomologists, microbiologists, parasitology,
investigation platform
epidemiology and veterinary specialists in statistical and
mathematical modeling
‐ Remote sensing tools
‐ Intervention team
Monitoring of animal reservoirs
‐ A group of veterinary epidemiology
Actions targeted with Southern partners
‐ South field location: Senegal
Etiology of fevers
Detection of pathogen in arthropods
‐ South field location: Algeria
Study of rickettsial reservoirs
Detection of pathogens in arthropods
Eco‐epidemiology of the plague
‐ Collaborations (IRD, Mali)
Identify pathogens associated with free
‐ Characterization and experimental models of giant
water amoebae and soil
mamaviridae viruses
‐ High‐speed isolation and identification
‐ Systems of co‐culture of amoebae
African human microbiota study and study of ‐ 454 pyrosequencing
investigation of the role of probiotics
‐ Microarrays
‐ Special culture

5. Research
5.1. Cross‐sectional study of emerging pathogens
‐ Current situation:
The research project is based on questions from clinical observations to which we will apply a
transdisciplinary approach. The latter is an integrated approach with clinical, epidemiological and
basic work. To achieve the goal of research excellence and meeting the challenges of ID, in the 21st
century, the research project is based on a network of platforms that allows fast response to the
emergence of pathogens. Moreover, it allows the institutional resources in Marseille involved in
basic research in bacteriology, virology, parasitology, immunology and cell biology to apply ITD
research. The URMITE has contributed to the discovery of a number of emerging pathogens by
combining multiple strategies. We employed a strategy involving military MD and veterinary
specialists to increase the number of sources for samples. The association with a laboratory of
microbiology hospital led to the isolation of many human strains through a process to monitor
unusual strain phenotypes. We have published several of the largest series of patients in the world
for Q fever, rickettsial diseases, endocarditis with negative blood cultures, and Whipple's disease).
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The diversity of samples, human and arthropod, has also led to the identification of new pathogens
(new species and genetic variants) and characterized disease risks in unknown areas. The systematic
culture of samples of interest is a strong strategy of URMITE based on cell cultures, amoebae, and
artificial culture media. The combination of serology and molecular methods (16S rRNA, rpoB, Multi
Spacer Typing sequencing) completes the arsenal of technology that governs the discovery of
emerging pathogens. The CRCM (Institute of Immunology and Cancerology of Marseille) and URMITE
teams have for many years developed dedicated platforms, which are labelled IBiSA since 2008, for
the investigation of infected patients using large‐scale approaches, transcriptomic, proteomics and
flow cytometry. URMITE has extensive experience in the treatment of chronic ID and in the
evaluation of preventive and therapeutic approaches.
‐ Project:
The project concerns the cross‐sectional study of emerging pathogens. The discovery of new
infectious agents requires a thorough approach. The epidemiological and clinical description of the
disease must be obtained, followed by the isolation and cultivation of the responsible pathogen(s). In
cases of infectious agents where conventional methods of identification are faulted, genomic and
post‐genomic tools and physiopathological approaches must be used. This research is divided into
eight areas: detection, environment, human, diagnosis, genomics, physiopathology, treatment and
prevention. (1) Detection will be based on national and epidemiological international network; it will
benefit from the epidemiological expertise of the INSERM UMR 912 (JP. Moatti), the ORS (Y. Obadia)
and URMITE civilian and military teams in France and West Africa. (2) The research on environment
of emerging ID will be based on a strengthening of reference centers on zoonoses and vector‐borne
diseases (URMITE: P. Parola, C. Rogier; IRD UMR 190: R. Charrel). Research on infectious agents
transmitted by transfusion and transplantation will benefit from the participation of URMITE, the EFS
and of IRD UMR 190 units. (3) Clinical research on ID will be based on clinical teams for the project;
the ethical dimension will be addressed by UMR CNRS 6578 (P. Le Coz). (4) Diagnostic research will
focus on developing the ability to identify new emerging pathogens and new tools (URMITE: M.
Drancourt, JM. Rolain, C. Rogier; IRD UMR 190: X. De Lamballerie). (5) The diagnostic researchers will
join to develop a bioinformatics center focused on emerging diseases and genomics of pathogenic
microorganisms (URMITE: PE. Fournier, M. Drancourt). (6) Physiopathological projects will be
managed by the physiopathology team of the URMITE and the immunological team of the CRCM
with associated platform support. They will aim to characterize patient responses to emerging
pathogens by high‐speed methods, transcriptomics and proteomic responses as well as phenotypic
analysis by flow cytometry. These approaches will define signatures that lead to new nosological and
prognostic areas. (7 & 8) Therapeutic research will rely on networks and will seek to assess the
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impact of new preventive and therapeutic strategies. It will call upon neighboring fields, such as
structural biology and human and social sciences.

5.2. Experimental models of infection
‐ Current situation:
Experimental models of infection ranging from cell culture to mammalian models passing by
arthropods will be developed in teams of IHU and those associated with them. Thus, the interaction
between cells of the innate immune system (macrophages, dendritic cells, NK cells) and infectious
agents [Coxiella burnetii, Rickettsia spp., Brucella spp., Salmonella spp. Tropheryma whipplei,
Plasmodium spp., Hepatitis C virus (HCV)] will be an important source of scientific contributions.
Experimental entomology is a mandatory step in the understanding of emerging ID and has been
widely developed by URMITE. It helps to understand the natural cycle of infectious agents
transmitted by arthropods (ticks, lice, fleas). Thus, we have now developed a rabbit model for
understanding the cycle of rickettsiae in ticks. URMITE has made a significant achievement in animal
models of essentially rodent infections: Q fever, valvular heart disease, typhus, Mimivirus, Whipple's
disease, and models of eschar. Physiopathological models have been established that use transgenic
mice deficient for TLR4, TLR2, NOD2, IFNAR, IL‐16 or transgenic mice overexpressing the molecule of
interest (IL‐10).
‐ Project:
The first part of the project will boost the study of host‐pathogen interaction in existing cell models
(trophoblasts and immune placental cells for Brucella spp. and C. burnetii, adipocytes and immune
cells in fat tissue for C. burnetii, Langerhans dendritic cells and plasmacytoid dendritic cells for C.
burnetii, Brucella spp. and HCV). The second part of the project will target ticks, lice and fleas and
work on creating an insectarium that enables the development of experiments in confined areas. The
first project will seek to understand the influence of temperature on the survival of the tick
Rhipicephalus sanguineus, which transmits Rickettsia conorii, the agent of Mediterranean spotted
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fever. The second project will be based on the assumption that body lice issue regularly from head
lice; to answer this question, a combination of field work, molecular tools (Multi spacer typing and
microsatellites) and proteomics will be necessary. Also, specific issues, such as the role of saliva of
lice in host specificity and endosymbionts in the sexual differentiation of lice will be investigated.
Finally, after defining culture conditions for flea, we will study the interaction of Rickettsia felis with
Ctenocephalides felis to examine how their interaction affects bacterial transmission and survival.
The pathophysiological project will aim to intensity research in infectious models to better
understand the persistence of infectious agents; examples include C. burnetii, Brucella spp.
colonization of placental tissue and C. burnetii in adipose tissue. Interaction with the
Immunophenomic Center (B. Malissen, JP. Gorvel) will offer the opportunity to develop infectious
models with cellular components of interest, including humanized macrophages. Additionally, the
availability of mice in which macrophages and dendritic cells express a fluorescent molecule will
allow infections to be monitored through live imaging techniques, such as 2‐photon microscopy.
Tissue targeting is essential for understanding the pathophysiological processes that have previously
only been explored indirectly; tissues including the intestines, skin and placenta will be targeted in
priority. Interactions between different fields have been developed within the scope of the IHU.
Thus, many firmly established collaborations have existed for many years with teams studying cancer
(cervical cancer and HPV infection), nutrition (obesity and microbiome) and the identification of new
targets in viral therapy (structuralists). A glycobiology approach will be performed by the team of B.
Henrissat. Indeed, complex carbohydrates play a major role in host‐pathogen recognition and in the
regulation of intestinal microbiota.
Human and social sciences are expected to play an important role in understanding ID management.
The great infectious pandemics (AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria) and acute epidemics (SARS, flu) fully
illustrate the idea that the dual idea that increasingly complex problems of globalized societies can
be solved only by multi‐disciplinary action; to solve health problems, it is essential to go beyond the
biomedical sector. The teams involved in this project have legitimacy based on their work in
historical epidemiology, modeling of epidemics, large quantitative population surveys and the
collecting of socio‐behavioral data. Moreover, the teams have a fine qualitative approach to
interventions in Francophone Africa (maternal health, treatment of AIDS).
Interacting with mathematics is a consequence of high‐speed approaches to biology. The concepts of
evolution, including those of population genetics, their mathematical modeling, and algorithms
corresponding to computer integration, are the basis of major discoveries in biology. For example,
these technologies made the sequencing and decryption of the human genome possible. This
approach is also important in ID because it helps to understand how an epidemic spreads.
Additionally, it can be useful for understanding the pathogenesis process, including identifying the
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genetic events leading to pathogenicity gene loss/gain and the vectors of this pathogenicity.
The third project aims to create meetings joining researchers coming from distant fields. The
inclusion of such fields as oncology, nutrition, structural biology and chemistry are obvious because
they belong to the biological sciences. However, we feel that interactions with the field of
mathematics and human and social sciences are potentially rich for application. Interaction with
oncology, nutrition and structural biology will be increased in the IHU framework. The AFMB
(Architecture and Function of the Biological Macromolecules, B. Henrissat) will explore the genomics
and metagenomics of the glycobiological contents of commensal and pathogenic microbes; these
studies will be especially based on dedicated databases and bioinformatic tools.
The interface project with human and social science aims to provide methodological advances and
strengthen the teams involved in the tests of intervention and prevention. It aims to understand
individual and collective behavior when facing risk of infection; it will examine the influence of
collective representations of risk on the reactions of populations for management and prevention.
Additionally, the project will investigate the impact of the gap between knowledge and
representation of risk on the non‐adoption of preventive behavior and the perception of crisis
management by the public. The project will shed light on the debate on the impact of programs
focused on ID by examining direct effects, macroeconomic impact, and diagnosis of equity in funding.
The project interface with mathematics, developed with P. Pontarroti, is based on a long history of
the concepts of data processing evolution. We have, for ten years now, integrated this knowledge
into computer systems such as FIGENIX, CASSIOPEIA and Dagobah. In general, models of biological
evolution are translated into mathematical models, from which we can derive algorithms. These are
then integrated to laboratory tools. Besides the "classical" technical bioinformatics, we will be
introducing modeling of concepts and reasoning into our computer systems that draw on of the
expertise of biologists. For this, we use and apply techniques of artificial intelligence languages,
which greatly facilitate this task. The concepts, models and tools are specifically applied to genome
annotation and meta‐genomics in collaboration with several laboratories, especially those of the IFR
48 IDMM for “Infectiopôle: From Patient to Molecule”.
6. Valorization and transfer
Analysis of the total R&D intensity evolution compared to the GDP in various countries showed that
the countries that increased their research efforts achieved this through increased involvement of
private research (OECD Principal Indicators of science and technology, vol 1, 2008, SESSI, WIPO, IMF). In
order to join this dynamic, the IHU puts in place a well defined strategy of valorization and transfer:
To create a "Science/Industry Ecosystem with international radiation" in the field of ID.
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Valorization & transfer strategy.

Main objectives of this strategy are: (1) to accelerate technology transfer from IHU to private
companies (start‐ups, licensing patents, clinical trials); (2) to reinforce industrial sharing of Institute
R&D financing (public private partnerships); and (3) to structure at a national scale a new
professional field, creative of employments and partnership culture (new adapted trades and
formations, see teaching project). In order to meet these aims, the valorization & transfer project will
be divided in 4 main missions:
6.1. Setting up a valorization department
‐ Current situation:
Over the last few years, the components of the IHU project have been gradually organized to meet
the growing need for professionalization of its valorization. Today, this activity itself rests in an
operational way on a network of competences organized on various scales:
On the local‐regional scale
‐ ID Medical care units (AP‐HM). This units gathers a large cohort of patients in HIV/HVC (5,000
patients), in travelers vaccination (8,000 travel counsels per year, 5,000 yellow fever vaccines, 900
pilgrims to La Mecca each year), in ventilated associated pneumonia (80 patients per year), in
intensive care distress syndrome (70 patients per year) and in CAP (60 patients per year). They are
also reference centers for bioterrorism and osteoarticular infections which means they are able to
develop preventive strategies for infectious threat (BSL3 for in vitro testing capability) and medical
treatment with necessitate long duration therapy.
‐ CIC‐CPCET (AP‐HM). Clinical Investigation Unit ‐ Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutic Evaluation
Unit. This unit profits from an expertise of more than 20 years in the design, realization and the
coordination of phase 0, 1, 2, and 3 clinical trials, proof of the clinical concept and the clinical
validation of biomarkers in clinical research in relation with academic and/or industrial promoters.
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This structure consists of experts in French, European, and international agencies (AFSSAPS, EMA,
FDA, etc.) and gathers large cohorts of healthy volunteers (1,000 per year).
‐ DRCI (AP‐HM). Direction of clinical research and innovation. This structure provides expertise,
valorization and administrative supports for clinical and innovative research of AP‐HM.
‐ Protis‐Valor SAS, subsidiary of valorization of the Mediterranean University, which also manages by
convention the valorization of AP‐HM.
‐ ValorPACA (candidates' file SATT‐PACA). This potential regional society for the acceleration of
technology transfer is one of the tools for valorization of research towards the economic sector. This
structure is able to evaluate the potential market, product intellectual property and potential benefit
of research. It can bring legal support and assistance to the assembly of innovating projects. It can
also intervene downstream, in terms of finalization and negotiation of licenses. It ensures a support
for the creation of companies innovating with a partnership reinforced with the incubators.
‐ Incubator IMPULSE which supports & finances the creation of projects from innovating companies.
‐ Territorial collectivities like co‐financers partners of IHU (Marseille, department, PACA region).
On the interregional scale (PACA and Languedoc Roussillon)
‐ RTRS Infectiopôle Sud, Scientific foundation of cooperation in the field of ITD. This foundation
gathers scientist teams but also large cohorts of patients in university hospitals of Marseille,
Montpellier Nice and Nimes and in the Southern Mediterranean area and developing countries.
‐ Eurobiomed, Mediterranean biocluster partner of the IHU. This biocluster supports the
development of innovating projects and the creation of companies and jobs in health service. It
works with a network of more than 400 companies in sciences of living and health located in the
Mediterranean basin, 45% of the companies are biotechnologies. Since its certification, Eurobiomed
has coordinated 74 projects with the declared budgets of research exceeding 200 million €. These
projects involved 61 academic companies and 108 laboratories of the inter‐region. More than half of
these projects (44 out of 74) related to ITD, diagnosis (19), or medical devices (25). These statistics
confirm the identical themes and priorities for Eurobiomed and IHU. This competitiveness biocluster
will be closely associated with future SATT‐PACA.
‐ Southern Mediterranean CeGEPS (AP‐HM). Center for the management of trials on health
products. This center has ensured for more than 2 years, logistic and administrative support for
industrial clinical trials carried out in the inter‐region. More than 30 clinical trial assistants are
available to assist investigators with industrial clinical trials; priority access is granted for anti‐
infectious trials. Within Southern CeGEPs Med, the Infectious investigation Network gathers more
than 60 anti‐infectious investigators and facilitates and reinforces the importance of clinical research.
It works in close cooperation with promoters of industrial clinical research. This network represent
an inclusion potential of more than 12,000 patients.
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On the national scale
‐ New Aids CeNGEPS. National clinical investigation network on HIV. This network gathers
investigators using the medical file computerized NADIS®. This network constitutes a cohort of more
than 18,000 patients in the field of HIV.
‐ REIVAC. National Clinical Investigation Network in Vaccinology. This network has the role of
promoting the French clinical research in vaccinology (collaboration is currently being discussed).
‐ AFSSAPS. French health products safety agency with its mission of innovation accompaniment.
‐ AVIESAN. French national alliance for health and life sciences. Multi‐organizations thematic
Institutes whose mission is to develop new paradigms of innovation and new strategies of
collaboration with industrial partnerships.
‐ ARIIS. Alliance for the Research and the Innovation of Industries of Health. ARIIS is intended to
recognize the stakes of therapeutic research and to promote its development in France. A
partnership is underway.
‐ Lyonbiopôle. This world competitiveness biocluster in vaccine and diagnostic research is a
candidate for the creation of an IRT dedicated to biomedical innovation in ID. We will develop a
specific joint venture with IRT.
‐ Medicen. World competitiveness biocluster in new technologies and innovating therapies.
On the international scale
‐ European Medicine Agency (EMA). This agency is responsible for the scientific evaluation of
medicine developed by pharmaceutical companies for use in the European Union.
‐ Foreign competitiveness biocluster (Biogenesis‐India; IDRC‐Ireland; SIID‐Sweden…).
It is now necessary to coordinate, professionalize and perennialize the activities of valorization and
transfer within the Institute in order to quickly and efficiently answer requests and opportunities. It is
the convergence of these competences, their work in partnership and the perennial creation of
qualified job that will make it possible.
‐ Project: Setting up a valorization department
The objective of this project is to set up, as of the creation of the IHU, an operational team to
coordinate its valorization and transfer activities in relation with the socio economic world. This
mutualized department will be developed on the same site as the IHU to constitute a “one gate”
point of contact for all the IHU valorization and transfer activities. It will be made up at its origin of a
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restricted team: 1 Director, 1 Associate Director, 1 Project Manager, 3 coordinators and 1 assistant.

6.2. Structuring of an IHU access to external partners
‐ Current situation:
As testifies its key performance indicators (KPI’s), this IHU project already profits an experiment of
work in partnership. Comparison on the ISI‐Thomson source over the period 2008‐2010 of the
scientific production between Institute Pasteur Paris (IP) and Marseille found that publications in
biotechnology and applied microbiology were largely higher for Marseille (176). It is the same for the
publications in the field of pharmacology and pharmacy where the number of publications of
Marseille is approximately 3 times higher than that of IP. In 10 years, 25 patents were deposited on
microbial identification and the detection of mechanisms of resistance on the settling of molecules
(antibacterial and antiviral). Sixty percent of these patents were licensed by our industrial partners
(10 by the Biomerieux Company, 3 by the Inodiag Company, 1 by Amikana Biologics, and 1 by the
Elitech Company). In three years, almost 10 public private collaborative projects, selected by the
Eurobiomed were financed. Our experiment in technology transfer made it possible to create 2
biotechnology start‐up companies (Amikana Biologics and Inodiag) One other company on antiviral
creation is in development. To date, the structure works with more than ten industrial partners:
Sanofi‐Aventis, Danone, Galderma, CERBA, I2A, Sanitys, Institut Mérieux, BioMérieux, Elitech,
Inodiag, CMA CGM, Crédit coopératif, Vetbac, etc.…
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‐ Project: Structuring of an IHU access to external partners
The objective of this project is to increase the number of collaborative contracts signed with industry,
biotechnology and Small and medium enterprises (SME’s) of medicines, diagnosis and medical
device. This project mainly requires to prepare commercial offers to external partners (a panel of
different typical contracts) and to set up an effective policy of management of the conflicts of
interest and commitment. Thus, many products and research services has been identified. They will
be proposed to the industrial world in the form of contracts. This contractualization requires a
scrupulous analysis of the market and the competition. To date, 4 main categories of contracts have
been identified:
“Supporting research” contracts
‐ Public/private collaborative research with industrial promotion. Contractualization could be with
one partner or multiple industrial partners (consortia). Research could be preclinical and/or clinical.
‐ Public/private collaborative research with academic promotion [ANRS (National Agency of Research
on the AIDS and the viral hepatitis), ARS (Regional Health Agency), INSERM, European commission
FP7 programs, etc.).
‐ Public/private laboratory: creation of a common space of research by sharing resources and
knowledge.
‐ Institute/industry exchange program (Visiting scholars, Master Students, PhD, Post‐doctorate)
‐ Therapeutic education program.
‐ Donation.
“Technology transfer” contracts
‐ Transfer of patents and copyrights.
‐ Transfer of material.
‐ License exploitation (Patents, Tools of R&D, Software, medical materials, drugs).
‐ Financing start‐ups.
‐ Capital venture.
“Subcontracting services” contracts
‐ Research program.
‐ Access to installations on a basis of fees of services (laboratories, technological platforms of
research, libraries, experimental tools, databases, software, cohorts, biological materials).
‐ Hiring of IHU building space in the geographical perimeter of the Institute called “Industrial park”.
Industry tenant will carry out private research while sharing all the installations and resources of the
institute (Technological platforms…). Approximately 1,500 m2 of the future building of the Institute
has been set aside for this purpose.
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“Accessing Institute” contracts (fee for rights of access)
‐ General conferences & events of the Institute.
‐ Consulting, expertise.
‐ Weekly clinical and research staff meeting (“Clinical microbiology staff”/ “Work in progress”). These
rights of access would allow to the industrial partner a scientific monitoring and a right of first glance
of the scientific developments of the IHU.
‐ Institute research briefings. Private conferences with Institute experts bringing individuals or
industry partners up to date on new technology developments in the Institute.
‐ One‐on‐One Faculty meeting to quickly put industrial members in contacts with experts.
Whatever is the type of contract drawn up between the IHU and the private partner, benefits are
diverging, public service for ones versus capitalization for others. The appearance of conflicts of
interests and commitment is inescapable. These conflicts can occur between the Institute and
industry and between the Institute and its employers. Consequently, to control these partnerships, a
preliminary identification of the principal conflicts of interests and commitment is necessary.
Recurring conflicts relate to (1) intellectual property, (2) analysis of the results, (3) confidentiality of
the research, (4) rights of publication, (5) personal financial interest, and (6) diversion of the institute
resources and means. In order to anticipate such conflicts, the Institute will set up an effective policy
for management of the conflicts of interest and commitment. An inspection committee for the
conflicts of interests and commitment will be created. This committee will implement an internal
policy of anticipation and revelation of the potential conflicts of interests between researcher,
institute and industry. Its existence will also ensure a transparency to the public on the management
style of the public/private relations. In addition, pre‐established frameworks contracts, written in
preparation for recurring conflicts of the interests, will be placed at the disposal of the researchers
(agreements of confidentiality, accords on intellectual property, accords of transfer of material, etc.).
Finally, directives and guidelines on the management style of the public/private partnerships of the
IHU will be written and published. These directives will aim to familiarize researchers and industrial
partners with the policies of management regarding the public/private partnerships of the Institute.
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‐ Project: Structuring of a clinical research network in ID in Marseille
The objective of this project is to increase the number of clinical trials realized in the IHU in relation
with the socio‐economic world. This project mainly requires (1) deployment of information systems
for inclusion study feasibility (databases…) (2) integration of the IHU to national and international
network of clinical research and (3) mobilization of extra hospital cohorts of patients by reinforcing
city/hospital collaborations.
6.4. Structuring of a translational research network in ID in Marseille
‐ Current situation:
The development and promotion of start‐up and spin‐offs is also a major means to enhance
academic discoveries and create jobs through new vocations. We are experienced in this domain.
Two biotechnologies start‐up have been created: Amikana Biologics and Inodiag, which signed an
exclusive distribution agreement with the Elitech Company. One other start up is in development.
‐ Project: structuring of a translational research network in ID in Marseille.
The objective of this project is to accelerate the technology transfer of the IHU research activities to
industries, biotechnologies and SME’s of medicines, diagnosis and medical device. This project mainly
requires (1) Signing collaborative conventions with pre‐existing structures interacting in the field of
translational research (Bioclusters, technological research Institute, SATT…) (2) Setting up methods &
procedures to evaluate, initiate and support internal and partnership projects in relation with the
socio economic world (Scientific evaluation, health priority evaluation, regulatory follow up of
products, evaluation of the potential market and valorization, and the intellectual property, priority
criteria used for the selections of projects (3) Subcontracting translational research platforms to
industrial partners (technological platforms, cohorts of patients, clinical research platforms) (4)
Setting up “starting contracts” and “risks contracts” (for complex projects) to explore new tracks
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7. Teaching
The formation of programs to teach microbiology and ITD to French and foreign students is one of
our main purposes outside of research that we set up a collaboration with the University of the
Mediterranean and each of our partners. According to needs, specific Master's degrees designed to
prepare student to work for a company can be set up by contract, starting 2014.

7.1. Excellence in research
Since its creation ex nihilo 13 years ago, the teaching of research has been based on a specialty
entitled "Transmissible diseases and tropical pathologies"; this will become a four‐year habilitation in
the future (2012‐2016); More recently, we have introduced the specialty of "Sciences of health and
development", organized with Senegal. Its purpose is to develop a program of integrated teaching,
based on infectious paradigms (emerging ID, resistance of microorganisms to antibiotic treatments,
risk of bioterrorism). This program is at the interface between microbiology, immunology,
bioinformatics, epidemiology and clinical research. This will prepare the medical and science
students to use new tools (genomics, proteomics, bioinformatics) and new concepts (hypothesis‐
driven research or technology‐driven systems) to understand the complexity of biological systems.
This specialty prepares students in health (60% of the students) or in science (40% of the students) to
conduct research in ID; a minimum of 15% of students in each class are of foreign origin. Since 1997,
201 students have obtained diplomas (Master 2 degree), and 53 students have successfully defended
their theses to earn a PhD. The attractiveness of this training and its international influence can be
evaluated by the high percentage of foreign students successfully completing their masters or
doctoral studies.
The Infectiopôle sud foundation provides allocations for the science students registered for the
Master's degree in "Transmissible diseases and tropical pathologies". It also provides funding for a
Master's degree for the duration of one year to interns in medicine to facilitate their studies in the
world of the research. The foundation brings thesis students from countries of the South at the rate
of ten a year for Marseille, Montpellier, and Nice. These allocations come as a supplement to the
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traditional allocations of the doctoral school of origin, regional allocations, and allocations by the
DGA (Direction Générale des Armements) or EHESP (School for Advanced Studies in Public Health).

The creation of the IHU will amplify the number of thesis in partnership, in particular with the
countries of the South. The formations of the "ID" and "Science of the development" programs will
lead to a significant increase in the number of PhD candidates.
The University of the Mediterranean, through the Doctoral School of Life Sciences and Health, will be
a member of the doctoral network of the EHESP. Authorized since 2008, the Doctoral Network in
Public Health organized by the EHESP leans on the doctoral schools of 9 other establishments
covering complementary domains such as public health, study law, epidemiology, social sciences,
and management. This network will allow the students registered as a part of the EHESP to conduct
original thesis research concerning questions of public health in various domains. To date, about 10
students have been candidates for thesis in co‐membership. Among them, 4 have benefited from
thesis allocations. The IHU will allow the implementation of collaborations with the other research
teams within the specialty "Human pathology". The specialty of "ID" will exchange teachings with the
specialty of "Nutrition", relative to the interface Microbiology/ID/Nutrition. The specialty of
"Biological anthropology" will allow for the development of the paleomicrobiology. The IHU will
allow also for the development of a PhD program of international influence on ITD.
7.2. The Training for the South
There are currently several specialties within the Master's degree "Public health" intended to train
the students for in jobs for South. The professional specialty "Problems of health and development of
health systems in the tropical countries" (J. Delmont, H. Balique) allows students to acquire the
necessary knowledge and skills to successfully work in the field of health in tropical or developing
countries where resources are limited. The class "Medico‐sanitary practices in crisis situation in
developing countries" will bring students the skills required to identify and manage any sanitary crisis
situation in developing countries. In complement, the implementation of the IHU will strengthen two
masters for public health, "Public health, society and development" (JP. Moatti, J. Gaudard) and
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"Medical sanitary practices in crisis situation in developing countries" (R. Piarroux). Vocational
training for the South will articulate a new specialty of a Master's degree entitled "Science of health
and international development", organized from the start of the new university year in 2010/2011.
The philosophy of this training is to be completely focused on the countries of the South, in particular
the Maghreb, Lebanon, and Senegal. The teaching includes portions on travel medicine and
humanitarian medicine (P. Parola); in particular, the School of the Merchant Marine and
professionals of travel will be the focus of a course on humanitarian medicine (JF. Mattéi). The
creation of a professional training curriculum entitled "Contagion and Prevention" within the
Master's "ID" degree is anticipated for the next six‐year contract. The teachings can be followed
continuously or part time. The creation of the IHU will professionalize the teaching of medical
entomology and collaborations are envisaged with the international Master's degree of Benin.
In addition to principal training, there will be University Diploma (DU) and University Study
Certificate (CEU) formations that students can complete. These classes, some of which can be
counted as credits toward the European Master's degree in Tropical Public Health, are sometimes
organized in association with the Institute of Biomedical Research of the Office of defense of
Marseille. Diploma programs include the following: DU «Epidemiological surveillance of the ITD» (J.
Delmont); DU «Humanitarian health» (J. Delmont, G. Soula); DU «Hospital hygiene» (M. Drancourt),
giving formations to student and mostly professionals involved in HAI and methods of hospital
hygiene. This DU will be the basis to the professional Master’s degree in «hygiene» starting in 2012;
DU «Acquired Immunodeficiency syndrome» (A. Stein), based on HIV infection ; CEU «Bioterrorism
and BSL3 and BSL4 pathogens» (B. La Scola, P. Brouqui). This formation is unique to France and gives
practical and theoretical formations to medical doctors and biologists concerning epidemiology and
diagnosis methods for highly infectious pathogens. International courses will be developed for
research, including an international course on vector‐borne diseases (organized by the Faculty of
Medicine) and a course entitled the “Functional Genomics of the Pathogenic Bacteria” from the
European Virtual Institute (Network of Excellence), which is comprised of 34 partners in Europe.
7.3. New jobs in joint management with partners
The objective, through the offering of these high‐quality educational opportunities, is to create new
specialized diploma to create new jobs. The IHU of Marseille will create an original and innovative
program for these students culminating in the constitution of a body of professionals of excellence.
The formation in these new jobs will be made possible by the direct presence of numerous private
partners within the IHU, who will assume, in association with the doctors and the researchers, the
joint management of the education. The objective is clearly, through systems of accredited education
and in‐service training, to allow undergraduate professional to graduate with a professional Master's
degree. In these cases the teaching will associate in partnerships with the industrial partners to
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create a formation balanced between academic and professional elements in the environment of a
company and/or its R&D. In all, six professional Master's degrees will be created, working with
individual or small groups of partners in existing or innovative jobs.
a. Professional Master’s degree in hygiene. In the field of hygiene, a professional Master's degree
entitled "Hospital hygiene" will be created in 2012 focusing on the management of epidemics and
prevention of contagion. The candidates targeted for this formation will largely be HCW of different
levels, medical doctors, pharmacists, nurses, midwives, and bio‐hygienists and technicians. However,
the degree may also interest other persons involved in the hygiene within the hospital, such as
administrative staff involved in risk management for example or quality control managers focused on
hygiene. It will be essentially focused on contagious ID and its prevention, with emphasis on
community‐acquired epidemic diseases, infections agents in bioterrorism, and the management and
prevention of HAI. To the best of our knowledge, there is no comparable offer in France at present
for formations in medical Hygiene corresponding to DU or to Inter‐university diplomas (DIU). The
objective is to give to students the skills for the effective implementation of the actions required to
limit epidemic phenomenon inside a healthcare establishment or in a community. Through
evidenced‐based curriculum, they will learn a set of good practices for the acts of diagnosis and care
to limit the incidence and the gravity of the infections associated with medical care. The practice of
the hygiene must be based on knowledge in medicine, clinical microbiology and epidemiology. This
teaching is a base for the practice of new jobs in the domain of public health: (1) implementation of
fast diagnosis of contagious diseases at the “patient’s bed” (point‐of‐care); (2) implementation of
plans for the management of community epidemics; (3) implementation of plans for the
management of bioterrorism risks; (4) coordination of movement and transportation of contagious
patients; (5) prevention of HAI in nursing staff; (6) expertise and advice in the prevention of HAI; (6)
accreditation of healthcare establishments in the field of HAI; (7) accreditation of communities,
cities, and departments in plans for the prevention of community epidemics; and (8) research in the
field of the prevention of contagious ID and HAI.
The objectives of this formation are to provide the students with the skills necessary for occupational
integration into the field of the hygiene and for pursuit of research in the domain of public health.
These objectives are to provide the following to students: (1) the fundamental of hygiene; (2) the
basic knowledge in microbiology, clinical medicine and epidemiology necessary for the practice of
evidence‐based medicine; (3) knowledge of the communication technologies of the field allowing
students to communicate with other hygiene professionals and stay current in the field after the
completion of their degree.
b. Professional Master’s degree in nutrition, complex flora and biology. In partnership with our
colleagues associated with the Master’s degree of “Nutrition” from the doctoral school of “Human
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disease”, we propose partnership with the Danone and Galderma companies. Together we will
create a formation focusing on the relationships between nutrition and pathology‐microbiology and
on understanding the modern methods utilized to study complex mucosal flora. Individuals
interested in this formation will be largely come from the Danone company and staffs of other
specialists in the food‐processing industry; additionally, the formation may also attract persons
involved in the beauty industry. The objectives of this formation are to insure an academic and
professional education to professionals wishing to acquire knowledge of atheromatous and
thrombogenis mechanisms with nutritional and metabolic aspects. Furthermore, obesity will be
studied with an emphasis on metabolic syndromes and anomalies of blood lipids in which a
microbiology constituent was demonstrated. The high frequency of these diseases combined with
their negative consequences represent a real public health problem in France; this phenomenon is
accelerated and amplified by changes in lifestyle reducing energy expenditure while also facilitating
overeating. The human and financial costs of this "epidemic" are enormous and the role of the
industrialists of the food industry is essential. The conception of this specialty will be based on our
experience researching intestinal microbiota and our relations with the hospital departments
involved in the care of nutritional and metabolic diseases.. In this formation centered entirely on
microbiota, examination of the relationships of skin pathologies and microbiology will be done with
the company Galderma in coordination with ID specialists of the IHU and our dermatologist
colleagues of the AP‐HM.
c. Professional Master’s degree in health and travel‐related diseases. This formation is primarily
intended to train travel professionals from our partnership with the company CMA CGM. Potential
candidates for this formation will include CMA CGM staff, professionals of the merchant and cruise
industry, nurses specializing in educating travelers and staff from non‐governmental organizations
focusing on health related issues. The formation will be centered on applied sciences in the health
and in international development, travel medicine and the humanitarian workers specializing in
contagious diseases.. The increased volume of travelers increases the risk of emergence or re‐
emergence of ID spread by travelers. The speed of the international transport adds additional risks,
in particular risks associated with viral ID. The epidemic of SARS in 2003 was doubtless the first
illustration of the 21st century of a threatening globalized epidemic. The epidemic of Chikungunya,
arising from islands in the Indian Ocean, was quickly globalized as a result of travelers arriving in
zones where the infected vector mosquitoes proliferated. The virus originating from islands in the
Indian Ocean was isolated and characterized in Marseille from travelers from Comoros; this incident
also resulted in the description of new clinical signs of the disease. In 2007 an epidemic in Italy
resulted from an infected traveler from India; the pathogen was picked up and then disseminated by
the local mosquitoes. One of the last marking episodes was the globalization of the epidemic of flu
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H1N1. One autochthonous case of dengue and one of Chikungunya have arisen in South of France in
September 2010. In response to these outbreaks, humanitarian aid evolved. Humanitarian aid is
important in response to urgent situations including cases of armed conflict, natural disasters, famine
and the outbreak of epidemics. However, the field humanitarian aid has to join over time with the
field of public health. Training is essential. Aspects of the formation will include education on risk
prevention, travel medicine, new fields of emerging ID, malaria prevention, vector‐borne diseases,
diseases with oral‐fecal transmission, vaccinations, private individual travelers, extreme
environments, and mechanisms of venom action and poisoning. Additionally there will be emphasis
placed on the care and survey for returning travelers. This portion will incorporate information on
the panorama of current travel diseases, methods of care for malaria, methods of management of
contagious diseases, how to investigate travelers presenting with signs of fever, how to investigate
cases of eosinophilia, systems of alert and survey, international networks, pathologies of the
migrants, ITD during migrations and travels, and medical repatriations.
d. Professional Master’s degree for nurses specializing in the collection of blood products. This
formation intended educate professionals through a partnership with the French Establishment of
the Blood (EFS). Likely candidates for this formation will predominately be nurses specialized in the
collection of blood products. At present, the preliminary interview in blood donation must be
conducted by a medical doctor. As blood donation takes place in numerous countries, the EFS
envisions the possibility of a cooperation between a medical doctor responsible for collection and
nurses. A statutory evolution is in the course of discussion with regulatory authorities. If the
regulations are altered, a specific group of selected nurses having validated professional skills and
experience could be allowed to perform the medical selection of blood donors. This formation
incorporate knowledge of contagious blood‐borne pathogens, detection of infectious clinical signs,
the means to facilitate the revealing of factors or at risk practices, and exceptional conditions such as
the management of collections of blood during an epidemic (ex H1N1.).
e. Professional Master’s degree in the modern management of technical diagnosis. Intended to
form professionals specializing in microbiological diagnosis, we will enter into partnership Institut
Mérieux, Elitech, Inodiag and I2A companies. This formation for professionals will be centered on the
conception, the implementation and the representation with the potential buyers of the innovative
techniques of diagnosis. In particular, the assays adapted for field use or use in the POC system will
be able to be run by individuals without particular training. The innovative techniques based on
equipment of high technicality will be presented to professionals, possibly seeking to adapt them for
marketing to the big laboratories of microbiology. Automation, the treatment of samples at large‐
scale and the transfer of a policy of diagnosis to become the definitive test in a policy of diagnosis by
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clinical syndrome will also be a part of the formation. The policy of diagnosis by clinical syndrome
justifies the establishment of a formation centered on the clinical syndromes observed in human ID.
f. Professional Master’s degree in engineering from the molecule to the product.
The objective of this formation will be to explain how a molecule synthesized in the laboratory
becomes a useful molecule in human pathology. In partnership with the company Sanofi‐Aventis, this
formation is intended to create professionals in the pharmaceutical industry, This formation will
primarily attract individuals currently in the pharmaceutical industry, but it will also be open to the
staff working in the field of R&D and medical delegates. For this formation, we will have to approach
the aspects of modern in vitro tests, examining studies of bactericidal or bacteriostatic effects but
also the effects of molecules at the transcriptomic or proteomic level. This part of the formation will
be realized by the specialists working with these tools within the IHU. Additionally, a module will be
dedicated to the modern methods used to study the in vitro efficiency of a molecule and the models
of study to examine in vivo efficiency. Examples of already existing molecules will be used. Finally, a
module will include a presentation of various infectious pathologies utilizing an evidence‐based
medicine approach, where the efficiency of the molecule on a pathogen target is secondary to the
therapeutic protocol. The teachings are summarized in the Table below.
Summary of teaching.
Teaching
Excellence in
research
Training for the
South

DEU‐CEU

New jobs in joint
management with
partners
(Professional
master degrees)

Content
Master degree research: ID
PhD: ID
PMD: Problems of health and development of health systems
in tropical countries
PMD: Medical sanitary practices in crisis situations in
developing countries
DU: Epidemiological surveillance of ITD
DU: Humanitarian health
DU: AIDS
CEU: Bioterrorism, NSB3/NSB4 pathogens
PMD in Hygiene
PMD in Nutrition, complex flora and biology
PMD in Health and travel medicine
PMD for Nurse specialist in collection of blood products
PMD in the Modern Management of Technical Diagnosis

PMD in Engineering from the Molecule to the Commercial
Drug

Head/Partner
B. La Scola
JL. Mège
J. Delmont
R. Piarroux
J. Delmont
J. Delmont
A. Stein
B.La Scola/P. Brouqui
M. Drancourt
D. Raoult
Danone and Galderma
Pr P. Parola
CMA CGM
Dr J. Chiaroni
EFS
PE. Fournier
Institut Mérieux, Elitech,
Inodiag, I2A
JM. Rolain
Sanofi‐Aventis
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C. WORK PACKAGES
We describe here the first specific projects of the IHU. WP1 is proposed in a five year period. WP 7, 8,
and 9 will stand for 10 years. WP2 to WP6 are scheduled for 5 years but will evolved on 10 years
according to the evolution of science. The financial evaluation proposed for all the work packages is
in the budgetary sheet. The total costs of the nine WP is 172 M€ of which 84 M€ (49%) are expected
from the ANR (National Research Agency). The percent expected from the ANR range from 8% for
WP7 to 100% for WP9 (Web appendix).
1. Work package 1. Contagion management in the hospital: Construction of a building
The objective of the IHU is to face the challenges of ID in the 21st century. This includes the fight
against contagious disease that comprises three facets, an aspect of transport to the hospital, intra‐
hospital containment and the development of expertise required to fight against intra‐hospital
transmission. The majority of experiences with ID [seasonal flu and pandemic H1N1, diffusion of
resistant Enterococcus spp., diffusion of the New Dehli Metallo‐βlactamase (NDM1)] have shown the
incapacity of the current hospital system to fight against intra‐hospital contagion. The concept of ID
IHU is to identify, as soon as possible, any potentially contagious hospital patient or outpatient and
take them to a unique place where the contagion can be controlled. Containment of contagious
patients within a specialized structure, staffed with trained personnel is essential for us to effectively
prevent the spread of HIA.; this plan is based on examples in Rome and Milan Italy. The use of the
new technique of microchip tracking devices (MTD) for the follow‐up of the compliance to hand
hygiene is being studied in partnership with Medihand‐trace®. If this study is conclusive, it will allow
us to equip the unit in the IHU building with this system ensuring a traceability of the quality of
hygiene in during medical care. The strong interaction between industrial and academic research
mediated by the IHU will benefit the comprehension of the mechanisms of contagion. Further, it will
facilitate communication with our anthropologist and economists of health colleagues during the
process of developing, evaluating, and validating strategies to fight ID. Thus, the IHU of ID in
Marseille is a teaching hospital project aimed at gathering the whole of the intellectual and technical
resources in the field ID care and research to improve management of ITD.
Building construction project: It requires the construction of a new 5 story building of 20,000 m2
located on the Timone site with connection with the technical plate (operating theatre suite,
imagery, functional exploration…). It must be able to be separated and autonomous in the event of
contagion. It will be a safe building with dedicated paths and routes for transfer of a contagion. It will
include 3 hospitalization units in isolation of 30 beds each (a unit of acute care recruited by the
emergencies, a unit of care of specialized infectious illness, and a unit of care of chronic infections),
10 beds of resuscitation, a day‐care hospital of 10 beds, a sector for ID emergencies with 3 isolation
rooms, a clean room for endoscopy, radiography or echography or necropsy of the contagious
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patients, a sector of consultation and a travel clinic, vaccination, the operational team in hospital
hygiene, the reference centers [WHO, ECDC, CIOA (Interregional Center for Osteoarticular
Infections)], BSL3 laboratories for the diagnosis, animal BSL3 laboratories and insectarium, and a
space of 10,000 m2 dedicated to research, teaching (classroom and conference room) and
valorization.
WP1.1. Studies of programming
This spot consists, if the opinion is favorable for us, without waiting and can be financed by the 3,000
K€ of the Contract of Project State Region (CPER). Infectiopôle Marseille will start the building plan
studies.
Deliverable: Studies of programming.
WP1.2. Consultation with “originator/constructor”
This spot consists, if the opinion is favorable for us, without waiting and can be financed by the 3.000
K€ of the CPER. Infectiopôle Marseille will start the consultations and tender invitations for the
conceptualization and construction of the building.
Deliverable: Consultation with “originator/constructor”
WP1.3. Opening of a first section of 30 beds (Ward A) in Conception Hospital
In this task, we wanted to open recruitment for health care workers (HCW) to oversee a progressive
increase from 42 beds to 107 beds, which is the IHU goal. We will transfer 30 supplementary beds
provided by internal restructuring of our institution into Conception Hospital; this will result in a total
of 72 beds for ITD care (55 beds at Conception hospital and 17 in North hospital).
Deliverables:
1. Restructuring to allow a 30 beds ward to be made free by transfer of beds.
2. Recruitment of HCW by internal restructuring of the institution personnel.
3. Opening of 30 ID acute care beds within the Emergency Department of Conception hospital.
WP1.4. IHU construction
Construction of the structure into hard building of the IHU (carcass work).
Deliverables:
1. Preparation of ground and access.
2. Completion of the carcass work except for air treatment.
3. Work until completion of electrical work, plumbing, and ground paintings.
WP1.5. Equipment and installation: electronic data processing and air treatment
It is a question of equipping the technical structures of the buildings (laboratories, animal laboratory,
and unit of care) with air treatment systems to include air‐conditioning while also ensuring a BSL3.
This included, in addition to the power stations for air treatment, installation of security access,
equipment for processing liquid and solid waste, autoclave equipment for laboratories and units of
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care, electronic components for power stations and alarm controls, data‐processing equipment and
network access for the units of care, research laboratories and teaching rooms, and the sealing and
isolation of rooms and equipment as required.
Deliverables:
1. Equipment of the power stations for air treatment for the BSL3 laboratories.
2. Equipment of the power stations for air treatment for the units of BSL3 care.
3. Electronics component of the units of care and the laboratories.
4. Data‐processing equipment and network access for the units of care and the laboratories.
5. Data‐processing equipment and network access for the research units and teaching classrooms.
WP1.6. Equipment: monitoring and safety systems, beds, mattresses, and materials of care
It is a question of equipping the IHU with security access systems (doors and elevators), setting up
monitoring systems for units of care and laboratories, setting up emergency power supply systems
for refrigerators or freezer storing vital reagents and samples in the laboratories, equipping the
laboratories with working tables and other various installations allowing for the equipment and
apparatuses required for diagnosis and research to be installed, equipping the healthcare units with
anterooms in order to protect access to the patient’s bedroom, equipping the health care units with
beds, medical monitors, and furniture, and obtaining movable equipment for secretary offices and
teaching rooms.
Deliverables:
1. Movable equipment for the laboratories.
2. Equipment for the health care units (equipment for the anterooms, monitoring system, etc).
3. Movable equipment for the health care units (beds and materials for care).
4. Movable Equipment for the offices, secretary offices and classrooms.
5. Movable Equipment for the common spaces.
WP1.7. Conformity checks and certification of the building infrastructures
It is mandatory to obtain a quality and security certification from the appropriate external experts
regarding technical infrastructures (certification of laboratories and BSL3 installations).
Deliverables:
1. Checking conformity for fire protection.
2. Checking conformity and certification of BSL3 structures.
3. Checking conformity and certification of the associated laboratories and structures.
4. Completion of final acceptance of the building.
WP1.8. Transfer of healthcare activities
In this situation, it is advisable to transfer health care and diagnosis activities from Conception and
Timone hospitals into the IHU. The ID health care of North hospital (17 beds) will remain in place
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under the responsibility of the IHU (North Antenna). The travel clinic, international yellow fever
vaccination activities and the anti‐rabies regional center will be transferred to the IHU. A
videoconference and a data‐processing network will connect the IHU and its North antenna. The
other activities in Conception and Timone hospitals will be transferred to the IHU including the 10
beds of Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) resuscitation unit.
Deliverables:
1. Transfer of the unit B (25 + 5 beds) from Conception hospital.
2. Transfer of the unit A (30 beds) from Conception hospital.
3. Transfer of 10 beds from the ARDS resuscitation unit of Conception hospital.
4. Transfer of the microbiology and parasitology laboratories from Timone hospital.
WP1.9. Opening of the second section of 30 beds in the IHU
In this position, it is advisable to recruit HCW to allow for opening the 3rd and last section of 30 beds
to increase to a total of 107 beds for conventional hospitalization in the IHU (90 IHU and 17 North
CHU).
Deliverables:
1. Recruitment of health care by internal restructuring.
2. Transfer of the final 30 beds section for chronic ID care by internal restructuring of the institution.
3. Opening the 30 chronic ID beds.
WP1.10. Transfer of the research activities and reception of the activities of valorization
It is a question of currently transferring the research activities from the Faculty of Medicine of
Timone and accommodating the private companies and start‐ups we will have chosen to join the
IHU.
1. Transfer of the laboratories and research units.
2. Reception of private companies and start‐ups.
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WP1. Milestones
WP1.
WP1.1.
WP1.2.
WP1.3.

WP1.4.

WP1.5.

WP1.6.

WP1.7.

WP1.8.

WP1.9.

WP1.10.

Tasks
1 Studies of programming
1 Consultation of “constructor / originator”
1 Refitting of a unit of care of 30 beds left free on a transfer of bed
2 In‐house recruitment of the personnel of care
3 Opening of 30 ID beds with the emergencies of Conception hospital
1 Preparation of the ground and the access
2 Realization of carcass work except air treatment
3 Work of completion electricity, plumbing, paintings
1 Equipment for the treatment of air for BSL3 laboratories
2 Equipment for the treatment of air for the units of BSL3 care
3 Electronic components for the units of care and the laboratories
4 Data‐processing and network for the units of care and the laboratories
5 Data‐processing and network for the units of research and teaching
1 Movable equipment of the laboratories
2 Equipment of units of care
3 Movable equipment for the units of care (beds and materials of care)
4 Movable equipment for the offices secretariat and rooms of course
5 Movable equipment for the common areas
1 Checking conformity and fire protection
2 Checking conformity and certification of BSL3 structures
3 Conformity and certification of the associated structures
4 Final acceptance of the building
1 Transfer of unit B (25 + 5 beds) from Conception Hospital
2 Transfer of unit A (30 beds) from Conception Hospital
3 Transfer of the ARDS referral center from Conception hospital
4 Transfer of the laboratories of microbiology and parasitology
1 In‐house recruitment of the personnel of care
2 Transfer of the last 30 beds for chronic ID
3 Opening of the 30 chronic ID care beds (C)
1 Transfer of the laboratories and the units of research
2 Reception of the private companies and start‐up teams

Years
1 2
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

WP1. Total costs : 64 450 000 €
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2. Work package 2. Monitoring the emergence of vectors and vector‐borne diseases
Many of the vector‐borne ID transmitted by mosquitoes, sand flies and fleas are also considered to
be emerging infections. Moreover, previously characterized vector‐borne diseases considered to be
tropical pathogens, are potentially emergent in other non‐tropical areas such as Europe, due to the
recent establishment of vector populations. This WP aims to set up a surveillance and response
system to autochthonous arboviruses in PACA‐Corsica (Southeastern France), including imported
cases from the tropics or other countries. The surveillance and response system includes
fundamental and applied science to increase our knowledge regarding pathogen transmission and
the prevention and treatment of vector‐borne disease. The rational of this project was recently
illustrated by the first autochthonous cases of dengue fever in Europe and Chikungunya fever in Italy
and then in the South of France. These disease are transmitted by Aedes albopictus, an Asian
mosquito whose range has recently extended into Europe, in particular between Marseille and
Menton (Southeastern France). Mosquitoes became infected while feeding on infected travelers and
the further transmitted the agent.
WP2.1. Epidemiological watch
The objective of this WP is to set up a surveillance system monitoring arboviruses in the area PACA‐
Corsica (South France). In addition to the collection of data, in the case of pathogen detection it will
enable a response to prevent onsite transmission of the disease.
Deliverables:
1. Set up a national epidemiological database: CNR (National Reference Centers), InVS (national
Institute of Sanitary Surveillance).
2. Set up an epidemiological database starting from specialized international networks (EuroTravNet,
ProMed, Geosentinel, WHO, etc.).
3. Synthesis and diffusion of collected data.
4. Periodic evaluation of pathogens subjected to monitoring, outside of routine, systematic testing of
dengue, West Nile virus, Chikungunya virus, and sand fly viruses.
WP2.2. Entomological monitoring of vectors in the PACA‐Corsica zone
The objective of this WP is to set up a monitoring system of the expansion of arboviroses
transmitting vectors (mosquitoes and sand flies), while also monitoring other emerging ID vectors
like ticks, lice, bed bugs and fleas.
Deliverables:
1. Entomological monitoring of A. albopictus expansion, a potential vector of Dengue and
Chikungunya in the South of France with emphasis on Marseille (IRBA Marseille in collaboration with
the local agreement to fight against mosquitoes (EID). Prediction of the period at risk for outbreak
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after viral introduction on the territory through follow‐up of adult mosquitoes densities will also be
determined.
2. Monitoring the distribution of sand flies, vectors of Toscana Virus in South France (URMITE and
IRBA Marseille), with a measurement of the impact of anthropization and climatic modifications on
vector biology, examining activity periods and modifications in distribution.
3. Entomological investigations concerning arboviruses cases: trapping for vector identifications.
4. Monitoring the distribution of Hyalomma spp. of ticks in Southeastern France to evaluate the risk
of the emergence of Crimea Congo hemorrhagic Fever; this will update previously conducted studies
(1950 ‐ 54).
5. Detection of emerging tick, flea and lice pathogens collected in Southeastern France as well as in
tropical zones.
WP2.3. Characterization of the epidemiological spread of arboviruses in the population
The objective of this WP is to characterize how arboviruses spread throughout the population of
PACA‐Corsica as well as in endemo‐epidemic reference areas of Southern countries. This will be
based on a multidisciplinary approach and the data collected will be used to propose elements for
modeling.
Deliverables:
1. After obtaining mandatory ethical clearances, organization of a sero‐epidemiological and
virological study surrounding and at a distance of identified cases to study the spread of viruses
within the population. We will also clarify the importance and the epidemiological role of
asymptomatic carriers in the distribution of viruses.
2. Organization of an interdisciplinary team to collect a wide variety of data in an endemo‐epidemic
zone (epidemiology, virology, immunology, entomology, sociology, environment, meteorology,
economy); data will be analyzed and variables will be extracted for modeling.
3. Organization of an interdisciplinary team to a collect a wide variety of data in the PACA‐Corsica
zone; data will be analyzed and variables will be extracted for modeling.
4. Set up analysis and follow‐up of arboviral risk perception in the PACA‐Corsica zone.
5. Evaluation of epidemiological limiting strategies (anti‐vector struggle, recommendations and
communication).
6. Bibliographical watch.
WP2.4. Elaboration of diagnostic strategy for the detection and the follow‐up of arboviral‐infected
patients
This task is dedicated to the improvement of laboratory diagnostic techniques, their transfer to
Point‐of‐Care (POC) and to the evaluation of predictive biomarkers for severe forms of disease.
Deliverables:
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1. Availability of the most well adapted techniques for detection and characterization of suspected
cases of arboviral infection (direct and indirect diagnosis, genetic characterization).
2. Transfer in an appropriate kit to POC.
3. Availability of biomarkers allowing to properly identify severe forms in patient follow‐up.
4. Bibliographical watch.
WP2.5. Elaboration of therapeutic strategy for the care of arboviral‐infected patients
The objective of this WP is to optimize the treatment of the arboviral‐infected patients by setting up
new strategies (identification of a new antiviral or of new vaccine preparations); this will help in
guaranteeing the best evidence‐based and adapted treatments.
Deliverables:
1. Participation in consortiums looking for and evaluating molecules with antiviral potential or new
vaccine strategies in the field of the arboviral diseases.
2. Participating in therapeutic trials in hospitalized or ambulatory patients.
3. Bibliographical watch.
WP2.6. Creation of a biological materials collection that can be utilized in diagnosis and research
This WP comes in overlap of WP7 dedicated to collections. The objective is to create a collection of
biological reference materials for diagnosis and research, to contribute to the characterization of
samples, and establish replicates of viral isolates.
Deliverables:
1. Constitution of a collection of characterized human biological materials.
2. Constitution of a collection of reference and clinical viral isolates in the setting of the European
Virus Archives (EVA) collection.
3. Constitution of a collection of derived biological materials.
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WP2. Milestones
WP2.
WP2.1.

WP2.2.

WP2.3.

WP2.4.

WP2.5.

WP2.6.

Tasks
1 Set up a national epidemiological data base
2 Set up a epidemiological data base from international networks
3 Synthesis and diffusion of collected data
4 Periodic evaluation of pathogens subjected to monitoring
1 Entomological monitoring of Aedes albopictus expansion
2 Monitoring the distribution of sand fly populations
3 Entomological investigations around arboviral cases
4 Monitoring the distribution of Hyalomma ticks
5 Detection of emerging tick, flea and lice pathogens
1 Organization of a sero‐epidemiological and virological study
2 Collection and analysis of features in an endemo‐epidemic zone
3 Collection of data in the PACA‐Corsica zone
4 Set up analysis of arboviral risk perception in PACA‐Corsica zone
5 Evaluation of epidemiological limiting strategies
6 Bibliographical watch
1 Availability of techniques for detection of cases of arboviral diseases
2 Transfer in an appropriate kit to POC
3 Availability of biomarkers to identify severe forms
4 Bibliographical watch
1 Participation to consortiums investigating the arboviral diseases
2 Therapeutic trials in hospitalized or ambulatory patients
3 Bibliographical watch
1 Constitution of a collection of human biological materials
2 Constitution of a collection of reference and clinical viral isolates
3 Constitution of a collection of derived biological materials

Years
1
2
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

3

4

5

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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WP2. Total costs : 6 817 900 €
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3. Work package 3. Microbiogenomics
This WP includes all activities in relation to the research of microbiogenomics at the IHU. With more
than 1,000 sequenced genomes in 15 years, bacterial genomics have become an irreplaceable means
to study the genetic diversity, virulence, and evolution of bacteria and in the diagnosis and treatment
of bacterial infections (Fleischmann RD. et al. 1995 Science 269,496‐512; Fournier PE. et al. 2007 Lancet
Infect Dis 7,711‐23). However, this approach has not been applied to many pathogenic bacteria
(Sintchenko V. et al. 2010 PLoS One 5,e9535) and bacterial phylotypes (Wu D. et al. 2009 Nature 462,1056‐
60) did not benefit from. In this project, we intend to sequence the genomes from 100 pathogenic

bacteria, including intracellular, anaerobic, and MDR bacteria, bacteria associated with arthropods or
amoebae, and emergent extracellular bacteria. This will enable us to develop new diagnostic and
genotyping tools applicable to clinical specimens. In particular, we will identify specific target
sequences enabling identification at various taxonomic levels, detection of resistance to antibiotics,
and the identification of immunogenic proteins.
WP3.1. Selection of bacteria to be sequenced.
The objective is to select bacteria having the characteristics to justify the sequencing of their
genome. The initial objective is to sequence 100 genomes of bacteria belonging to the following
categories:
‐ Intracellular bacteria will be obtained by cell culture from clinical specimens or arthropods (ticks,
fleas, lice), and by co‐culture of amoebae of water samples (cooling towers, air‐conditioning, hospital
water) or sputum. All isolates will be identified by mass spectrometry (MALDI‐TOF) and 16SrRNA
sequencing.
‐ Bacteria from diarrheic stool from patients in Senegal are cultivated on agar and identified by mass
spectrometry (MALDI‐TOF) and 16SrRNA sequencing.
‐ New bacteria are cultivated from clinical samples and are identified as new species on the basis of
percentages of 16S rRNA sequence similarity lower than 97%.
‐ MDR bacteria having unique resistance profiles are cultivated on agar.
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Bacterial species included in the present project.
species

species
New bacteria (16S rRNA
similarity < 97% with
validated species)

Intracellular bacteria
from arthropod

from amoebae

from animals

Diplorickettsia massiliensis
Occidentia massiliensis
Rickettsia aeschlimannii
Rickettsia australis
Rickettsia conorii casppia
Rickettsia conorii indica
Rickettsia conorii israelensis
Rickettsia heilongjiangensis
Rickettsia helvetica
Rickettsia honei
Rickettsia parkeri
Rickettsia raoultii
Rickettsia rhipicephali
Rickettsia sibirica mongolitimonae
Rickettsia sibirica sibirica

human pathogens

Anaerobes
Aerospphaera taetra
Anaerococcus spp.
Bacteroides spp.
Clostridium spp.
Coriobacterium spp.
Eubacterium spp.
Fusobacterium spp.
Gardnerella spp.
Leptotrichia spp.
Peptoniphilus spp.
Peptostreptococcus spp.
Prevotella spp.
Ruminococcus spp.
Veillonella spp.

Babella massiliensis
Legionella drancourtii
Legionella massiliensis

Bartonella rattiaustraliani

Mycobacteria
M. aubagnense
M. bolletii
M. bouchedurhonense
M. conceptionense
M. massiliense
M. phocaicum
M. timonense

Acinetobacter spp.
Actinomyces spp.
Bacillus spp.
Brevibacterium spp.
Brevundimondas spp.
Capnocytophaga spp.
Corynebacterium spp.
Dietzia spp.
Eikenella spp.
Gemella spp.
Pantoea spp.
Planococcus spp.

Antibiotic resistant bacteria

Bacteria from stools in Senegal
Bacillus pumillus
Kurthia gibsonii
Rummeliibacilus pycnus

Achromobacter xylosoxidans
Cytrobacter koseri
Coxiella burnetii
Enterobacter cloacae
Inquilinus limosus
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia
Achromobacter xylosoxidans

Deliverables:
1. Culture and purification of intracellular bacteria.
2. Culture and purification of bacteria isolated from diarrheic stools using various agar and liquid
media.
3. Culture and purification of new bacteria using various agar and/or liquid media.
4. Culture and purification of MDR bacteria using selective agar and/or liquid media.
WP3.2. Selection of viruses to be sequenced
The objective is to select viruses having the following characteristics to justify the sequencing of their
genomes:
‐ Giant viruses (> 350 nm) are isolated from water specimens (cooling towers, air‐conditioning,
hospital water, sea water, river water) and various hosts (phagocytic protists and algae) (La Scola B. et
al. 2003 Science 299,2033). The isolates are identified by electron microscopy, mass spectrometry

(MALDI‐TOF) and capsid gene sequencing.
‐ Virophages are associated with their host‐viruses and are simultaneously isolated. They are then
identified by electron microscopy, and are purified from their hosts by filtration.
Deliverables:
1. Selection, culture and purification of giant viruses from environmental specimens.
2. Co‐culture and purification of virophages.
WP3.3. Genome sequencing from selected microorganisms
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The objective is to sequence the genomes from the microorganisms selected in tasks 1 and 2. The
development of high throughput sequencing methods, enabling of thousands of short sequences
from 30 to 500 nucleotides to be generated in a few hours (Hall N. 2007 J Exp Biol 210,1518‐25), greatly
accelerated the sequencing of microorganisms. These methods will be used in this project. The result
of this increased sequencing output is an increased requirement for bioinformatic tools, notably for
sequence assembly and annotation. A second objective of this work package is to develop specific
tools for genomic analysis. Last, we will identify in genomic sequences the fragments enabling
detection and genotyping; further will identify fragments enabling characterization of antibiotic
resistance, virulence and detection of antigenic markers.
Deliverables:
1. Development of an automated ORFing and genome sequence annotation pipeline.
2. Genomic sequencing by high throughput pyrosequencing, combining two complementary
technologies, including assembly and completion of the assembly.
3. Genomic sequence annotation. Genomic comparison. Genome mining. Identification of common
and unique sequences for detection, antimicrobial resistance, virulence, genotyping, and antigenic
characteristics. Phylogenetic study of gene origin.
4. Development of molecular detection tools of variable specificity depending on the requested
taxonomic level. Development of tools for specific resistance or virulence gene detection.
Genotyping tools based on the most variable sequences among genomes will also be developed.
5. Production and characterization of proteins exhibiting the antigenic epitopes predicted in silico.
WP3.4. Viral metagenomics
The objective involves the collection of samples (biological fluids) from patients with identified viral
infections (positive controls), healthy people (negative controls) and people with a likely viral
infection for whom the diagnosis could not be established. Viruses will be purified from the samples,
viral nucleic acids will be extracted, and the viral genomes will be sequenced.
Deliverables:
1. Selection of positive (proven diagnosis) and negative controls, and of specimens for which a viral
etiological agent is suspected but not identified.
2. Purification from viral particles from each sample using a combination of filtrations and
centrifugations on density gradients, verification of the presence of viral particles by epifluorescence
and electron microscopy.
3. Sequencing by high throughput pyrosequencing from total viral DNA and RNA, assembly and
analysis of the alpha and beta diversity.
4. Metagenome annotation, phylogenetic and functional reconstruction, comparative metagenomics
and identification of new pathogens.
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5. Identification of new unknown sequences in databases, search for viral signatures and conserved
motifs.
6. Development of specific molecular detection tools, retrospective and prospective analyses of
prevalence, abundance and geographic distribution of new viruses.

WP3. Milestones
WP3.
WP3.1.

WP3.2.
WP3.3.

WP3.4.

Tasks
1 Culture and purification of intracellular bacteria
2 Culture and purification of bacteria isolated from diarrheic stools
3 Culture and purification of new bacteria using various media
4 Culture and purification of multi‐drug resistant bacteria
1 Culture and purification of giant viruses from environmental specimens
2 Co‐culture and purification of virophages
1 Development of an automated sequence annotation pipeline
2 Genomic sequencing by high throughput pyrosequencing
3 Genomic annotation and comparison. Genome mining.
4 Development of molecular detection tools
5 Characterization of proteins exhibiting antigenic epitopes in silico
1 Selection of controls and specimens for which a viral agent is suspected
2 Purification of viral particles from each sample
3 Sequencing by high throughput pyrosequencing
4 Identification of new pathogens
5 Identification of new unknown sequences in databases
6 Development of specific molecular detection tools from these new viruses
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X
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WP3. Total costs : 4 915 358 €
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4. Work package 4. Emerging pathogens detection and studies of microbiota
This WP will allow for the development of strategies for the detection of emerging pathogens. The
microbiota of mucosal flora and its environment will be studied utilizing large‐scale sequencing,
culture, microarrays and protist phagocytes.
WP4.1. Composition of microbiota of complex mucosa by sequencing and culture
In this work, we are going to study the microbiota of the various mucosa: intestinal, respiratory, and
skin. Examination of the composition of microbiota has been studied by amplification of the universal
16S rRNA gene, and metagenomic studies that include filtrates for the detection of viruses (Eckburg
PB. et al. 2005 Science 308,1635‐8; Gill SR. et al. 2006 Science 312,1355‐9; Willner D. et al. 2009 PLoS One
4,e7370; Huse SM. et al. 2008 PLoS Genet 4,e1000255). The field initially focused on cataloguing microbial

species found in adults, studying the progressive colonization from the first periods of life, and trying
to draw correlations between microbiota composition and disease. The figure below presents the
depth of analysis of the large‐scale sequencing methods with regard to bacterial concentration.

Regrettably, after a large number of publications, work from URMITE and others, showed the limits
of these approaches. When the sequencing the 16S rRNA gene was studied several biases quickly
appeared. Microbiota compositions varied according to the chosen primers for amplification; some
primers promote the amplification of some phyla but not others. Additionally, the procedures used
for DNA extraction do not facilitate DNA recovery from certain bacteria. Also, the 16S rRNA gene is
widely less discriminating and gives different results from more variable genes like rpoB (Rastogi G. et
al. 2009 Microb Ecol 59,94‐108). Finally, the extremely high frequencies of certain genera or families

mask minority species. As for viruses, the major criticism is that previous studies were conducted
using filtrates from 0.22 µm pore‐sized filters, as the viruses are supposed to be ultrafilterable. Our
discovery of giant viruses (e.g., Mimivirus, Marseillevirus, etc.) that do not even cross filters of 0.65
µm, shows that the previous studies completely omitted to take into account these newly discovered
ubiquitous viruses (La Scola B. et al. 2003 Science 299, 2033; La Scola B. et al. 2008 Nature 455,100‐4; La Scola
B et al. 2010 Intervirology 53,344‐53; Raoult D. et al. 2004 Science 306,1344‐50; Boyer M. et al. 2009 Proc Natl
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Acad Sci U S A 106,21848‐53). Culture is an older, more well established technique that has always

represented a critical method for the description of microbiota. In a recent work, we showed that the
techniques of axenic culture and co‐culture with amoebas represent an indispensable and effective
approach for characterization of mucosal microbiota (unpublished data). These techniques may allow
for the identification a significant number of bacterial or viral species not previously identified by
large‐scale molecular methods. These techniques allowed for the identification of at least 3 new
bacterial species and the first giant virus found in human (Senegalvirus, unpublished data). By
comparing culture techniques and pyrosequencing of the V6 part of the 16S rRNA gene, we observed
an important disparity between the bacterial species identified by these two techniques.
Pyrosequencing identified a total of 255 species, while culture techniques identified 105; however,
strikingly, only 16 species were common to both techniques. This work clearly demonstrates
individual method do not exactly reflect the composition of the microbiota. These basic studies can
possibly be modified according to new needs in co‐ordination with our partners as for example the
study of the microbiota of the vaginal mucous membrane of pregnant woman with threat of
premature childbirth delivery, etc). To finish, it is possible to conduct functional metagenomic
studies, in which we do not look for the bacterial composition of complex flora but instead examine
the quantitative and qualitative composition of genes (Tasse L et al. 2010 Genome Res Epub). For
example, we can examine all of the genes responsible for the use of carbohydrates
(glycomicrobiome) to investigate whether carbohydrate‐associated genes in the intestinal microbiota
are associated with specific pathologic states like obesity. So, during the years to come, multiple
strategies will be developed to improve the quality of the inventory species present with mucosal
microbiota.
Deliverables:
1. Optimization or addition of different extraction techniques.
2. Work on several variable regions of the 16S rRNA gene possibly associated with enzymatic
procedures of predigestion.
3. Use of the other universal genes that are more discriminating like the rpoB gene.
4. Increase of the depth of sequencing.
5. Development of strategies for axenic cultures, with possible automation and association with
techniques of quick identification such mass spectrometry.
6. Metagenomic studies of the genes responsible for the use of carbohydrates (study of the
glycomicrobiome) and functional metagenomic studies to examine the relationship between the
gene contents of microbiota and metabolic pathologies like obesity.
7. Application in the study of the pathologies associated with modifications of the microbiota,
(emerging pathogens, obesity, consumption of antibiotics, etc.).
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8. All of the original species detected in culture will have their complete genome sequenced (WP3).
WP4.2. Composition of mucosal microbiota by microarrays
The composition of microbiota has been predominately studied by massive sequencing of the 16S
rRNA gene or of the complete flora (WP1); there are only two works independent of this method
(DeSantis TZ. et al. 2007 Microb Ecol 53,371‐83; Palmer C. et al. 2006 Nucleic Acids Res 34,e5). Another

possible approach, is to try to conceive microarrays containing probes capable of hybridization with
all of the variable areas of the known bacterial world, previously cultivated or not, only previously
sequenced. Hundreds of thousands of probes can be deposited on the slide, and the probes will have
to take into account the appearance of new sequences (DeSantis TZ. et al. 2007 Microb Ecol 53,371‐83;
Palmer C. et al. 2006 Nucleic Acids Res 34,e5). Compared to the technique of the massive sequencing,

this technique allows for the detection not only dominant species but also minority species. The
technique will also allow for a semi‐quantitative evaluation of the species present; however, the
possible differences associated with the problems of extraction will still be present. The major
concern with this technique is that it can only find and quantify known species. For this work, which
is currently in progress in our laboratory, it will be necessary to extract all known 16S rRNA gene
sequences from databases, identify all the variable areas, prepare them in the form of files of the
probes, which will then be deposited on microarray slides. The first slide of this type is currently
being tested in our laboratory. We will certainly have to add other more discriminating probes, such
as probes designed on rpoB genes, or probes able to recognize viruses.
Deliverables:
1. Optimization of probes before deposit.
2. Tests of microarrays on mixtures of known composition.
3. Tests of microarrays on complex flora with comparison to the technique of sequencing.
4. Study of the relationships between modification of the microbiota and the obesity.
WP4.3. Detection of pathogens in complex mucosa and environment by use of protists
This work is based on research examining phagocytizing protists, especially free‐living aquatic
amoebas, as possible reservoirs of new human pathogens. The role of free‐living amoebas in ID was
first discovered by T. Rowbotham, who demonstrated that the causative agent of legionnaires'
disease can be carried by free‐living amoebas Rowbotham TJ. 1980 J Clin Pathol 33,1179‐83). Indeed,
these bacteria evolved the capacity to resist to the microbicidal activity of amoebas, which in the
aquatic environment are real predators for the bacteria. Further, these bacteria adapted to the
intracellular environment of the amoeba, using the host to insure them nutriments and protection.
Within the amoebas, bacteria also replicate and can exchange genetic material. Certain authors have
even called amoebas the Trojan Horses of the bacterial world for human diseases (Barker J. et al. 1994
Microbiology 140,1253‐9). This capacity of resistance to the microbicidal activity of the amoebas makes
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that these bacteria are also resistant to the microbicidal activity of human macrophages (Greub G. et
al. 2004 Clin Microbiol Rev 17,413‐33). Our first working hypothesis was that it was possible for other

aquatic bacteria to resist to the microbicidal activity of amoebas, making them likely to be human
pathogens. This quest for new pathogenic agents first concerned potential pathogens of the water in
the hospitable networks; immunocompromised patients in hospitals are the ideal candidates for this
type of infection. This quest for intracellular agents allowed us to discover a number of important
new species or genera (Adekambi T. et al. 2004 J Clin Microbiol 42,5493‐501; Birtles RJ. et al. 2000 Int J Syst
Evol Microbiol 50,63‐72; Birtles RJ. et al. 1997 Lancet 349,925‐6; La Scola B. et al. 1999 Lancet 353,1330). The

new discoveries included Mimivirus, giant viruses and viruses which infect them (virophages) (La Scola
B. et al. 2003 Science 299,2033; La Scola B. et al. 2008 Nature 455,100‐4; Raoult D. et al. 2004 Science
306,1344‐50; Boyer M. et al. 2009 Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 106,21848‐53). However, we only minimally

studied other environments such as the ground (La Scola B et al. 2010 Intervirology 53,344‐53); various
foods, particularly those consumed raw; or human mucosal membranes. One of the problems in the
analysis of these huge viruses in complex flora is the fact they cannot be separated from bacteria by
filtration. At the same time, we also pursued our initial objective to determine if some of these
agents were potential human pathogens. Sero‐epidemiological studies and techniques based on
molecular detection allowed us to demonstrate that some of these agents, including Mimivirus, were
capable to cause human infections in particular pneumonias (Adekambi T. et al. 2004 J Clin Microbiol
42,5493‐501; Greub G et al. 2003 Ann N Y Acad Sci 990,311‐9; Berger P. et al. 2006 Emerg Infect Dis 12,248‐55;
Vincent A. et al. 2009 Crit Care Med 37,111‐8; Vincent A. et al. 2010 Intervirology 53,304‐9). One of the

weaknesses of our previous work is that we focused primarily on pneumonias. The current
orientation of our work is to improve our techniques for determine the real pathogenic effect of
these potential emergent agents by various approaches.
Deliverables
1. Preparation of new techniques for the culture of other protists. Indeed, it is possible that the low
variability of the amoebas that we use (Acanthamoeba polyphaga and Acanthamoeba castellanii) do
not allow us to evaluate the real biodiversity of these intracellular agents of amoebas, in particular
the huge viruses.
2. Separation of the large viruses from bacterial flora.
3. Elaboration of new systems of isolation for intracellular pathogens of amoebas by techniques of
high throughput isolation. Samples from the environment and from the complex bacterial flora of
mucous membranes will be analyzed.
4. Elaboration of automatic and high throughput serologic techniques (in particular ELISA) allowing
for large‐scale sero‐epidemiologic studies to be conducted to estimate the pathological spectrum of
these agents.
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5. Elaboration of systems for detection by development multiplexed molecular methods for the
detection of agents previously identified.
6. All the original species detected in culture will have their genome sequenced (WP3).
7. As for WP4.1.6, establishment of possible relationships between these emerging agents and
human pathologies.
WP4. Milestones
WP4.
WP4.1.

WP4.2.

WP4.3.

Tasks
1 Optimization of extraction techniques
2 Hypervariable 16S rRNA areas, enzymatic digestions
3 Research on other universal genes (rpoB)
4 Increasing depth of sequencing
5 Optimization of culture strategies
6 Study of glycomicrobiome and functional metagenomic
7 Relationship microbiota and obesity
8 Genome sequencing of new pathogens (see WP3)
1 Optimization of probes before deposit
2 Testing of microarrays on mixtures of known composition
3 Testing on complex floras, comparison to results of WP4.1
4 Relationship microbiota, diseases, emerging pathogens
1 Isolation of new protists
2 Separation of giant virus from bacterial flora
3 Isolation of intracellular of protists by high throughput techniques
4 Elaboration of automatic high throughput serology techniques
5 Elaboration of multiplexed molecular detection systems
6 Genome sequencing of new pathogens (WP3)
7 Relationship between diseases and newly isolated agents
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WP4. Total costs : 7 440 761 €
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5. Work package 5. Point‐Of‐Care
Point‐of‐Care (POC) corresponds to microbiological diagnostic time to care; POC has an immediate
and measurable impact on the medical care of patients in terms of decision of hospitalization,
isolation, prescription of anti‐infective drugs and identification of infectious source.
WP5.1. Evolution of the POCs menu
Evolution of European medical microbiology laboratories has resulted in a grouping of the "core
laboratories. This concentration of "Core Laboratories" is positive in terms of efficiency, quality and
profitability, but it responds poorly to the growing requirement of microbiological diagnostics and
results in delayed care, increasing the average time of stay for a patient consultation or a home
medical emergency service. To remedy this situation, in 2008 we created the first POC in medical
microbiology in the form of a compact laboratory (< 20 m2) located in close proximity to the patient.
Operating continuously, an exhaustive list of robust microbiological analyses are completed within 3
hours, resulting in immediate and measurable impact on medical care of the patient (Drancourt M.
2010 Clin Microbiol Infect). The incorporation of high value‐added tests results in easier use and

feasible tests that can be performed after a quick training without specific initial training (Bissonnette
L. et al. 2010 Clin Microbiol Infect 16,1044‐53). The immediate proximity to the patient and the POC

prescriber guarantees no delays caused by sample delivery. We introduced 2 POCs, one in the heart
of a general emergency service and a second on the outskirts of pediatric emergency services. These
POCs perform 27 diagnostic tests grouped into nine syndrome menus plus a tetanus test and
procalcitonin test; between 2008 and 2009, these POCs experienced a tripling in the number of tests
prescribed (from 8,602 to 25,642 tests in 1 year) reflecting the interest of clinicians (Cleric O. et al. Clin
Microbiol Infect 2010; unpublished data). The POC has two‐way computer links with the "Core

Laboratory" and the whole of the IHU; however, there is no transfer of sample outside the prescriber
service. The proposed test menu corresponds to that of the ID mostly commonly found to cause the
patient's symptoms; test selection is based on IHU syndromic surveillance. The current menu of tests
may be unsuitable for other epidemiological situations. To the current POC emergency services
standard menu, we will substitute “menus à la carte” adapted to situations specific to future POC
locations. Also, we will progressively implement (depending on their availability), tests for direct
diagnosis < 1 hour.
Deliverables:
1. Monitoring of the literature to determine tests on a region‐by‐region basis, depending on
epidemiological data, including emerging diseases, in collaboration with the WP2.
2. Technology watch for new immunochromatographic tests adaptable to POC activity with our
industrial partners.
3. Technology watch for new molecular tests adaptable to POC activity with our industrial partners.
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4. Validation of lyophilization for transferring molecular biology reagents to the POCs outside IHU.
5. Assessment of provisional test menus tailored to each POC.
6. Evaluation of the performance of immunochromatographic tests (sensitivity, specificity).
7. Assessment of performance of molecular testing (sensitivity, specificity).
8. Evaluation of test feasibility.
9. Setting up a definitive test adapted to each POC menu.
10. Setting up a sheet assessed for test selection.
11. Setting up staff training for the POCs kit (including non medical personal, see WP5.2).
12. Implementation of a training kit for medical staff in charge of validation.
WP5.2. Outsourcing of POCs
POC is a transferable structure and our project involves multiple POCs around the perimeter of the
IHU fixed structures. It also includes mobile structures, particularly in the countries of the South
(Peeling RW. et al. 2010 Clin Microbiol Infect 16,1062‐9).

Deliverables:
1. Implantation of a POC in the IHU emergency clinical ward as soon as the IHU building is
operational.
2. Implantation of a POC in each of the 3 emergency departments of AP‐HM, as soon as the IHU
building is operational.
3. Implantation of a fixed POC in Senegal in the village of Dielmo in collaboration with IRD. This
village was chosen because it is located far from any referral health care center but is integrated into
1 of the UMR 6236 demographic platforms and receives medical follow‐up for 20 years. This first
implementation will be carried out in November 2010 and will be a pilot phase for the establishment
of POCs located in the countries of the South. It will help validate the independent functionality of
POCs. It will also help evaluate the “menus à la carte” adapted to emerging ID discoveries in Senegal
(Fenollar F. et al. 2010 Clin Infect Dis 51,515‐21; Fenollar F et al. 2009 Emerg Infect Dis 15, 922‐4; Mediannikov
O. et al. 2010 PLoS Negl Trop Dis 4, e654 and 4, e821) including malaria, rickettsial fever, Q fever and

Tropheryma whipplei infection.
4. Starting in November 2011 the implementation of mobile POCs transported by trucks from village
to village, at the average rate of 3 villages per day, for the rapid diagnosis of tropical infections. This
will be carried out in collaboration with the IRD and possibly partnership with the Institute and/or
Foundation Mérieux. This phase will allow for validation of the technical organization, the robustness
of the POC and the autonomy of the POC in regards to energy and water need; these elements
constitute the deliverables from this phase. Implementation of mobile POCs on maritime vessels for
the rapid diagnosis of ITD in collaboration with our partner CMA CGM starting November 2011. This
phase will enable the validation of multiple menus adapted to each major region of the world visited
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by ship carrier. Additionally, this phase will test Internet links for biological features validation,
assistance in results interpretation, and the organization of biological on call service in the IHU. Also,
this device will participate in the ID alert device implemented by IHU in association with European
collaborations (WP2).
WP.5.3. Evaluation and valorization of the POCs
As all requests for tests and their results are computerized, the POC is an easily assessable structure.
There is no specific milestone because these developments will be carried out gradually over the 5
years of the project. These developments will be assessed regularly. There will be weekly "POC"
meetings with reporting of POCs results directly to the IHU, allowing for immediate management of
potential abuse of protocols. Further, there will be monthly and semi‐annual evaluations of data for
strategic changes (introduction of new tests, abandonment of testing and introduction of new
technologies).
Deliverables:
1. Evaluation of logistics for each situation of POC (intra‐IHU and fixed and mobile outside of IHU).
2. Measurement of the negative predictive value (NPV) and positive predictive value (PPV) of each
immunochromatographic test.
3. Measurement of the NPV and PPV of each molecular test.
4. Evaluation of the impact of POC on medical care of patients admitted to IHU (hospitalization
according to recommendations, isolation according to recommendations, anti‐infective treatment
according to recommendations).
5. Evaluation of the impact of POC on the medical care of patients admitted to the AP‐HM outside
the IHU.
6. Evaluation of the impact of the fixed POC on the medical care of patients in Dielmo, Senegal.
7. Evaluation of the impact of mobile POC on the medical care of patients in Senegal.
8. Evaluation of the impact of mobile POC on ship carrier (CMA CGM) as measured by decisions of
repatriation

health,

isolation,

and

anti‐infective

treatments

according

to

respective

recommendations, and lost working days processing
In these projects, the POC becomes a recoverable structure that is innovative with high added value,
which is intended to be exported to institutions and structures outside of the IHU system. This
valorization will be conducted in partnership with industrial partners (It will be proposed in particular
to BioMérieux) over the 5 years of the project.
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WP5. Milestones
WP5.
WP5.1.

WP5.2.

WP5.3.

Tasks
1 Monitoring medical literature
2 Technological watch: lateral flow format
3 Technological watch: molecular tests
4 Reactive freeze‐drying
5 Interim menus test
6 Performance of immunochromatographic tests
7 Molecular testing performance
8 Practicability test
9 Final tests of menus
10 Card recommendations
11 Kit personal training POC
12 Kit training doctors
1 Fixed POC in the IHU emergency clinical ward
2 Fixed POCs in each of the three emergency wards of IHU
3 Fixed POC in Senegal
4 Mobile POCs in Senegal
5 Mobile POCs (ship carrier CMA CGM)
1 Logistics Evaluation
2 Measuring predictive values: lateral flow format
3 Measuring predictive values: molecular
4 Evaluation for impact: POC IHU
5 Evaluation for impact: POC outside IHU
6 Evaluation for impact: POC fixed in Senegal
7 Evaluation for impact: POCs mobile in Senegal
8 Evaluation for impact: mobile POCs in CMA CGM
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X X
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WP5. Total costs : 7 565 330 €
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6. Work package 6. Physiopathology
This WP focuses on 2 infectious physiopathologies caused by 2 ID. The first, Q fever, is an ID in which
bacterial persistence plays an important role in physiopathology. The second is a model of cancer
induced by an infectious agent: HPV and cervical cancer. Common strategies will be accessed to
understand underlying immunodeficiencies common to these infectious situations (WP6.1 and
WP6.2). The project will utilize the immunomonitoring IBiSA platform and the transcriptom platform
of URMITE. The second part of the project will consist of establishing in vivo as well as cell culture
models of bacterial infection in collaboration with the CIML and the immunophenomics IBiSA
platform.
WP6.1. Microbial persistence and immunosuppression in Q fever and HPV infection
The objective is to define the level of immunosuppression associated with bacterial persistence and
viral oncogenesis using diagnostic tools and immunosuppression of cellular effectors. This project is
feasible as we have an established expertise in the mechanisms of immunosuppression during viral
and bacterial infections (Ghiotto M. et al. 2010 Int Immunol 22,651‐60; Hirsch I. et al. 2010 Trends Immunol
31,391‐7; Raoult D. et al. 2005 Lancet Infect Dis 5,219‐26).

Deliverables:
1. Characterization of the cohort of patients. Patients with Q fever will be characterized as acute or
chronic; cervical cancer patients will be examined for pre‐cancerous and cancerous stages.
Additionally, phenotypical characteristics of patients will be examined (clinical study, microbiological
study).
2. Characterization of the circulating cell populations by a multiparametric study using flow
cytometry.
3. Characterization of the cell populations in tissues (cervical biopsies) by immunohistochemistry.
4. Characterization of the role of cell populations known to be immunosuppressive including
regulatory T cells and myeloid‐derived suppressive cells (MDSC).
5. Characterization of the pathways and effectors of the observed immunosuppression including
examination of cytokines (IL‐10) and cell surface markers (PD1/PDL1).
WP6.2. Systematic study of Q fever and infection with HPV
The use of global methods to investigate the patient’s host response makes it possible to define new
nosologic groups characterized by particular profiles of evolution. The bioinformatics analysis
potential of URMITE and CRCM guarantee a performance level in this critical study phase. The project
is supported by significant publications (Textoris J. et al. 2010 PLoS One 5,e12190; Benoit M. et al. 2010
PLoS One 5,e8939; Benoit M. et al. 2008 J. Immunol 181,3733‐9).
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Deliverables:
1. Study by microarray Q fever responses in patients in various clinical conditions using total blood
and circulating monocytes.
2. Study by microarray HPV infection responses in patients in various conditions using cervical biopsy
and blood samples.
3. Study of the results with principal component analysis, reanalyze supervised and not supervised,
functional study (definition of GO and metabolic pathways and networks).
4. Comparison to the public data banks.
WP6.3. Tissue tropism of Coxiella burnetii infection
Host response at tissue level is different from what is observed in peripheral blood cells. The
behavior of Q fever is influenced by immunosuppressionimmunosuppressive conditions like
pregnancy. Pregnancy favors chronic infection and the fetus becomes the target of infection; fetal
infection can result in spontaneous abortion and delays of growth. The placenta represents a specific
medium for the survival of the bacterium. This project will be carried out in collaboration with the
team of J‐P. Gorvel (CIML), which researches a subject of comparable nature around thefocusing on
pregnancy and brucellosis. The publication records of the two teams attest to their expertise in the
fields of Q fever and brucellosis (Barry AO. et al. 2010 J. Leukoc Biol; Diacovich L. et al. 2010 Nat. Rev.
Microbiol 8,117‐28; Fugier E. et al. 2009 PloS Pathog 5,e1000487; Salcedo SP. et al. 2008 PLoS Pathog 4,e21).

Cooperation with the biostatistics teams of IHU project should also be profitable.
Deliverables:
1. Description of placental infection and cellular targets in models of infected‐explants using
immunohistochemistry. Comparison of these results with data gathered from natural infections.
2. Description of the infection of primary trophoblasts by C. burnetii (PCR, definition of the
intracellular compartment).
3. Description of the infection of placental macrophages by C. burnetii (PCR, definition of the
intracellular compartment).
4. Description of the infection of placental dendritic cells by C. burnetii (PCR, definition of the
intracellular compartment).
5. Characterization of the functional immune response (transcriptome, production of mediators,
expression of membrane markers) and comparison with other pathogens such as Brucella spp.
WP6.4. Installation of relevant animal models of infection
Assessing relevant animal models is necessary for the physiopathological approach. It allows for a
detailed analysis of events in static and dynamic conditions (live imaging). The immunophenomics
IBiSA platform creates conditions for development of transgenic murine models with humanization
of certain cellular compartments of the immune system; additionally, targeted expression of
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fluorescent markers allows the infection to be studied at the tissue level. This project is part of a
rapidly growing field that we have actively participated in pushed forward with new discoveries
(Bechah Y. et al. 2010 PLoS One 4, e8547; Lelouard H. et al. 2010 Gastroenterology 138,173‐84; Henri S. et al.
2010 J. Exp. Med 207,189‐206; Poulin LF. et al. 2007 J Exp Med 204, 3119‐31). The techniques of live imaging

will require BSL3 containment.
Deliverables:
1. Characterization of the sites of bacterial persistence in fat tissues.
2. Development of humanized mice in with transgenically labeled dendritic and macrophages cell
populations.
3. Follow the infection in dynamic conditions in tissue of interest.
4. Comparison of routes of infection, examining respiratory versus intraperitoneal administration of
the pathogen.

WP6. Milestones
WP6.
WP6.1.

WP6.2.

WP6.3.

WP6.4.

Tasks
1 Characterization of the cohort of patients
2 Characterization of circulating cell populations
3 Characterization of tissue cell populations
4 Characterization of the role of immunosuppressive cell populations
5 Characterization of the effectors and pathways of immunosuppression
1 Study by microarray the effect of Q fever on blood and circulating monocytes
2 Study by microarray the effect of HPV infection on cervical biopsy and blood
samples
3 Study of the results and analysis of functional studies
4 Comparison to public data banks
1 Description of placental infection and cellular targets
2 Description of infection of the primary trophoblasts by C. burnetii
3 Description of infection of the placental macrophages by C. burnetii
4 Description of infection of the placental dendritic cells by C. burnetii
5 Description of the functional immune response
1 Characterization of the sites of bacterial persistence
2 Development of humanized mice
3 Follow infection in dynamic conditions in the tissue of interest
4 Comparison of routes of infection
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WP6. Total costs : 10 399 046 €
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7. Work package 7. Organization of collections
This WP includes activities in connection with the organization of biological sample collections of the
IHU. The overall objective is to implement an integrated system allowing for the preserving and
identification of all collected material from the hospital, including bacterial and viral collections and
products derived from research samples. This process should benefit from modern technology
including new conservation methods, computerized archiving, and the traceability of samples.
Together, these improvements will meet the normative constraints for the organization of collections
(particularly in the biological resources centers) and open these resources to the scientific and
industrial community.
WP7.1. Quality control and normative constraints
The objective is to actively obtain samples for the collections while respecting legal obligations and
following best‐practice standards for the particular sample being taken.
Deliverables:
1. Follow‐up and implementation of legal obligations and quality standards associated with biological
diagnostic laboratories.
2. Follow‐up and implementation of legal obligations and standards related to microbiological safety
laboratories.
3. Follow‐up and implementation of legal obligations and quality standards associated with the
biological resource center.
4. Follow‐up and implementation of legal obligations and standards related to blood transfusion
centers.
5. Follow‐up and implementation of legal obligations and standards related to custody and handling
of genetically modified (GM) organisms.
WP7.2. Biological collection of human, animal and environmental samples
The objective is to ensure excellent bio‐collection channels in the legal framework of the hospital,
while also ensuring a perfect transition to collections of specific interest. Bio‐collection activity may
include such varied aspects as the organization of reference panels, organization of cohorts from
biological materials, and conservation of valuable materials. It can also be applied to animal or
environmental samples.
Deliverables:
1. Organization of a primary stream of serum collection from routine hospital samples submitted for
serological diagnosis (short term).
2. Organization of a secondary stream of targeted serum collection from hospital samples submitted
for serological diagnosis (collections of interest, long term).
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3. Organization of a primary stream of targeted bio‐collection from hospital samples systematically
subjected to direct diagnosis (short term), including a tissue collection.
4. Organization of a secondary stream of targeted bio‐collection from hospital samples subjected to
direct diagnosis (collections of interest, long‐term), including a tissue collection.
5. Organization of a targeted stream of bio‐collection from samples of human cohorts and reference
panels.
6. Organization of a stream of bio‐collection from animal specimens.
7. Organization of bio‐collection from a sector of environmental samples.
WP7.3. Bio‐collection of microorganisms
The objective is to provide a stream of bio‐collection for parasitic and bacterial strains. This will
benefit from the excellent level of microbiological diagnostics and be subject to ethical safety
standards. Some of these products will be available to the academic scientific community as part of
an organization without commercial profit, relayed by a website.
Deliverables:
1. Organization of a collection of frozen bacterial isolates (ultra‐low or low temperature), in
connection with the CSUR (Collection of Strains from Unit of Rickettsies).
2. Organization of a collection of bacterial isolates freeze‐dried in association with the CSUR
collection, and in compliance with standards for optimized quality (genetic characterization,
infectivity controlled, Mycoplasma tested, stored in a local level of microbiological safety).
3. A selective interface organization to offer an academic distribution of isolates through Internet and
CSUR.
WP7.4. Bio‐collection of viruses
The objective is to provide a stream of bio‐collection for viral strains that will benefit from the
excellent level of microbiological diagnostics and be subject to ethical safety standards. Some of
these products will be available to the academic scientific community as part of an organization
without commercial profit, relayed by a website.
Deliverables:
1. Organization of a collection of frozen viral isolates (ultra‐low or low temperature), in association
with the European Virus Archives (EVA) collection.
2. Organization of a collection of viral isolates freeze‐dried in association with the EVA collection, and
in compliance with standards for optimized quality (genetic characterization, infectivity controlled,
Mycoplasma tested, stored in a local level of microbiological safety).
3. A selective interface organization to offer an academic distribution of isolates through the EVA
Web site.
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WP7.5. Bio‐collection of research and diagnosis products
The goal is to provide a stream of biological products for the diagnosis or research bio‐collections
(diagnostic systems, controls, clones and molecular structures, monoclonal antibodies, etc).
Deliverables:
1. Organization of a collection of products dedicated to diagnosis and controls for indirect diagnosis.
2. Organization of a collection of products dedicated to diagnosis and controls for direct diagnosis.
3. Organization of a bio‐collection dedicated to recoverable products for research and industrial
development.
4. Organization of a selective interface to offer derived products of interest through an academic
distribution via the Internet sites of EVA and CSUR.
WP7.6. Bio‐collection of cells
The objective is to ensure bio‐collection of different types of eukaryotic cells used or produced in the
activities of research and diagnosis. Preservation requires a specific technical specification.
Deliverables:
1. Organization of a cell bio‐collection dedicated to continuous cell lines.
2. Organization of a cell bio‐collection dedicated to cells and lines from primo‐explantation.
3. Organization of a cell bio‐collection dedicated to hybridomas.
WP7.7. Bio‐collection in blood transfusion
The French Blood Establishment (EFS) collects blood daily from 10,000 blood donors throughout the
national territory. The context of the blood donation gives the ability to EFS to provide data
(WP7.6.1.), or if necessary to carry out follow‐up over time of these populations and obtain
additional samples. The objective (WP7.6.2.) is to exploit the biological resources constituted by the
serum banks, plasma collection and bio‐collections established by the EFS in its activities. The goal
(WP7.6.3.) is to build cohorts of selected blood donors based on their current habitation and/or their
geographical origin or their ethnicity. Historical databases will be created in order to carry out case‐
control studies in the areas of infectious epidemiology, genetic susceptibility to certain diseases and
the study of the genetic structure of populations. Biological samples included in this collection may
be serum, plasma, DNA, immortalized cells or possibly any biological products of interest.
Deliverables:
1. Organization of an interface to use EFS to characterize French blood donor populations and to
organize a follow‐up.
2. Organization of a bio‐collection dedicated to the establishment of thematic collections.
3. Organization of a bio‐collection dedicated to the formation of cohorts of blood donors.
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WP7. Milestones
WP7.
Tasks
WP7.1. 1 Obligations linked to biological diagnostic laboratories
2 Obligations related to microbiological safety laboratories

WP7.2.

WP7.3.

WP7.4.

WP7.5.

WP7.6.

WP7.7.

Years
1 2
X X
X X

3 Obligations linked to the biological resource centers
4 Obligations related to the blood transfusion centers
X
5 Obligations related to custody and handling of GM organisms
X
1 Collection of serum from hospital samples submitted for serological diagnosis
X
2 Collection of targeted serum samples submitted for serological diagnosis
3 Organization of bio‐collection from samples subjected to direct diagnosis
X
4 Organization of bio‐collection from targeted samples subjected to direct diagnosis
5 Organization of bio‐collection samples of human cohorts and reference panels
6 Organization of animal specimens bio‐collection
7 Organization of bio‐collection from a sector of environmental samples
1 Organization of a collection of frozen bacterial isolates
X
2 Organization of a collection of freeze‐dried bacteria in association with the CSUR
X
3 Organization of a selective interface to offer an academic distribution of bacteria
1 Organization of a collection of frozen virus in association with EVA
X
2 Organization of a collection of freeze‐dried virus in association with EVA
X
3 Organization of a selective interface to offer an academic distribution of virus
X
1 Organization of a collection of products dedicated to diagnosis and controls for
indirect diagnosis
2 Organization of a collection of products dedicated to diagnosis and controls for direct X
diagnosis
3 Organization of a bio‐collection for recoverable products for research and industrial
development
4 Organization of a selective interface to offer a choice of derived products
1 Organization of a collection dedicated to continuous cell lines
X
2 Organization of a collection dedicated to cells and lines from primo explantation
3 Organization of a bio‐collection dedicated to hybridomas
1 Organization of an interface to use EFS to characterize French blood donors
X
2 Organization dedicated to the establishment of thematic collections
3 Organization of a bio‐collection of cohorts of French blood donors
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WP7. Total costs : 38 431 919 €
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8. Work package 8. Valorization and Transfer
Main objectives of this WP are to accelerate technology transfer from IHU to private companies,
reinforce industrial sharing of Institute R&D financing and structure at a national scale a new
professional field, creative of employments and partnership culture.
WP8.1. Setting up a valorization department
The objective of this WP is to set up, as of the creation of the IHU, an operational team to coordinate
its valorization and transfer activities in relation with the socio economic world.
Deliverables:
1. Find a temporary space to locate the valorization team before its final location in the IHU building.
2. Recruitment of 1 project manager, 3 persons in charge and 1 assistant (new trades).
3. Setting up, follow monthly and report of KPI’s to control & monitor department activity.
4. Transfer of the valorization department to the new IHU building.
WP8.2. Structuring of an IHU access to external partners (Industry, biotechnology, SME’s, etc.)
The objective of this project is to increase the number of collaborative contracts signed with industry,
biotechnology and Small and medium enterprises (SME’s).
Deliverables:
1. Identification of a person in charge of IHU access to partners (dedicated point of contact).
2. Realization of a best practice benchmarking on the IHU access to external partners.
3. Preparation of commercial offers to external partners (a panel of different typical contracts).
4. Setting up an effective policy of management of the conflicts of interest and commitment.
5. Deployment of business intelligence.
6. Deployment of an operational marketing strategy (sales force, marketing brochures, web site, etc).
7. Signing public private partnerships.
WP8.3. Structuring of a clinical research network in ID in Marseille
The objective of this WP is to increase the number of ID clinical trials realized in relation with the
socio‐economic world.
Deliverables:
1. Identification of an interlocutor for the IHU clinical research coordination.
2. Setting up methods & procedures for the realization of IHU clinical trials in relation with pre‐
existing structures interacting in the field of clinical research.
3. Integration of the IHU to national and international networks of clinical research
4. Deployment of information systems for inclusion study feasibility (databases, etc.).
5.Mobilization of extra hospital cohorts of patients by reinforcing city/hospital collaborations.
6. Realization of clinical trials in relation with the socio‐economic world.
WP8.4. Structuring of a translational research network in ID in Marseille
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The objective of this WPis to accelerate the technology transfer of the IHU research activities to
industries, biotechnologies and SME’s of medicines, diagnosis, medical device.
Deliverables:
1. Identification of one interlocutor for the IHU translational research coordination.
2. Signing collaborative conventions with pre‐existing structures interacting in the field of
translational research (Bioclusters, technological research Institute, SATT Paca, etc.).
3. Setting up methods & procedures to evaluate, initiate and support internal and partnership
projects in relation with the socio economic world (Scientific evaluation, health priority evaluation,
regulatory follow up of products, evaluation of the potential market and valorization, etc.).
4. Subcontracting translational research platforms to industrial partners (technological platforms,
cohorts of patients, clinical research platforms).
5. Setting up “starting contracts” and “risks contracts” (for complex projects) to explore new tracks.
6. Realization of translational research programs in relation with the socio‐economic world.
7. Creation of new start‐up and spin‐off in relation with the socio‐economic world.
WP8. Milestones
Tasks
1 Find a temporary office to locate the valorization team
2 Recruitment of 1 project manager, 3 persons in charge and 1 assistant
3 Setting up, follow monthly and report of KPI’s to control & monitor activity
4 Transfer of the valorization team to the new building
WP8.2.
1 Identification of a person in charge of IHU access to partners
2 Realization of a best practice benchmarking on the IHU access to partners
3 Preparation of commercial offers to external partners
4 Setting up an effective policy of management of the conflicts of interest
5 Deployment of business intelligence
6 Deployment of sales force, marketing brochures, web site…
7 Signing public private partnerships contracts
WP8.3.
1 Identification of an interlocutor for clinical research coordination
2 Setting up methods & procedures for the realization of IHU clinical trials
3 Integration of IHU to national & international network of clinical research
4 Deployment of information systems for inclusion study feasibility
5 Mobilization of extra hospital cohorts of patients
6 Realization of clinical trials in relation with the socio‐economic world
WP8.4.
1 Identification of an interlocutor for translational research coordination
2 Signing collaborative conventions with translational research structures
3 Setting up methods & procedures to realize translational projects
4 Subcontracting translational research platforms to industrial partners
5 Setting up “starting contracts” and “risks contracts” to explore new tracks
6 Realization of translational research programs
7 Creation of new start‐up and spin‐off
WP8. Total costs : 7 954 743 €
WP8.1.
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9. Work package 9. Life of the IHU
WP9 is described within the governance section. Detailed milestones and deliverables are following.
It groups all the subsidiary tasks of the IHU Project.

WP9. Milestones
WP9.
WP 9.1.
WP 9.2.

WP 9.3.

Tasks
1 Chairs of excellence (3) (900 K€)
2 Senior Senior (200 K€)
1 Risky business (200 k€)
2 Scientific project (100 K€)
3 Starting start‐up (100 K€)
4 Incentive (100 K€)
1 Infectiopôle Sud Foundation (500 K€)
2 Administrative support (350 K€)
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WP9. Total costs : 24 500 000 €
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D. MANAGEMENT OF THE IHU
Coordination modalities and management are presented in Work Package 9. The major objective of
the IHU is to meet the needs of its composed teams from a global strategy endorsed by its Board of
Directors, under the seal of scientific quality certified by the independent International Scientific
Council in contact with that of Infectiopôle Sud. Through its responsiveness and flexibility the IHU has
the ambition to drive scientific research in ID by means of an annual investment program on major
scientific issues. The principle of the IHU is to not position itself as a substitute for existing
organizations or institutions, but to coordinate the various partners locally, and create conditions for
meetings that do not yet exist. The IHU is also designed to assume functions that are poorly insured
in relation to various local and country actors.
a. Means implemented to achieve the scientific objectives
‐ One single site
The central idea of the project is to bring together the resources of the IHU within a building that is
directly connected with the Hospital and the Faculty of Medicine, enabling grouping of researchers
and practitioners on a single site to create synergy and potentiate strengths. The Infectiopôle Sud, a
major partner of the IHU, will play an important role in helping to make the IHU platforms available
to all staff. Partial funding of the operation has already been obtained as part of a state region
project contract (CPER). A portion of the CPER endowment, which corresponds to over 10 million €,
can from now, help the studies needed prior to construction, thus accelerating the project. The
speed of implementation and flexibility of our project are key elements of our proposal.
‐ A bold recruitment policy
The IHU will coordinate the work of people sometimes from very different backgrounds (EPST, MD,
PhD, industrial partners, etc.). The aim will be to organize meetings to promote collaboration and
improve scientific efficiency and the evaluation of actions by the partners. In terms of staff, the IHU
will benefit from a recruitment program with its partners (AP‐HM, Aix‐Marseille II University, and
EPST). Thus, a genuine policy of planned management of jobs may be established, allowing
reasonable growth of the workforce in compliance with legislation. This flexibility and proactive
management will also be applied to the management policy of employment of support staff
(administration, nursing, technical, etc.).
‐ A voluntary policy of investment in projects
Open to the world
Three chairs will be created in areas insufficiently competitive in the IHU or in emerging areas
defined by the Scientific Council. These senior researchers of high international level will join the IHU
for a contract period of four years. They will receive a high salary and an annual budget allocation of
100,000 € and access to all platforms in order to complete their research. There will also be the
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engagement (through the Infectiopôle Sud Foundation) to qualify for two contracts for PhD students
and a postdoctoral contract. These chairs will be offered after extensive international advertising
from a selection of records conducted by the Scientific Council; a choice will be made by the Director
and approved by the Board of Directors. After this period of four years, these researchers may be
offered to integrate their teams with our institutional and industrial partners. This device will be
complementary to the Chairs of Excellence at the University and the national Chairs of Excellence, for
which the speed of decision may not be comparable to what the foundation may provide. For various
reasons (Army Health Service researchers, people retired from higher education), certain
researchers, although still perfectly efficient, are unemployed and without a place to work. These
seniors can play a significant role in the maturation process of young scientific researchers and aid in
the development of new subject areas. In line with what has been done at the Infectiopôle Sud, the
idea is to give these seniors a paid supplement to their retirement on the basis of a two‐year
renewable contract, for the purpose of bringing their experience and knowledge in the framework of
part or full‐time employment within the IHU.
Turned towards the future
For the young investigators, many efforts have been made by tutorial institutions. We are acting to
ensure the coordination of these measures. In agreement with the CHU and our partners, we are
developing a rigorous but ambitious recruitment policy in order to secure the services of young
clinician scientists and promising young researchers. The role of the IHU is to complete the offers
currently available, and to finance the intermediate latency period between the time when young
investigators apply for open positions and the moment of their appointment. This assistance of
appointing will be evaluated for tenure, there again, by the Scientific Council. For the pool of
university hospitals and the prospective employees, the IHU must, as part of a concerted planning of
job management, post available positions and clarify the rules to prospective applicants. We hope
that the recruitment of all appointed, doctors and biologists of the IHU are conditioned by obtaining
a PhD in science. For post‐doctorates, the IHU will join the funding of postdoctoral training at the
CNRS and INSERM as well as those established by Infectiopôle Sud. Regarding the doctoral students,
here too, we will set up an organization in collaboration with doctoral training and Infectiopôle Sud,
allowing the recruitment of researchers from the South; this organization will eventually be jointly
supervised and co‐directed by industrial partners. However, in our point of view, there is sufficient
funding for doctoral scholarships, for the IHU rarely needs to fund other doctoral awards.
Incentive
The motivation of IHU scientists by prizes is an important point. We are considering proposing
internal scientific prizes for a global annual amount of 100,000 €. Five prizes of 10,000 € will be
awarded to the first authors of the 5 best of the IHU publications as determined by the Scientific
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Director. We propose an internal scientific prize for one senior per year, three thesis awards and
three awards for the staff: one for nursing and care staff, one for administrative staff and one for
technical staff.
Bold
The IHU may play a role in the initiation of projects, possibly in conjunction with the Infectiopôle Sud
Foundation, whose practice already obtains this form of financing very effectively. Moreover, the IHU
hopes to finance risky projects, which usually are poorly evaluated by national authorities. These
proposals will be evaluated by a highly selective Scientific Council that will allow taking risks when
very innovative emerging projects arise.
In direct link with the population
In order to participate in the diffusion of knowledge, the IHU, following the example of Infectiopôle
Sud, will put on line the evolution of its research topics and results. Additionally, the IHU will make
the results of monitoring and regular expertise on scientific subjects of interest to the public
available on the Internet.
Funding for initiated research within the IHU
Recurrent financing institutional partners will be the main financing fund. Public funding of research
similar to the Infectiopôle of the AP‐HM) identified through hospital activity and grouped within
MERRI (Missions of Teaching, Research, Reference, Innovation) will contribute to the development of
clinical and translational research in ID. Other than the recurring funds, requests for credits on
contracts continue to be filed with the state by the partners of the IHU [ANR (National Research
Agency), PHRC] and from Europe and various industrial partners. Moreover, private partners will
contribute on a contractual basis to finance the functioning of the IHU.
b. Structuring of the IHU
‐ The Administration Council
It is composed of 19 members (12 founding members, 5 qualified persons including the Director of
the IHU and the representative of users and 2 elected members representing teachers and
researchers). Patient organizations have one representative included in the 5 qualified persons. The
term of each member is five years. The board of directors should ensure that IHU missions are
completed.
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‐ The Management of the IHU
The Director of the IHU is selected by the Board of Directors for a renewable term of five years. It will
issue a call for tenders by the International Scientific Council. The Scientific Council shall audition the
candidates and propose a list of three names to the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors will
elect one person. The Director of the IHU is jointly appointed by the President of the University of
Aix‐Marseille and by the Director of CHU of Marseille. They are in direct contact with the Medical
Coordinator appointed by the CHU of Marseille.
Management attached to the Director of the IHU
A Medical Director is appointed for five years by the CHU of Marseille. He/She is responsible for the
medical part of the CHU and annually presents a statement of results of the Institution to the Board
of Directors. He/She is the privileged interlocutor of the CME and the CHU of Marseille director for
common files.
A Scientific Director is appointed for five years by the Board of Directors upon recommendation of
the Director of the IHU. He/She is responsible for directing the activities of research and teaching.
He/She is the privileged interlocutor of the University of Aix‐Marseille, RTRS, the Infectiopôle Sud
Foundation and EPST.
The Executive Committee
Appointed for five years, it is restricted to the Director of the IHU, the two deputy directors (Medical
Director and Scientific Director, an associated Director for Valorization), to a representative of public
and private institutional partners and a representative from each of the 5 areas of excellence (Table
below). He/She is responsible for the strategy of the IHU and the scientific orientation, management
of human resources, financial affairs and equipment unique to the IHU and their distribution among
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different operational units. He/She prepares scientific assessments (submitted to the Scientific
Council) and economic assessments (submitted to the board of directors) annually and quadrennial.
Domain
Public health in the countries of the South
Tropical Implantation
Secondary Laboratories
Evaluation
Teaching

Function
Field epidemiology, biostatistics, human, economy and social
sciences.
IRBA, IRD
Relations with the coordination of private laboratories
Relation with Industry and Eurobiomed
Specialized teaching and research

Management of medical and biological units
Medical units (MU) or biological units (BU) correspond to Hospital Services, internal structures of the
medical organization of the AP‐HM. It consists of a maximum of 30 beds or corresponds to a clearly
identified activity. It could consist of one or more functional units (FU). No one can be the heads of
more than two UM/UB. The head of the UM/UB or department head is appointed for a term of five
years by the Director of the CHU of Marseille. He/She is responsible for medical and administrative
operating, management of medical staff and paramedics and medico economic management of the
unity. He/She presents annually, with the technical support of management control of the AP‐HM, an
account of their UM/UB results to the Board of Directors.
The Scientific Council of the IHU
The Scientific Council is composed of nine French and foreign scientific personalities outside the IHU,
appointed by the Board on a proposal by the Director for a period of three years renewable by half,
according to the following:
‐ Three French scientific personalities,
‐ Three foreign scientific personalities,
‐ Three eminent scientific personalities from the economic and industrial world.
The Scientific Council is responsible for proposing to the Director of IHU award recipients and
positions proposed after an evaluation by independent experts. Risky project will also be evaluated
by this committee. These experts of international repute are paid (1,000 €/year). They will have
between 15 and 20 cases to appraise per year. Among them, they will have to award no more than:
one gold, two silver and three bronze medals. The Scientific Council shall coordinate with the
Scientific Council of RTRS Infectiopôle Sud foundation. The Scientific Council also has the function to
conduct the evaluation of scientific production of the IHU provided to the Board of Directors.
E. BUDGET OF THE IHU
The annual budget of the IHU and its partners is evaluated at 60 Million Euros (ME) per year, one half
through the hospital, 8 ME by the university and the scientific foundations and 11 ME by grants
directly used by the research units. The governance of the IHU will have to manage 8.4 ME.
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Consequently the IHU governance will have a role of coordination with other partners and a
subsidiary but strategic role based on 14% of the total income of the IHU.
Distribution of charges in K€ (Personnel/equipment and other) between the different IHU partners.

F. EXPECTED RESULTS
1. National Impact of the project: The project IHU of ID consists of the creation of a single building
dedicated to research, health care and industrial transfer in the field of the ID. This new form of
organization is unknown in France and has failed to be implemented since the initial creation of the
Pasteur Institute. The unique structure of this IHU will be a model for ID, entirely restructuring the
thematic approach; it could be further used as a model for later thematic reorganizations in our
country. This model will become an example to the world of how to create synergy between
different partners on a single topic (here ID).
2. The medico‐ and socio‐economic impact of the optimal management of the ID was evaluated in
this project and we consider that the implementation of standardized strategies will make it possible
to save 10% cost of activity fixing prices concerning the 10 most common pathologies requiring the
hospitalization. We will have an effective capacity to transfer these savings at the national level
through the spread of the new technologies and standardized protocols developed by our pilot
studies and experimented in the Marseille site.
3. The IHU will be ready to manage an epidemic caused a contagious disease. Furthermore, the IHU
will develop strategies to manage epidemics and interrupt the chain of transmission that will be
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diffused over the country, a commitment that has not been available until now. The IHU will, in
addition, allow the implementation of a strategy to significantly decrease HAI, with the particular
objective to completely eradicate catheter‐related infections.
4. The incorporation of a medico‐economic research team into the project and the fact that the
President of the Regional Health Observation Unit is a partner of the IHU will allow the outstanding
evaluation of IHU strategies and their medico and socio‐economical impacts.
5. Concerning the development of the industrial and biomedical network, the largest French
companies in the field of treatment, vaccination, diagnosis and bio‐medications are partners of the
project, as well as local industries and the center of competitiveness. Our objective, in calculable
terms, consists in proposing in 5 years the deposit of 50 patents ensuring intellectual protection and
in creating/supporting 4 start‐ups in the next 5 years. In terms of job creation, our objective over 5
years is to create 45 public and 30 private employments in the field of biotechnology. This project
has already generated the conception of 2 projects of co‐development of industrial and scientific
network through the IRT of Lyon, one concerning the immuno‐PCR, and the other concerning the
installation of an integrated laboratory of diagnosis of proximity.
6. In terms of international impact for scientific publications, our objective is to rank in Europe from
9th to 10th place in the field of ID, from 8th to 9th place in the field of microbiology/virology, and to
move from 27th in the field of parasitology/mycology (where we are less influential) to a place
approximate to the 15th position (which will require us to double our scientific production). In the
field of social sciences applied to ID, the goal will be to reach the European top 5 of centers for
excellence.
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Appendix 1. Quantified scientific performance obtained through ISI‐Thomson.
Source: ISI Web of KnowledgeSM
2008 – 2010
Category A

Category B

Category C

Microbiology
Virology
Parasitology, Mycology, Entomology

IPP
605
290
158

Marseille
(27%) 463
(21%) 192
(10%) 87

Total category A

1,055

722

Infectious Diseases
Tropical Medicine

349
107

(30%) 418
(32%) 89

Total category B

456

507

Biotechnology and Applied microbiology

0

(12%) 176

Total category C

0

176

1,511

1,405

133
4

(12%) 342
49

137
1,648

391
1,796

Total general
Pharmacology and pharmacy
Anthropology
Total without category
Total with all categories

Publications from 2008 to 2010
Total publication
Infectious Diseases & Tropical Medicine
Microbiology & Virology
Parasitology & Entomology & Mycology

Paris
77 887
1542
2467
545

%
1,98
3,17
0,69

Marseille
13 163
508
658
87

France
1704
896
895

1383
274

1416

2790

%
3,86
5,00
0,66
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Appendix 2. Classification of the first 10 European cities concerning the volume of publications in ITD.
Rank
City
Volume of publications from 2008‐to 2010
1
London
3,305
2
Paris
1,542
3
Madrid
924
4
Geneva
871
5
Oxford
753
6
Amsterdam
747
7
Barcelona
740
8
Liverpool
643
9
Copenhagen
637
10
Marseille
508
Classification of the first 10 European cities concerning the volume of publications in Microbiology and
Virology.
Rank
City
Volume of publications from 2008‐to 2010
1
Paris
2,467
2
London
2,085
3
Madrid
1,565
4
Berlin
1,158
5
Barcelona
992
6
Munich
856
7
Copenhagen
793
8
Oxford
744
9
Marseille
658
Classification of the first 10 European cities concerning the volume of publications in parasitology, mycology
and entomology.
Rank
City
Volume of publications from 2008‐to 2010
1
London
651
2
Paris
545
3
Madrid
415
4
Geneva
322
5
Oxford
312
6
Montpellier
311
7
Berlin
282
8
Copenhagen
273
9
Barcelona
259
10
Cambridge
252
11
Wien
235
12
Liverpool
220
13
Uppsala
204
14
Edinburgh
190
15
Zurich
184
16
Amsterdam
172
17
Stockholm
158
18
Munich
154
19
Glasgow
150
20
Roma
129
21
Brussels
124
22
Torino
116
23
Toulouse
111
24
Hamburg
110
25
Lyon
104
26
Helsinki
95
27
Marseille
87
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Appendix 3.

MARSEILLE
Scientific and Research Activities
Short CV from the main investigators of the project
with a h-index equal or higher to 20
Last 5 years period
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Summary of research activities
Name: Raoult
Surname: Didier
Birth date: 1952
Email: didier.raoult@gmail.com

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236, IRD‐198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 38
International lectures for 5 years: 160
Editorial activities:
Editor in chief Clinical Microbiology and Infection, Associated Editor Emerging Infectious Diseases, PloS Neglected tropical
Diseases, Eur. J.Clinical Microbiology, Infectious Diseases.
Awards for 10 years:
Grand Prix de la recherche médicale de l'INSERM 2010; Prix Eloi Collery, National Academy of Medicine 2009; Sackler Lecturer
Award, University of Tel Aviv, Israel 2008.
Patents for 5 years: 25
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 15 (4,9M€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 1,362
H index: 77
Total of publications over 10 years: 910
H index over 10 years: 54

The 3 most cited publications (source Web of Science)
¾

Q fever
Author(s): Maurin M, Raoult D
Source: CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY REVIEWS, 12(4):518+ Published: OCT 1999 (Times Cited: 421)
¾ Rickettsioses as paradigms of new or emerging infectious diseases
Author(s): Raoult D, Roux V
Source: CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY REVIEWS,10(4): 694+ Published: OCT 1997 (Times Cited: 325)
¾ Mechanisms of evolution in Rickettsia conorii and R. prowazekii
Author(s): Ogata H, Audic S, Renesto‐Audiffren P, // Raoult D
Source: SCIENCE, 293(5537): 2093+ Published: SEP 14 2001 (Times Cited: 240)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Malissen
Surname: Bernard
Birth date: 1953
Email: bernardm@ciml.univ‐mrs.fr

Affiliation: Centre d'Immunologie Marseille Luminy, Marseille
Position
DR, CNRS (Research Director, CNRS)

Scientific Activities
Editorial activities:
Editorial Board member for Journal of Experimental Medicine, Seminar in Immunology, EMBO Journal, EMBO Report, Signal
Transduction Knowledge Environment, Immunological Reviews.
Awards for 10 years:
Grand Prix de la recherche médicale de l'INSERM 2005.

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 277
H index: 62
Total of publications over 10 years: 122
H index over 10 years: 31

The 3 most cited publications (source Web of Science)
¾

Ablation of tolerance and induction of diabetes by virus‐infection in viral antigen transgenic mice
Author(s): Ohashi P, Oehen S, Buerki K, Pircher H, Ohashi Ct, Odermatt B, Malissen B, Zinkernagel Rm, Hengartner H.
Source: CELL, 65(2): 305‐317 Published: APR 19 1991 (Times Cited: 935)
¾ Gut intraepithelial cd8+ lymphocyte populations with different t‐cell receptors ‐ a role for the gut epithelium in t‐cell
differentiation
Author(s): Guygrand D, Cerfbensussan N, Malissen B, et al.
Source: JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE, 173(2): 471‐481 Published: FEB 1 1991 (Times Cited: 514)
¾ Down‐regulation of t‐cell receptors on self‐reactive t‐cells as a novel mechanism for extrathymic tolerance induction
Author(s): Schonrich G, Kalinke U, Momburg F, Malissen M, Schmittverhulst Am, Malissen B, Hammerling Gj, Arnold B
Source: CELL, 65(2): 293‐304 Published: APR 19 1991 (Times Cited: 470)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Vivier
Surname: Eric
Birth date: 1964
Email: vivier@ciml.univ-mrs.fr

Affiliation: Centre d'Immunologie de Marseille Luminy, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 10
International lectures for 5 years: 35
Editorial activities:
Associated editor: Science Signaling, Nature Reviews Immunology, International Immunology
Awards for 10 years:
2008: Fondation Del Duca Award– National Academy of Sciences; 2009: Nominee for the EFIS‐Schering‐Plough European
Immunology Prize; 2010: French National Academy of Science Award (Grand Prix Turpin).
Patents for 5 years: 3

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 175
H index: 51
Total of publications over 10 years: 128
H index over 10 years: 39

The 3 most cited publications (source Web of Science)
¾

Human and mouse killer‐cell inhibitory receptors recruit PTP1C and PtPlD protein tyrosine phosphatases
Author(s): Olcese L, Lang P, Vely F, // Vivier E.
Source: JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY, 156 (12): 4531‐4534 Published: JUN 15 1996 (Times Cited: 272)
¾ Immunoreceptor tyrosine‐based inhibition motifs.
Author(s): Vivier E, Daeron M
Source: IMMUNOLOGY TODAY, 18 (6): 286‐291 Published: JUN 1997 (Times Cited: 253)
¾ Altered T‐Cell development in mice with a targeted mutation of the CD3‐epsilon gene
Author(s): Malissen M, Gillet A, Ardouin L, // Vivier E.
Source: EMBO JOURNAL, 14(19): 4641‐4653 Published: OCT 2 1995 (Times Cited: 253)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Cambillau
Surname: Christian
Birth date: 1951
Email: cambillau@afmb.univ‐mrs.fr

Affiliation: Architecture et Fonction des Macromolécules Biologiques ‐ UMR6098, Marseille
Position
DR1, CNRS, group leader (Research Director)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 17
International lectures for 5 years: 11
Awards for 10 years:
Prix d’Excellence CNRS 2009
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 14 (3,6M€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 221
H index: 49
Total of publications over 10 years: 127
H index over 10 years: 32

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Interfacial activation of the lipase procolipase complex by mixed micelles revealed by x‐ray crystallography
Author(s): VANTILBEURGH H, EGLOFF MP, MARTINEZ C, et al. // Cambillau C.
Source: NATURE, 362(6423): 814‐820 Published: APR 29 1993 (Times Cited: 424)
¾ Fusarium‐solani cutinase is a lipolytic enzyme with a catalytic serine accessible to solvent
Martinez C, Degeus P, Lauwereys M, Matthyssens G, Cambillau C
Source: NATURE, 356(6370): 615‐618 Published: APR 16 1992 (Times Cited: 267)
¾ Crystal structures of the bovine beta 4galactosyltransferase catalytic domain and its complex with uridine
diphosphogalactose
Author(s): Gastinel LN, Cambillau C, Bourne Y
Source: EMBO JOURNAL, 18(13): 3546‐3557 Published: JUL 1 1999 (Times Cited: 225)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Olive
Surname: Daniel
Email: olive@marseille.inserm.fr

Affiliation: Centre de Recherche en Cancérologie de Marseille, Inserm UMR 891, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 25
International lectures for 5 years: 15
Awards for 10 years: 1
Patents for 5 years: 5
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 19

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 338
H index: 49
Total of publications over 10 years: 168
H index over 10 years: 25

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Binding of phosphatidylinositol‐3‐oh kinase to cd28 is required for t‐cell signaling
Author(s): Pages F, Ragueneau M, Rottapel R, Truneh A, Nunes J, Imbert J, Olive D
Source: NATURE, 369(6478): 327‐329 Published: MAY 26 1994 (Times Cited: 262)
¾ Transmembrane signaling via the t11‐dependent pathway of human t‐cell activation ‐ evidence for the involvement of
1,2‐diacylglycerol and inositol phosphates
Author(s): Pantaleo G, Olive D, Poggi A, et al.
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY, 17(1): 55‐60 Published: JAN 1987 (Times Cited: 175)
¾ The role of p21(ras) in cd28 signal‐transduction ‐ triggering of cd28 with antibodies, but not the ligand b7‐1, activates
p21(ras)
Author(s): Nunes Ja, Collette Y, Truneh A, Olive D, Cantrell Da.
Source: JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE, 180 (3): 1067‐1076 Published: SEP 1 1994 (Times Cited: 164)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Fournier
Surname: Pierre‐Edouard
Birth date: 1966
Email: pierre‐edouard.fournier@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE ‐ UMR6236 – IRD198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 5
International lectures for 5 years: 20
Editorial activities: Associated Editor for Journal of Microbiological Methods
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 5 (600K€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 248
H index: 42
Total of publications over 10 years: 180
H index over 10 years: 38

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Mechanisms of evolution in Rickettsia conorii and R. prowazekii
Author(s): Ogata H, Audic S, Renesto‐Audiffren P, // Fournier PE
Source: SCIENCE, 293(5537: 2093‐2098 Published: SEP 14 2001 (Times Cited: 240)
¾ Diagnosis of 22 new cases of Bartonella endocarditis
Author(s): Raoult D, Fournier PE, Drancourt M, et al.
Source: ANNALS OF INTERNAL MEDICINE,125(8): 646‐& Published: OCT 15 1996 (Times Cited: 204)
¾ Q fever 1985‐1998 ‐ Clinical and epidemiologic features of 1,383 infections
Author(s): Raoult D, Tissot‐Dupont H, Foucault C, // Fournier PE
Source: MEDICINE, 79(2): 109‐123 Published: MAR 2000 (Times Cited: 185)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Henrissat
Surname: Bernard
Birth date: 1954
Email: bernard.henrissat@afmb.univ‐mrs.fr

Affiliation: Architecture et Fonction des Macromolécules Biologiques ‐ UMR6098, Marseille
Position
DR1, CNRS, group leader (Research Director, CNRS)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 8
International lectures for 5 years: 16
Editorial activities:
Editorial Board Member: The Journal of Biological Chemistry (2006‐2011)
Awards for 10 years:
2007 : Prix Pierre Desnuelles (Académie des Sciences).
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 8 (1,5 M€) and 2 (150K$)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 129
H index: 38
Total of publications over 10 years: 119
H index over 10 years: 36

The 3 most cited publications
¾

The genome of black cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa (Torr. & Gray).
Author(s): Tuskan GA, DiFazio S, Jansson S, // Henrissat B
Source: SCIENCE, 313(5793) :1596‐1604 Published: SEP 15 2006 (Times Cited: 631)
¾ Carbohydrate‐active enzymes: An integrated database approach.
Author(s): Coutinho PM, Henrissat B.
Conference Information: 3rd Carbohydrate Bioengineering Meeting, APR 11‐14, 1999 UNIV NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
NEWCASTLE TYNE, ENGLAND Source: RECENT ADVANCES IN CARBOHYDRATE BIOENGINEERING Book Series: ROYAL
SOCIETY OF CHEMISTRY SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS, 246: 3‐12 Published: 1999 (Times Cited: 630)
¾ An evolving hierarchical family classification for glycosyltransferases .
Author(s): Coutinho PM, Deleury E, Davies GJ, // Henrissat B
Source: JOURNAL OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, 328(2): 307‐317 Published: APR 25 2003 (Times Cited: 374)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Drancourt
Surname: Michel
Birth date: 1960
Email: michel.drancourt@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE ‐ UMR6236 – IRD198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 7
International lectures for 5 years: 10
Editorial activities:
Deputy Editor, Clinical Microbiology and Infection & Associate Editor, Emerging Infectious Diseases
Patents for 5 years: 4
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 1 ANR (360K€); 1 STIC 2006 (1,200 K€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 229
H index: 37
Total of publications over 10 years : 143
H index over 10 years: 27

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Bartonella (rochalimaea) quintana endocarditis in 3 homeless men
Author(s): Drancourt M, Mainardi Jl, Brouqui P, et al.
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 332 (7): 419‐423 Published: FEB 16 1995 (Times Cited: 238)
¾ Diagnosis of 22 new cases of Bartonella endocarditis
Author(s): Raoult D, Fournier PE, Drancourt M, et al.
Source: ANNALS OF INTERNAL MEDICINE, 125(8): 646‐& Published: OCT 15 1996 (Times Cited: 204)
¾ 16S ribosomal DNA sequence analysis of a large collection of environmental and clinical unidentifiable bacterial isolates
Author(s): Drancourt M, Bollet C, Carlioz A, et al.
Source: JOURNAL OF CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY, 38(10): 3623‐3630 Published: OCT 2000 (Times Cited: 184)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Gorvel
Surname: Jean‐Pierre
Birth date: 1955
Email: gorvel@ciml.univ‐mrs.fr

Affiliation: Centre d'Immunologie de Marseille Luminy, Marseille
Position
DR1, CNRS, group leader (Research Director, CNRS)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 12
International lectures for 5 years: 38
Editorial activities:
Chief‐Editor of Microbial pathogenesis: starting 2006 December 1st, Associated Editor for Cellular Microbiology, PloSOne,
Microbes and Infection
Awards for 10 years:
Award from the Fondation pour la recherche Médicale: Jacques Piraud award 2010, Award from the French Academy of
Sciences: Charles Louis de Saulces de Freycinet award, 2006.
Patents for 5 years: 4
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 8 (1,5 M€) and 2 (150K$)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 141
H index: 37
Total of publications over 10 years: 65
H index over 10 years: 23

The 3 most cited publications
¾

The rab7 gtpase resides on a vesicular compartment connected to lysosomes.
Author(s): Meresse S, Gorvel JP, Chavrier P
Source: JOURNAL OF CELL SCIENCE, 108 (Part 11): 3349‐3358 Published: NOV 1995 (Times Cited: 183)
¾ Brucella abortus transits through the autophagic pathway and replicates in the endoplasmic reticulum of
nonprofessional phagocytes .
Author(s): Pizarro‐Cerda J, Meresse S, Parton RG, // Gorvel JP
Source: INFECTION AND IMMUNITY, 66(12): 5711‐5724 Published: DEC 1998 (Times Cited: 179)
¾ Biogenesis of Salmonella typhimurium‐containing vacuoles in epithelial cells involves interactions with the early
endocytic pathway.
Author(s): Steele‐Mortimer O, Meresse S, Gorvel JP, et al.
Source: CELLULAR MICROBIOLOGY, 1 (1): 33‐49 Published: JUL 1999 (Times Cited: 148)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Trape
Surname: Jean‐François
Birth date: 1949
Email: trape@ird.sn

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236, IRD‐198, Marseille
Position
DR, IRD (Research Director, IRD)

Scientific Activities
Awards for 10 years:
Grand prix de l’IRD 2010.

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 162
H index: 37
Total of publications over 10 years: 80
H index over 10 years: 20

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Impact of chloroquine resistance on malaria mortality
Author(s): Trape JF, Pison G, Preziosi MP, et al.
Source: COMPTES RENDUS DE L ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES SERIE III‐SCIENCES DE LA VIE‐LIFE SCIENCES, 321(8): 689‐697
Published: AUG 1998 (Times Cited: 227)
¾ The dielmo project ‐ a longitudinal‐study of natural malaria infection and the mechanisms of protective immunity in a
community living in a holoendemic area of senegal
Author(s): Trape JF, Rogier C, Konate L, et al.
Source: AMERICAN JOURNAL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE AND HYGIENE, 51(2): 123‐137 Published: AUG 1994 (Times
Cited: 197)
¾ Combating malaria morbidity and mortality by reducing transmission
Author(s): Trape JF, Rogier C
Source: PARASITOLOGY TODAY, 12(6): 236‐240 Published: JUN 1996 (Times Cited: 195)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Bourne
Surname: Yves
Birth date: 1961
Email: yves.bourne@afmb.univ‐mrs.fr

Affiliation: Architecture et Fonction des Macromolécules Biologiques ‐ UMR6098, Marseille
Position
DR1, CNRS, group leader (Research Director, CNRS)

Scientific Activities for last 5 years
PhD training: 5
International lectures for 5 years: 15
Editorial activities:
Associated Editor for Biochem Journal
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 14 (1,5 M€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 88
H index: 35
Total of publications over 10 years: 29
H index over 10 years : 8

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Crystal structures of the bovine beta 4galactosyltransferase catalytic domain and its complex with uridine
diphosphogalactose Author(s): Gastinel LN, Cambillau C, Bourne Y
Source: EMBO JOURNAL, 18(13): 3546‐3557 Published: JUL 1 1999 (Times Cited: 225)
¾ Structures of Aplysia AChBP complexes with nicotinic agonists and antagonists reveal distinctive binding interfaces and
conformations
Author(s): Hansen SB, Sulzenbacher G, Huxford T, Marchot P, Taylor P, Bourne Y
Source: EMBO JOURNAL, 24(20): 3635‐3646 Published: OCT 19 2005 (Times Cited: 213)
¾ Glycoside hydrolases and glycosyltransferases: families and functional modules
Author(s): Bourne Y, Henrissat B
Source: CURRENT OPINION IN STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY, 11(5): 593‐600 Published: OCT 2001 (Times Cited: 185)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Brouqui
Surname: Philippe
Birth date: 1958
Email: philippe.brouqui@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE ‐ UMR6236 –D198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 6
International lectures for 5 years: 22
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 8 (866 K€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 236
H index: 33
Total of publications over 10 years: 152
¾ H index over 10 years : 22

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Bartonella (rochalimaea) quintana endocarditis in 3 homeless men.
Author(s): Drancourt M, Mainardi Jl, Brouqui P, et al.
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 332(7): 419‐423 Published: FEB 16 1995 (Times Cited: 238)
¾ Human disease in Europe caused by a granulocytic Ehrlichia species.
Author(s): Petrovec M, Furlan SL, Zupanc TA, Strle F, Brouqui P, Roux V, Dumler JS
Source: JOURNAL OF CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY, 35(6): 1556‐1559 Published: JUN 1997 (Times Cited: 190)
¾ Endocarditis due to rare and fastidious bacteria.
Author(s): Brouqui P, Raoult D
Source: CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY REVIEWS, 14(1): 177‐ Published: JAN 2001 (Times Cited: 167)
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Summary of research activities
Name: La Scola
Surname: Bernard
Birth date: 1963
Email: bernard.lascola@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE ‐ UMR6236 –D198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 6
International lectures for 5 years: 4
Patents for 5 years: 5
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 1 (364 K€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 134
H index: 31
Total of publications over 10 years: 111
H index over 10 years: 27

The 3 most cited publications
¾

¾

¾

The 1.2‐megabase genome sequence of mimivirus
Author(s): Raoult D, Audic S, Robert C, Abergel C, Renesto P, Ogata H, La Scola B, Suzan M, Claverie JM
Source: SCIENCE, 306(5700): 1344‐1350 Published: NOV 19 2004 (Times Cited: 214)
Cultivation of the bacillus of Whipple's disease.
Author(s): Raoult D, Birg ML, La Scola B, et al.
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 342(9): 620‐625 Published: MAR 2 2000 (Times Cited: 180)
Laboratory diagnosis of rickettsioses: Current approaches to diagnosis of old and new rickettsial diseases
Author(s): La Scola B, Raoult D
Source: JOURNAL OF CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY, 35 (11): 2715‐2727 Published: NOV 1997 (Times Cited: 150)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Mège
Surname: Jean‐Louis
Birth date: 1956
Email: jean‐louis.mege@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236, IRD‐198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 6
International lectures for 5 years: 10
Patents for 5 years: 1
Number of Grants for 5 years: 7

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 180
H index: 31
Total of publications over 10 years: 89
H index over 10 years: 21

The 3 most cited publications
¾

¾

¾

Tumor‐necrosis‐factor‐alpha levels and weight‐loss in chronic obstructive pulmonary‐disease
Author(s): Difrancia M, Barbier D, Mege JL, et al.
Source: AMERICAN JOURNAL OF RESPIRATORY AND CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE, 150(5): 1453‐1455 Published: NOV
1994 (Times Cited: 219)
Overproduction of monocyte‐derived tumor‐necrosis‐factor‐alpha, interleukin‐(il)‐6, il‐8 and increased neutrophil
superoxide generation in behcets‐disease ‐ a comparative‐study with familial mediterranean fever and healthy‐subjects
Author(s): Mege JL, Dilsen N, Sanguedolce V, et al.
Source: JOURNAL OF RHEUMATOLOGY, 20 (9): 1544‐1549 Published: SEP 1993 (Times Cited: 182)
Patterns of cytokine evolution (tumor necrosis factor‐alpha and interleukin‐6) after septic shock, hemorrhagic shock,
and severe trauma
Author(s): Martin C, Boisson C, Haccoun M, Thomachot L, Mege JL
Source: CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE, 25 (11): 1813‐1819 Published: NOV 1997 (Times Cited: 168)

.
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Summary of research activities
Name: Moatti
Surname: Jean‐Paul
Birth date: 1951
Email: jean‐paul.moatti@inserm.fr

Affiliation: UMR S912 Observatoire Régional de la Santé, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
Editorial activities:
Editorial Board: AIDS, AIDS CARE, International Journal of Technology Assessment in Health Care, Health Services and
Outcomes Research Methodology.

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 295
H index: 30
Total of publications over 10 years: 140
H index over 10 years: 24

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Randomized trial of bone marrow versus lenograstim‐primed blood cell allogeneic transplantation in patients with
early‐stage leukemia: A report from the Societe Francaise de Greffe de Moelle
Author(s): Blaise D, Kuentz M, Fortanier C, Bourhis JH, Milpied N, Sutton L, Jouet JP, Attal M, Bordigoni P, Cahn JY,
Boiron JM, Schuller MP, Moatti JP, Michalle M.
Source: JOURNAL OF CLINICAL ONCOLOGY, 18(3): 537‐546 Published: FEB 2000 (Times Cited: 219)
¾ Failure to maintain long‐term adherence to highly active antiretroviral therapy: the role of lipodystrophy
Author(s): Duran S, Saves M, Spire B, Cailleton V, Sobel A, Carrieri P, Salmon D, Moatti JP, Leport C
Source: AIDS, 15(18): 2441‐2444 Published: DEC 7 2001 (Times Cited: 158)
¾ Adherence to highly active antiretroviral therapies (HAART) in HIV‐infected patients: from a predictive to a dynamic
approach
Author(s): Spire B, Duran S, Souville M, Leport C, Raffi F, Moatti JP
Source: SOCIAL SCIENCE & MEDICINE, 54(10): 1481‐1496 Published: MAY 2002 (Times Cited: 146)
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Summary of research activities
Name: de Lamballerie
Surname: Xavier
Birth date: 1962
Email: Xavier.De‐Lamballerie@univmed.fr

Affiliation: UMR‐IRD 190 – Emergence des Pathologies Virales, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 10
Editorial activities:
Editor for Journal of General Virology, Vector Borne & Zoonotic Diseases, Public Health Reviews

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 168
H index: 29
Total of publications over 10 years: 153
H index over 10 years: 27

The 3 most cited publications
¾

A giant virus in amoebae
Author(s): La Scola B, Audic S, Robert C, Jungang L, de Lamballerie X, Drancourt M, Birtles R, Claverie JM, Raoult D
Source: SCIENCE, 299(5615): 2033‐2033 Published: MAR 28 2003 (Times Cited: 101)
¾ A flea‐associated rickettsia pathogenic for humans
Author(s): Raoult D, La Scola B, Enea M, Fournier PE, Roux V, Fenollar F, Galvao MAM, de Lamballerie X
Source: EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES, 7(1): 73‐81 Published: JAN‐FEB 2001 (Times Cited: 94)
¾ Chikungunya outbreaks ‐ The globalization of vectorborne diseases
Author(s): Charrel RN, de Lamballerie X, Raoult D
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 356(8 ): 769‐771 Published: FEB 22 2007 (Times Cited: 87)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Pontarotti
Surname: Pierre
Birth date: 1954
Email: Pierre.Pontarotti@univ-provence.fr

Affiliation: LATP UMR ‐ CNRS 6632, Marseille
Position
DR2, CNRS

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 16
International lectures for 5 years: 9
Editorial activities: Associated editor: 7
Grants (Sum) for 5 years:16 (1,5M€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 92
H index: 29
Total of publications over 10 years: 45
H index over 10 years: 13

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein is a member of a subset of the immunoglobulin superfamily encoded within the
major histocompatibility complex
Author(s): Phamdinh D, Mattei Mg, Nussbaum Jl, Roussel G, Pontarotti P, Roeckel N, Mather Ih, Artzt K, Lindahl Kf,
Dautigny A
Source: PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 90(17): 7990‐
7994 Published: SEP 1 1993 (Times Cited: 152)
¾ Of worms and men: An evolutionary perspective on the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and FGF receptor families
Author(s): Coulier F, Pontarotti P, Roubin R, et al.
Source: JOURNAL OF MOLECULAR EVOLUTION, 44(1): 43‐56 Published: JAN 1997 (Times Cited: 147)
¾ Evidence of en bloc duplication in vertebrate genomes
Author(s): Abi‐Rached L, Gilles A, Shiina T, Pontarotti P, Inoko H
Source: NATURE GENETICS, 31(1): 100‐105 Published: MAY 2002 (Times Cited: 115)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Canard
Surname: Bruno
Email: bruno.canard@afmb.univ‐mrs.fr

Affiliation: Architecture et Fonction des Macromolécules Biologiques – UMR 6098, Marseille
Position
DR, CNRS, group leader

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 129
H index: 28
Total of publications over 10 years: 127
H index over 10 years: 28

The 3 most cited publications
¾

An RNA cap (nucleoside‐2 '‐O‐)‐methyltransferase in the flavivirus RNA polymerase NS5: crystal structure and functional
characterization
Author(s): Egloff MP, Benarroch D, Selisko B, Romette JL, Canard B
Source: EMBO JOURNAL, 21(11): 2757‐2768 Published: JUN 3 2002 (Times Cited: 144)
¾ Assessing protein disorder and induced folding
Author(s): Receveur‐Brechot V, Bourhis JM, Uversky VN, Canard B, Longhi S.
Source: PROTEINS‐STRUCTURE FUNCTION AND BIOINFORMATICS, 62(1): 24‐45 Published: JAN 1 2006 (Times Cited:
111)
¾ The C‐terminal domain of the measles virus nucleoprotein is intrinsically disordered and folds upon binding to the C‐
terminal moiety of the phosphoprotein
Author(s): Longhi S, Receveur‐Brechot V, Karlin D, Johansson K, Darbon H, Bhella D, Yeo R, Finet S, Canard B
Source: JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, 278(20): 18638‐18648 Published: MAY 16 2003 (Times Cited: 85)
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Summary of research activities
Name: de Micco
Surname: Philippe
Email: philippe.demicco@efs.sante.fr

Affiliation E.F.S. Alpes‐Méditerranée Epidémiologie moléculaire : émergence et co‐évolution virale, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 226
H index: 28
Total of publications over 10 years: 90
¾ H index over 10 years: 20

The 3 most cited publications
¾

A one‐step microbial dna extraction method using chelex‐100 suitable for gene amplification
Author(s): Delamballerie X, Zandotti C, Vignoli C, Bollet C, de Micco P.
Source: RESEARCH IN MICROBIOLOGY, 143(8): 785‐790 Published: OCT 1992 (Times Cited: 121)
¾ A simple method for the isolation of chromosomal dna from gram‐positive or acid‐fast bacteria
Author(s): Bollet C, Gevaudan Mj, Delamballerie X, Zandotti C, de Micco P
Source: NUCLEIC ACIDS RESEARCH, 19(8 ): 1955‐1955 Published: APR 25 1991 (Times Cited: 64)
¾ Evidence for recombination in natural populations of dengue virus type 1 based on the analysis of complete genome
sequences
Author(s): Tolou HJG, Couissinier‐Paris P, Durand JP, Mercier V, de Pina JJ, de Micco P, Billoir F, Charrel RN, de
Lamballerie X
Source: JOURNAL OF GENERAL VIROLOGY, 82(Part 6): 1283‐1290 Published: JUN 2001 (Times Cited: 60)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Tamalet
Surname: Catherine
Birth date: 1952
Email: ctamalet@ap-hm.fr

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236, IRD‐198, Marseille
Position
PH, (Medical Doctor)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 191
H index: 28
Total of publications over 10 years: 116
H index over 10 years: 16

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Cellular and plasma viral load in patients infected with hiv‐2
Author(s): Simon F, Matheron S, Tamalet C, et al.
Source: AIDS, 7(11): 1411‐1417 Published: NOV 1993 (Times Cited: 118)
¾ Endothelial‐cell dysfunction in hiv‐infection
Author(s): Lafeuillade A, Alessi Mc, Poizotmartin I, Boyerneumann C, Zandotti C, Quilichini R, Aubert L, Tamalet C,
Juhanvague I, Gastaut .
Source: JOURNAL OF ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROMES AND HUMAN RETROVIROLOGY, 5(2 ): 127‐131
Published: FEB 1992 (Times Cited: 90)
¾ HIV‐1 viral load, phenotype, and resistance in a subset of drug‐naive participants from the Delta trial
Author(s):Brunvezinet F, Boucher C, Loveday C, Descamps D, Fauveau V, Izopet J, Jeffries D, Kaye S, Krzyanowski C,
Nunn A, Schuurman R, Seigneurin JM, Tamalet C, et al
Source: LANCET, 350(9083): 983‐990 Published: OCT 4 1997 (Times Cited: 85)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Blin
Surname: Olivier
Email: olivier.blin@ap‐hm.fr

Affiliation: UMR 6193, Institut de Neurosciences cognitives de la Méditerranée, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 198
H index: 27
Total of publications over 10 years: 59
H index over 10 years: 8

The 3 most cited publications
¾

A controlled trial of riluzole in amyotrophic‐lateral‐sclerosis
Author(s): Bensimon G, Lacomblez L, Meininger V, Bouche P, Delwaide C, Couratier P, Blin O,.
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 330(9): 585‐591 Published: MAR 3 1994 (Times Cited: 760)
¾ Olanzapine versus haloperidol: Acute phase results of the international double‐blind olanzapine trial
Author(s): Beasley CM, Hamilton SH, Crawford AM, Dellva MA, Tollefson GD, Tran PV, Blin O, Beuzen JN.
Source: EUROPEAN NEUROPSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY, 7(2): 125‐137 Published: MAY 1997 (Times Cited: 188)
¾ Intravenous immunoglobulin treatment in patients with motor‐neuron syndromes associated with anti‐gm1 antibodies ‐
a double‐blind, placebo‐controlled study
Author(s): Azulay Jp, Blin O, Pouget J, et al.
Conference Information: 44th Annual Meeting of the American‐Academy‐of‐Neurology, MAY, 1992 SAN DIEGO, CA
Source: NEUROLOGY, 44(3): 429‐432 Published: MAR 1994 (Times Cited: 175)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Papazian
Surname: Laurent
Birth date: 1959
Email: laurent.papazian@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236 ‐ IRD 198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 5
International lectures for 5 years: 15
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 3 (721 K€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 136
H index: 27
Total of publications over 10 years: 79
H index over 10 years: 17

The 3 most cited publications
¾

¾

¾

Effect of ventilator‐associated pneumonia on mortality and morbidity
Author(s): Papazian L, Bregeon F, Thirion X, et al.
Source: AMERICAN JOURNAL OF RESPIRATORY AND CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE, 154(1): 91‐97 Published: JUL 1996
(Times Cited: 171)
Norepinephrine or dopamine for the treatment of hyperdynamic septic shock
Author(s): Martin C, Papazian L, Perrin G, et al
Source: CHEST, 103(6): 1826‐1831 Published: JUN 1993 (Times Cited: 167)
Bronchoscopic or blind sampling techniques for the diagnosis of ventilator‐associated pneumonia
Author(s): Papazian L, Thomas P, Garbe L, et al.
Source: AMERICAN JOURNAL OF RESPIRATORY AND CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE, 152(6): 1982‐1991 Published: DEC
1995 (Times Cited: 157)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Charrel
Surname: Remi
Birth date: 1966
Email: remi.charrel@univmed.fr

Affiliation: UMR‐IRD 190 – Unité des Virus Emergents, Marseille
Position
MCU‐PH (Associate Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 5
International lectures for 5 years: 14
Patents for 5 years: 1
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 15 (3,6M€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 97
H index: 22
Total of publications over 10 years: 77
H index over 10 years: 19

The 3 most cited publications
¾

¾

¾

Chikungunya outbreaks ‐ The globalization of vectorborne diseases
Author(s): Charrel RN, de Lamballerie X, Raoult D
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 356(8): 769‐771 Published: FEB 22 2007 (Times Cited: 87)
Hepatitis GB virus C in patients on hemodialysis
Author(s): deLamballerie X, Charrel RN, Dussol B
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 334(23): 1549‐1549 Published: JUN 6 1996 (Times Cited: 86)
Novel chikungunya virus variant in travelers returning from Indian Ocean islands
Author(s): Parola P, de Lamballerie X, Jourdan J, // Charrel RN
Source: EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES, 12(10): 1493‐1499 Published: OCT 2006 (Times Cited: 80)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Fenollar
Surname: Florence
Birth date: 1969
Email: florence.fenollar@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE ‐ UMR6236 – IRD198, Marseille
Position
MCU‐PH (Associated Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 4
International lectures for 5 years: 10
Awards for 10 years: Young Investigator Award for Research in Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases 2009
Patents for 5 years: 1
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 5 (990 K€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 99
H index: 22
Total of publications over 10 years: 91
H index over 10 years: 21

The 3 most cited publications
¾

¾

¾

Rickettsia africae, a tick‐borne pathogen in travelers to sub‐Saharan Africa.
Author(s): Raoult D, Fournier PE, Fenollar F, et al.
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 344(20): 1504‐1510 Published: MAY 17 2001 (Times Cited: 116)
A flea‐associated rickettsia pathogenic for humans
Author(s): Raoult D, La Scola B, Enea M, Fournier PE, Roux V, Fenollar F, Galvao MAM, de Lamballerie X
Source: EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES, 7(1): 73‐81 Published: JAN‐FEB 2001 (Times Cited: 94)
Medical progress ‐ Whipple's disease
Author(s): Fenollar F, Puechal X, Raoult D
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 356(1): 55‐66 Published: JAN 4 2007 (Times Cited: 79)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Parola
Surname: Philippe
Birth date: 1971
Email: philippe.parola@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236 ‐ IRD 198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 4
International lectures for 5 years: 15
Awards for 10 years:
Médaille de bronze de la Société de Pathologie Exotique 2005; Lauréat de l’Académie Nationale de Médecine 2001: Prix Léon
Launoy (Pathologie Exotique); Lauréat du Programme Lavoisier 2001 du Ministère des Affaires Etrangères; Prix de Thèse en
Médecine Tropicale 2001, de l’Institut de Médecine Tropicale du Service de Santé des Armées du Pharo; Prix International
2000 de la Société Française de Biologie Clinique
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 1 (145 k€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 173
H index: 22
Total of publications over 10 years: 156
H index over 10 years: 21

The 3 most cited publications
¾

¾

¾

Ticks and tickborne bacterial diseases in humans: An emerging infectious threat
Author(s): Parola P, Didier R
Source: CLINICAL INFECTIOUS DISEASES, 32(6): 897‐928 Published: MAR 15 2001 (Times Cited: 198)
Tick‐borne rickettsioses around the world: Emerging diseases challenging old concepts
Author(s): Parola P, Paddock CD, Raoult D
Source: CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY REVIEWS, 18(4): 719‐+ Published: OCT 2005 (Times Cited: 184)
Guidelines for the diagnosis of tick‐borne bacterial diseases in Europe
Author(s): Brouqui P, Bacellar F, Baranton G, et al.// Parola P,
Source: CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY AND INFECTION, 10(12): 1108‐1132 Published: DEC 2004 (Times Cited: 82)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Rolain
Surname: Jean‐Marc
Birth date: 1970
Email: jean‐marc.rolain@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236, IRD‐198, Marseille
Position
PU, (PharmD ,PhD , Professor)

Scientific Activities
International lectures for 5 years: 34
Editorial activities: Associated editor for Clinical Microbiology Review

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 164
H index: 22
Total of publications over 10 years: 163
H index over 10 years: 21

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Molecular detection of Bartonella quintana, B‐koehlerae, B‐henselae, B‐clarridgeiae, Rickettsia felis, and Wolbachia
pipientis in cat fleas, France
Author(s): Rolain JM, Franc M, Davoust B, et al.
Source: EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES, 9(3): 338‐342 Published: MAR 2003 (Times Cited: 102)
¾ Recommendations for treatment of human infections caused by Bartonella species
Author(s): Rolain JM, Brouqui P, Koehler JE, et al.
Source: ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS AND CHEMOTHERAPY, 48(6): 1921‐1933 Published: JUN 2004 (Times Cited: 89)
¾ In vitro susceptibilities of 27 rickettsiae to 13 antimicrobials
Author(s): Rolain JM, Maurin M, Vestris G, et al.
Source: ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS AND CHEMOTHERAPY, 42(7): 1537‐1541 Published: JUL 1998 (Times Cited: 63)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Stein
Surname: Andreas
Email: andreas.stein@univmed.fr

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236, ‐ IRD198, Marseille
Position
PU‐PH, (MD, PhD, Professor)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 53
H index: 22
Total of publications over 10 years: 25
H index over 10 years: 11

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Q fever 1985‐1998 ‐ Clinical and epidemiologic features of 1,383 infections
Author(s): Raoult D, Tissot‐Dupont H, Foucault C, Gouvernet J, Fournier PE, Bernit E, Stein A, Nesri M, et al
Source: MEDICINE, 79(2): 109‐123 Published: MAR 2000
¾ Oral rifampin plus ofloxacin for treatment of staphylococcus‐infected orthopedic implants
Author(s): Drancourt M, Stein A, Argenson JN, et al.
Source: ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS AND CHEMOTHERAPY, 37(6): 1214‐1218 Published: JUN 1993 (Times Cited: 128)
¾ A simple method for amplification of dna from paraffin‐embedded tissues
Author(s): Stein A, Raoult D
Source: NUCLEIC ACIDS RESEARCH, 20(19): 5237‐5238 Published: OCT 11 1992 (Times Cited: 97)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Ewbank
Surname: Jonathan
Birth date: 1952
Email: ewbank@ciml.univ‐mrs.fr

Affiliation: Centre d'Immunologie de Marseille Luminy, Marseille
Position
CR CNRS, Group leader
PhD in 1992

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 46
H index: 20
Total of publications over 10 years: 41
H index over 10 years: 20

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Reverse genetic analysis of components of the Toll signaling pathway in Caenorhabditis elegans
Author(s): Pujol N, Link EM, Liu LX, Kurz CL, Alloing G, Tan MW, Ray KP, Solari R, Johnson CD, Ewbank JJ.
Source: CURRENT BIOLOGY, 11(11): 809‐821 Published: JUN 5 2001 (Times Cited: 132)
¾ TLR‐independent control of innate immunity in Caenorhabditis elegans by the TIR domain adaptor protein TIR‐1, an
ortholog of human SARM
Author(s): Couillault C, Pujol N, Reboul J, Sabatier L, Guichou JF, Kohara Y, Ewbank JJ.
Source: NATURE IMMUNOLOGY, 5(5): 488‐494 Published: MAY 2004 (Times Cited: 119)
¾ Inducible antibacterial defense system in C‐elegans
Author(s): Mallo GV, Kurz CL, Couillault C, Pujol N, Granjeaud S, Kohara Y, Ewbank JJ
Source: CURRENT BIOLOGY, 12(14): 1209‐1214 Published: JUL 23 2002 (Times Cited: 112)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Parzy
Surname: Daniel
Birth date: 1971
Email: philippe.parola@univmed.fr

Affiliation: UMR‐MD3, CNR Paludisme, IRBA antenne Marseille
Position
Médecin en chef, (MD, group leader)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 100
H index: 20
Total of publications over 10 years: 66
H index over 10 years: 16

The 3 most cited publications
¾

Plasmodium falciparum domain mediating adhesion to chondroitin sulfate A: A receptor for human placental infection
Author(s): Buffet PA, Gamain B, Scheidig C, Baruch D, Smith JD, Hernandez‐Rivas R, Pouvelle B, Oishi S, Fujii N, Fusai T,
Parzy D, Miller LH, Gysin J, Scherf A
Source: PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 96(22): 12743‐
12748 Published: OCT 26 1999 (Times Cited: 174)
¾ Linkage of a major quantitative trait locus to Yaa gene‐induced lupus‐like nephritis in (NZW x C57BL/6)F1 mice
Author(s): Santiago ML, Mary C, Parzy D, et al.
Source: EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY, 28(12): 4257‐4267 Published: DEC 1998 (Times Cited: 56)
¾ An atypical mitogen‐activated protein kinase (MAPK) homologue expressed in gametocytes of the human malaria
parasite Plasmodium falciparum ‐ Identification of a MAPK signature
Author(s): Dorin D, Alano P, Boccaccio I, Ciceron L, Doerig C, Sulpice R, Parzy D, Doerig C
Source: JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, 274 (42) Pages: 29912‐29920 Published: OCT 15 1999 (Times Cited: 51)
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Summary of research activities
Name: Rogier
Surname: Christophe
Birth date: 1962
Email: christophe.rogier@wanadoo.fr

Affiliation: URMITE, UMR 6236 IRD‐198, Marseille
Position
Head of the Field Infectiology Department (IRBA; French Ministry of Defense)

Scientific Activities
PhD training: 6
International lectures for 5 years: 10
Editorial activities: Associated Editor for Malaria Journal
Awards for 10 years: Prix de la Fondation du Dr. Albert DUBOIS pour la Pathologie Tropicale, attribué pour la
période 1995‐1999 à l'Académie Royale de Médecine de Belgique (2000); Médaille d’argent accordée pour
travaux scientifiques ou techniques du Service de santé des armées (2006).
Patents for 5 years: 1
Grants (Sum) for 5 years: 38 (13,5M€)

Scientific Production
¾
¾
¾
¾

Total of publications: 130
H index: 20
Total of publications over 10 years: 120
H index over 10 years: 18

The 3 most cited publications
¾

¾

¾

Combating malaria in Africa
Author(s): Trape JF, Pison G, Spiegel A, Enel C, Rogier C
Source: TRENDS IN PARASITOLOGY, 18(5): 224‐230 Published: MAY 2002 (Times Cited: 74)
Development of substituted benzo[c]quinolizinium compounds as novel activators of the cystic fibrosis chloride
channel

Author(s): Becq F, Mettey Y, Gray MA, .// Rogier C
Source: JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, 274(39): 27415‐27425 Published: SEP 24 1999 (Times
Cited: 62)
Increased susceptibility to malaria during the early postpartum period
Author(s): Diagne N, Rogier C, Sokhna CS, et al.
Source: NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE, 343(9): 598‐603 Published: AUG 31 2000 (Times
Cited: 55)
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Appendix 4.

CURRICULUM VITAE
Didier RAOULT, MD, PhD

1. Positions
1989‐Now Full Professor Clinical Microbiology ‐ Marseille, France
• 1995‐ First class
• 2000‐ Exceptionnal class first level
• 2003‐ Exceptionnal class second level (highest grade in France)
1986‐1989 Associate Professor Infectious Diseases, Clinical Microbiology ‐ Marseille, France
1984‐1986 Assistant Professor Infectious Diseases ‐ Marseille, France
1980‐1984 Medical residency internal Medicine and Infectious Diseases ‐ Marseille, France
1978‐1979 Medical residency tropical Medicine ‐ Tahiti, France
2. Administration and Responsabilities
2008‐Now President of the foundation of research “Infectiopôle Sud”
2002‐2003 Counsellor French Ministry of health and Ministry of research for Bioterrorism and
Infectious Diseases
2004‐2006 President scientific comity of the BSL4 Lyon laboratory
1994‐1999 President of the University (University of the Mediterranean) ‐ Marseille
1993‐1994 Medical National president commission for medical and surgical research
1991‐1994 Creation and direction of the research department of Marseille' s university hospital
1989‐1994 Associated dean for research ‐ School of Medicine ‐ Marseille, France
3. Research
1988‐2007 Creation and Head WHO Collaborative Centre for Rickettsial Diseases
1987‐Now Head off the French National Refers Centre for Rickettsial Diseases ‐ Marseille
1984 ‐ Now: Creation of Unit of Rickettsies (1992 ‐ Now: CNRS, 2008 ‐ Now: IRD)
4. Editorial Activities
2008‐Now Clinical Microbiology and Infection, Editor in Chief
2008‐Now PloS Neglected Tropical Diseases, Associated Editor
2006‐Now APMIS, Editorial Board
2005‐2010 Eur. J.Clinical Microbiology, Infectious Diseases, Editor
2005‐Now Lancet, Editorial consultant
2004‐Now Clin Infect Dis, Editorial Advisory Board
2004‐Now Current Immunology Review, Editorial Board
2003‐Now Emerging Infectious Diseases, Associate Editor
2003‐2010 International Journal of Infectious Diseases, Board
2001‐Now Lancet Infectious Diseases, Editorial Board
2000‐2006 Clinical Diag Lab Immunol, Editorial Board
1997‐2003 Emerging Infectious Diseases, Editorial Board
1996‐2005 Eur J Clin Microb Infect Dis, Editoral Board
1995‐2006 J. Clin Microbiol, Editorial Board
1992‐1999 Acta Virologica, Editorial Board
1991‐Now European J Epidemiol, Associate Editor
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5.1 : 1,361 referenced papers

*160 invited lectures outside France
5.2 Microorganisms isolated and/or characterized in the UMR6236 and the discovery diseases
RICKETTSIA
1 Rickettsia slovaca
2 Rickettsia africae
3 Rickettsia sibirica subsp.
mongolitimonae
4 Rickettsia sibirica subsp.
sibirica
5 Rickettsia aeschlimannii
6 Rickettsia massiliae
7 Rickettsia helvetica
8 Rickettsia felis
9 Rickettsia heilongjianghensis
10 Rickettsia raoultii
11 Rickettsia asiatica
12 Rickettsia tamurae
13 Rickettsia conorii subsp.
conorii
14 Rickettsia conorii subsp.
israelensis
15 Rickettsia conorii subsp.
indica
16 Rickettsia conorii subsp.
caspia
17 Candidatus Rickettsia
barbariae
18 Candidatus Rickettsia
tarasevichae
19 Candidatus Rickettsia kellyi
20 Candidatus Rickettsia
davoustii

BARTONELLA
BCD 1 Bartonella
ABC rattimassiliensis
D
2Bartonella vinsonii
subsp. arupensis
ABC 3 Bartonella vinsonii
subsp. berkhoffii
D
4 Bartonella australis
B
5 Bartonella alsatica
ABC 6 Bartonella rochalimaea
AB 7 Bartonella phoceensis
BCD 8 Bartonella
BD rattaustraliani
BCD 9 Bartonella
ACD queenslandensis
B
10 Bartonella
coopersplainensis
11Candidatus Bartonella
B
thailandensis
B
MYCOBACTERIA
1 Mycobacterium
B
conceptionense
BC 2 Mycobacterium bolletii
3 Mycobacterium
ABC phocaicum
4 Mycobacterium
aubagnense
D
AB 5 Mycobacterium
massiliense
6 Mycobacterium
barassiae
7 Mycobacterium
marseillense
8 Mycobacterium
timonense
A: First identification
9 Mycobacterium
B: Official description and name
bouchedurhonense
C: Description of the first human
case
VIRUS
D: Description of the disease (1st
1 Mimivirus
series of human cases)
2 Mamavirus
3 Sputnik (virophage)
4 Marseillevirus

AB
BC
BC
AB
C
A
AB
AB
AB
AB
A

ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC

ABC
A
A
A

PROTEOBACTERIA
1 Afipia massiliensis
2 Afipia birgiae
3 Bosea massiliensis
4 Bosea vestisii
5 Bosea eneae
6 Rhodobacter
massiliensis
7 Odysella
thessalonicensis
8 Nordella oligomobilis
9 Rhizobium massiliae
10 Roseomonas
massiliensis
11 Massilia timonae
12 Legionella
rowbothami
13 Legionella fallonii
14 Legionella drancourtii
15 Legionella drozanskii
16 Actinobacillus
massiliensis
17 Balneatrix alpica
18 Stenotrophomonas
africana
19 Rhodobacter timonae
20 Aeromonas popofii
21 Ignatzschineria
massiliensis
22 Yersinia massiliensis
23 Minibacterium
massiliensis
24 Halomonas
phocacensis
25 Candidatus
bradyrhizobium
massiliensis

AB
AB
ABC
AB
AB
ABC
A
AB
ABC
ABC
ABC
AB
AB
ABC
AB
ABC
AC
ABC
ABC
C
ABC
AB
AB
ABC
A

OTHER BACTERIA
CHLAMYDIAE
1 Parachlamydia acanthamoeba
WHIPPLE’S DISEASE
2 Tropheryma whipplei
ACTINOBACTERIA
3 Actinobaculum timonae
4 Dermabacter massiliensis
5 Actinomyces massiliensis
6 Actinomyces timonensis
7 Helcobacillus massiliensis
8 Brevibacterium massiliense
9 Corynebacterium timonense
10 Corynebacterium massiliense
FIRMICUTES
11 Bacillus massiliensis
12 Paenibacillus sanguinis
13 Paenibacillus timonensis
14 Paenibacillus massiliensis
15 Paenibacillus provencensis
16 Paenibacillus urinalis
17 Streptococcus massiliensis
18 Veillonella atypica
19 Staphylococcus massiliensis
BACTEROIDETES
20 Bacteroides massiliensis
21 Prevotella massiliensis
OTHER GRAM NEGATIVE
22 Chryseobacterium timonae
23 Chryseobacterium massiliae
24 Amoebinatus massiliae
25 Phocaeicola abscessus
26 Candidatus Flavobacterium
massiliensis
27 Candidatus Sphingobacterium
massiliensis
28 Candidatus Reyranalla
massiliensis
29 Candidatus Azospirillum
massiliensis

AC
AB
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
A
A
A
A

30 Candidatus Chryseobacterium
A
massiliensis
31 Candidatus Cytophaga
massiliensis
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6. Translational Research :
‐ 26 patents / 15 licencied
‐ Creation of a start‐up: Inodiag (2003)
7. Honors
2010 Grand Prix Inserm, Paris, France
2009 Prix Eloi Collery, National Academy of Medicine, Paris, France
2008 Sackler Lecturer Award, University of Tel Aviv, Tel Aviv, Israel
2008 Rickettsia. raoultii species created in reference to my name
2007 Introduction lecture (American Society of Microbiology) ICAAC, Chicago, USA
2006 Medical Grand Round, Medical School, Standford, USA
2006 Medical Grand Round, Massachussets General hospital, Boston, USA
2005 Medical Grand Round, Hospital in Chicago, Chicago, USA
2005 Fred Soper Lecture (American Society for Trop Med Hyg), Washington, USA
2003 J. Smadel Lecture Infectious Diseases Society of America, San Diego, USA
2003 Award of the French Foundation for Research (Senior), Paris, France
2002 E. Garner King Memorial lecture, Edmonton, Canada
2002 Award of Over Sea Sciences, Royal Belgian Tropical Medicine Society, Brussels, Belgium
2002 Award of Excellence European Society for Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases
2001 Raoultella gen.nov. described in reference of my name
2000 Pfizer, IDCP Discovery series
1997 Infectious Disease Award (Fondation pour la Recherche Médicale), Paris, France
1996 Science and Army French Award
8. Scientific publications (PubMed): 1,361 scientific publications
9. Books: 20 edited books
10. Books chapters: 181
11. PhD thesis mentored:
• Thesis of Medicine: 78
• Thesis of Science: 38
12‐ Top ten papers:
1. Raoult D, Aboudharam G, Crubezy E, Larrouy G, Ludes B, Drancourt M. Molecular identification by
suicide PCR of Yersinia pestis as the agent of Medieval Black Death. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 2000;
97:12800‐3.
2. Raoult D, La Scola B, Fournier PE, Enea M, Lepidi H, Roux V, Piette JC, Vandenesch F, Vital‐Durand
D, Marrie TJ. Cultivation of the bacillus of Whipple's disease. New Engl J Med. 2000; 342:620‐625.
3. Ogata H, Audic S, Renesto‐Audiffren P, Fournier PE, Barbe V, Samson D, Roux V, Cossart P,
Weissenbach J, Claverie JM, Raoult D. Mechanisms of evolution in Rickettsia conorii and R.
prowazekii. Science. 2001; 293:2093‐2098.
4. Raoult D, Fournier PE, Jensenius M, Prioe T, de Pina JJ, Caruso G, Jones N, Laferl H, Rosenblatt JE,
Marrie TJ. Rickettsia africae, a tick‐borne pathogen in travellers to sub‐Saharan Africa. N Engl J Med.
2001; 344:1504‐10.
5. Raoult D, Ogata H, Audic S, Robert C, Suhre K, Drancourt M, Claverie JM. Tropheryma whipplei
Twist: a human pathogenic Actinobacteria with a reduced genome. Genome Res. 2003;13:1800‐9.
6. La Scola B, Audic S, Robert C, Jungang L, De Lamballerie X, Drancourt M, Birtles R, Claverie JM,
Raoult D. A giant virus in amoebae. Science. 2003; 299:2033.
7. Renesto P, Crapoulet N, Ogata H, La Scola B, Vestris G, Claverie JM, Raoult D. Genome‐based
design of a cell‐free culture medium for Tropheryma whipplei. Lancet. 2003; 362:447‐9.
8. Raoult D, Audic S, Robert C, Abergel C, Renesto P, Ogata H, La Scola B, Susan M, Claverie JM. The
1.2‐megabase genome sequence of Mimivirus. Science. 2004; 306:1344‐50.
9. La Scola B, Desnues C, Pagnier I, Robert C, Barrassi L, Fournous G, Merchat M, Suzan‐Monti M,
Forterre P, Koonin E, Raoult D. The virophage as a unique parasite of the giant mimivirus. Nature.
2008;455:100‐4.
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10. Boyer M, Yutin N, Pagnier I, Barrassi L, Fournous G, Espinosa L, Robert C, Azza S, Sun S, Rossmann
MG, Suzan‐Monti M, La Scola B, Koonin EV, Raoult D. Giant Marseillevirus highlights the role of
amoebae as a melting pot in emergence of chimeric microorganisms. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA.
2009;106:21848‐53.
For more information, please report on our web site :
ifr48.timone.univ‐mrs.fr
www.infectiopolesud.com
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Appendix 5.

Principles Agreements of the different
institutions taking part in the IHU project
presented by Marseille

Accords de principe des différentes
institutions participant au projet de l’IHU
présenté par Marseille
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Principles Agreements of the different private
partners taking part in the IHU project
presented by Marseille

Accords de principe des différents partenaires
privés participant au projet de l’IHU présenté
par Marseille
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